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Mr. F. C. Hoerner
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1000 COLOR SELECTION AND VERIFICATION Dr. L. Silverstein
TESTING FOR AIRBORNE COLOR CRT Boeing
DISPLAYS
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1045 THE F/A-18 TODAY - TOMORROW Mr. G. Adam
McDonnell Douglas
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GUEST SPEAKER

RADM P. McCarthy
OPNAV

Aviation Plans and Requirements
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IIUk A N 1-l., I fli-;;RI i N; I N Al ii-thAI"'l' ANi 2Y) PlEM Dl.;" I 1;N

Th'ie lwtii doecnile hwn :.eei: t :utti-er I1 !,iI rcvtitt typen dr.veinped which

exponentitial rate, niid t i i%, heen ol veil-cted il al t.ýellerial dieclinie

ill t~he nummher of1 oppra .1 ona I Ironta-]. ine ii rc palI i Tli i.e phietioneriori

in nolit. i111 lcitie t~o the Jlb it td K~i lli'dottn; no Fl '.Ila owi , thle l-relld is

very ojilarnt in the, Uni ted ;3tllel]. TIijf I eadl 101F. led 1-o the dJevel-

opment of the mifili. -v'o'lo nv itcon)JCept iii wlilc nii -inircrrift is9

expected to per formib i It i i i-ni v conth!it. iind ii i-trroknd nitt.acl< r.olIes

In some inc tanc encd i i one iin isson ; thti s iint vl l't requnires all

thle re 1 ev anlt co)ckpi t. k1 i o jlt].a: 0onit- role I str bc: th rrilout enn t. a b I Ii te ed

wi.thin the cockpilt,

ThI e ui~rrarl whI i~chI hav~e allt. mei te ly alt- I, ey,-ed se.Ia tatas Iia ve

also been faced wit hI a dlantilI itig arr.ay of hli tlily sophi t~i co ted grounld

defences, through whit ch to paiss Ito a tavgel .*As an example, Fig,.?

Shows the capabiliti.ies of, Just three ip ei systemns alnd shows thatt

the only real hope uli a-rr.i vit Iit it the tntrget i3m to f'ly ait hi gh

speed tit very low level , thus redoiwitiý exposure time,

The cockpit. des i gns whi ci havP a dvel.oped durii'1.1 ti's Period have

been hesed lairgely On exprdell-Y neaiy* ~ rly a l wayn Wi. lit. 111TN ul .

designl leadl~ll, alid th11c illiOet.Vý~iii;tIy l~ess warrurital-le assumiption

tha t the pilot is aidaptive. yerCiotighi to leairn row to dea]. withl these

eveni move complex eye t.0ns.

To make matters woroe the oeha l~een a paInileIted owrsine

seat aircraft. Th~e inc rena ill - complex ty , tote ther with inladequatIe

thought, or Limle for tluimit.lh t !,: 1*')u the .itl . of, hum11an ahili ty has

Led towards the pi.lot.' n beltiet literally "uttuna eted" withi diespllays

and controls.

.....



Thlir pipor wil r1tevie 10W 110 or!'i 11111 '0C.:lit deove oplliell. ill r'epllf)OOU1

to the expiulldillt N Iiýll elivolopoe nUll thelf Ieed to im~prove opprilit i likI

et'fet'ocvi\erlen n111 wil :lhw Ihn i upo, ,I' on 11 ht'iluler and~

typ Mlo' intCk pit dillpiliy:1 lili Ci "I I I-oo T l e paper wil 1101 d ~~nisi obn

the lir0rleltl v pl'0po~iA0. OlX ll1tIi i.11 LIonplhilti ty for Itie Ihex Vt l[''

on iil~cinI' * it :i-w n Ii.oil wil UI ii t be t' e l oI wjri , 'do n i it' C

Olilii 1: t~wot' r*a~ ,11 X 0 il: w ill lm f ('i o 1 i l' l 1 t lill , il

reICI no .:e.1:'. q-'K' t I .ill hioh. j:,i fl ilt-N

etc. wil c h can he uricd t-o I'012ij ve tiem. P~ina ly, the paper willi

takse ai Eihrt I ouk i n LL Ihli I'lut ut' r o C otck p it d i uple~v IecIhoi qies nmi

t~hei r poosl hi e ilplik, I1 ,Aoil (Coclq pit des i mn

The Ci rat imiit ii' ilibt, niii'Qul''t vi t hel Wl-i ý.ht F'lyer. The I ''o 0kp PAt

Coll tVI i nied onl ly two I e0 I''ll , odie 10' r'idde I-/w i Ili- W1-1) , t he0 1.o I, Ve "I o

0 1ovi t~or. 'Phli ho ~imlv lilyl)l wav iocceptoablu no Hie pil.1ot.'s task< was

si~mple - ",St~tiy' mlolt. an ong" min pou3o iltiel. Th i, degree CX oilimplioL ty

did not1. vellin iii; Ii s .11c q -i ie t o' I 11 i o e .iioE.,d e ,Vk1.,u i to i I (n e gre w, Ili onl I

0i.ng l VA'o II Ii ''0 (! o I I 'I:i )C h vor C ol ( onii lie heooilie ý1131 timportl- it. fv4 conf-

trol 01, Olt C1 y Iill," mil'11k.ei3 :111d1 Ulk 10 ld to 0 hE .i Ilitl I'Od k t it'11 01

alixtu.3 tlO oitinci t, itilli tcir, pin013i-I Ire. p, l-,IIid 1'ue-? 110 flw iBIAp'S~y

I-lie 'i'ot." hitid Sartluted,

Byv thet start. ot' the Fi't-olV Worn d Will', thle now eommtiomip luie layout.k t1'

Vihe cookp 1 1. liid dýve!I opid, lite pi I1 t3) I entoi ulprightl. , oi cen t.rtil

JcY-1 t i oh- . tule (All") t.it. 11, imouintt d oil I he lott , hýlll prI me'i 1 Seplays

l'Q'iOtiig tle i itototI ' 0'llt010,Anl e!Xtilt1ple L'1 tilý 1il'SI. Wk)nid

War cockpit iii tliil- 1. 1I' hiv :11-','A, Ibd lb lo i. shown itll1Fig. ~. Tlie

majin~or vole Wail tloit. of' nil' lnt'elioe/lii co lt'od't . Thie pIo t

datai nall; i mlInIlt iloo-ak wooi t'el~iV ;vpye .1 ~ ~impie Wi t illitid t-iot. 11 oi'

speed, Ite iii.th, lieod ing and pipa hesintv pr'iesented iii t he vooklit ., titt.

the ~Incretuiitng dspend and1( -,i~ti btjlde 11111di MOUto ld the reed Vor speciali

clothinge, hlfet ltnI, plddedi ,tnclket,ý, rgoggle n mid 1.it Asn the

a Ii'c ilit i' t' tiiih~o /AWil.) devel oped aid ex pinlded the t'l i ghit e ive 1-

ope piynio 11 gt Cl p10110110 teiii to Itpilear. Ol* sli och prolem 011Wil

dioori otitton cmbiiot by ~oiiH ~i~i00111oly Ilto'liti)i



Nilrizw, thet ,,iry i1) h: t iio prornptcd tilhe dveloprnh'nt tS' two kAl'

Offjic.p:*, Reid aij lrl 11:;ocl i it RAE 0!rl riai~o ' ti, n 'I flyg

prinel F i''Lp. t1) * hi:r plal'l i:; 1.o-iit1 .' diret (I 1 ill tI'lint Of' It

Ililot, elaw the( aeO tlTil~ , to :C lo..', t;: pi lolt f fa 'iiovl hi., -1 1t Lot ,

t 0 1 hii IIIOV I Ill" 1' 0 tI h- ' L~l .:l' WJ 1 j1 II J I L 11t i p h I t,1 i i I dA

Worl t- Wa r 11' more laplil I jjtltC' 0pf)'lIi'& t .a1. l'ip1i pilllit -1 :-C) lf

inito ;ewrvicc', suich P :r p--irhVIq111 't IVvIIioii't'1

co i-wvrieiolti on. All of thicuir) relljUired' t~heir OWN 'Oldll~

conltrol :1. thet C ockpit wwe i'piict .y ilecorili ll' CIVeircrowdl ed.

onoi oul't , T think, hlaveý Oxp- 'I .t .ith Ib I u i( et 101 0i' '.I it

oigine -it tit,:, ond rof Lite ;'cckii World I.r, it tile, t'I-it.' r ~ p

would ;ivmpli fy qlvite iromoltikrnl IV, CIl W(1ll' culiv i need t!i11.it. wuld.

i IC ft it d id not kn th nte' copit ( I't u, t Ut rit v:

thib po irn . A lio,; :ýig~'i 1' 1canti i.I1ino'.'I I oni vr110 tihe i'll i no by theic Air

iliyill lune, 1(11G that il'l 'i'w ;te t iiirc toft w--.dli hriveon ,lit e IC

eject. tonl Ict. Ii.Itkd. * il~oy! (I d v' " thlt, 'Iri .' ýI zi lu e Ij to

cl jthough~!I tie ititrodiict i on to thece,( pt'ob!-!i:- llohed thie tor (tic- live

bcmleo, atr the Lent'''rid war' . coL ¶e'prlc'. thet

hul it tlut of iviý:t i oil Mfi lC lII' i'velolwed tit. -llt i , ~ . I. plir' Of

O~ver till' liwx !it lillw(hi. I

C clfplexi(' ty tool.. oi p V0iW tI i 'l'I LI. t ll ' the lI.ý: Ii'

rlii t11 'IIiv l op-. litIliot''h 1 at t''ho)ni to j.,Ie in'ci l 10'

PLO. '/ :how: tilt, kip~htI'tij ¾1 oo~kjlit i l I wthi,,: tile l'll'' it:;.ioy (,:Ii~ 1he

HI'Cl OI H ~ h till' 1I l:VVrI'LIIlt 01',ht tal l ilii, tile 'I tot iQ I'1 e' 1

Ilo eI .iiu iv~n- lt ::tpclclp vo i' I. i pii it I ;o W t illý 1 iltrt I Hl tIci

Il l: 'V.00 a~~'tO li icr 1 ll ' Int~il(t WI'm t-w t ;.l'' III..lh(i thlr'O(' -'I ow lit

:,up r mp (.d n t t, uL: tv wo ld. ýýw itI w ti%7-
tiMr .i: w r a:,d b io D -I



* i4t~t nj t: i '::tt'l,j! si c!. nt(r'ft I dIor to.ittun

I. A C. t*tW'tt1', in I. t np. -1ý ttjI t1 Li 0 h

I t t 1 i it*i t cI: gt; ,g: of' 1~ 11: pr r j cii

-~~ I- L~ I. 'I,

I II, ntI . ptt I Lan ciic t. Lo I cI o ni'l :111 fuel dtnplays.

¶ I c t'ii' t C-ockpi~t..i 'clvi 1itnorn' ve-ry nx'cvtdc'. 'U1so during this

It ImI o Cp. 1-:0 t ;.41 V1, lVI, U IC iru -f thttt ilam r , en ter-ed

ht: In I;' t IS lI tttslti f'Ili, 1';Itc I' hnlit1hilty of thIirs

Hi 't''ifI , I t~t 11i. t tiolh tet. Lit' ~ )iskjit %.*ould cmitt inl mrny

uittit: 'j: 1 :it '.. *- A.' 1' iiq 9 how (iL t,:; not, the(, onlly unusuIal

:* 'ti.utt' iit i it.,' lit'' I .II'' vet' ontit(, throttleý box. Tlhis , when

lit.-tH i tl'orw1'ird , j'ij t.; In't(n :'if t toc accele~rate the aircraft

i . pijloL' it. iro t:iu: t' fArjrI her li f' ftcu i. Li. (3 ' i ri g this; period.

It vi, 1! .K. Im lit t.A.M. hItrv 1 op..] int t'r:ont to the( Changing

onrii a.:;J tuntL ii oh, various- liquidi-cool ingi s-uits , ait-ventilated

'-10:-.1d 'Int 'ntt' up-t In-date en te incal, do- eleac(-s Ito, monýt of which were

itit IrttduclC 'd 0 nt !"o cv icc( w : Hi1 'sari nun ere: of rca ccons, to the distmay4

of' otit'w pi1 lot'.o I atted for s-il'k :;c~tuI' dlays.

tw 1.1- I '' 'ii V '. T) anij: tl. i ic' raow.tv iiic clckpi t display/c ontrols *

.. I'itt all iti w'-titn''i w tcli- , a an, increaisinigly steeper

apw.jr'di r'' trt td ,\U~i~i ti:: orfgottij:ttit I cn it, lift U.K•. and the U.S. began

ittIv'.;t I [-.:t.iLonr- Iito way;; of 1- vesn thin trend. The firs,-t aircraft

likelIy to Uenter :;ervicr' witicl will have bene-fitted from these studies

Lrrr thilt lrttt ;j , '' :neld I"L; ;Soriiet . 'h AV-8BP cockpit isý

* > in : it':. 10. ti, i :tS}ct'Ction one will noltr: it Multi-liurpemte Display

Ott teu Ilift Phe iii: dinpi :iy in-- a týignificaiit ;:tep , aus it allows the

>-tloL acre;n'i to ACIt.:'tttnas navi~at ioni, s-tores,: management 1 via

the( periphieral koys; anti dilrplayed legend. It pre-sents, on seclection,

watch on I ver.', tvigctt ion anti radar warninig data. This display is

:t:outil1 laid. (I tring: routine, ground mainitenutte to display check-lists



!A to ( Lnt r I /d ip' : the i vc r:, ft 1: 1 -U i It- ill te:_ t f'ac i i t ier,- I ihe

jtnjperjt 'lilt tIrCIV:it On rcWil ic(h hi;;rilo~'ed tin( i.mplorinvtrtlt enor of r;ucir n

v -it Il iinplaux,'c -mr roil er it, ii i.h~ tLil d.,tti truil-nrnl:3:dion, the

,I e.I ...I ai vi' . irp, Iand ir i; irpvitttri dwell1 rupon ttij,

!')' I R1011,it I iJ'ý 1 1: ow , 1 r t 'I.tI)i ". rl i aitd eltl(2u : :t on1 I ri rffriio -;0PIIY

o ..I. t I 'Ii:':ll I Ie [r'' Ien I'll; w~L ( 1 V I' IOut

t I In . . -IV 0 ±* n .oi.l 11% L i l itI truei } I-
-I !t :I btin; UPr ;ie I'll r t ý ru d o)p'c t i 1 n ll r iii F i ( I I it

ti~tikte trrr'~citt,i he i rn ir t epic o f it ntennivo .;t~ud i (, w ith in the

necro:;:r-ue e Iir:lt r,.) - Fi r' t )lt-; example I will. c on.siriei a diata bus

Id I OJL'IIt ill a', corrin/r.;pu (r m . Ill this rnodc. when a

k 1,k i I: :tJ- -yeten 'e-Iir at l% L 1.1'1, e.F. !I ;Witch C, allro a ;*: tatus

-,.r i.- hlaripid( alt theý RT. When thu hiitre c or~t roll -r ;h !ic h cont inu uilny

:10ILo nt- i nu a' - ter Up, I i'L' e tire chanrg -;tnturc %.*.,lri it in ter-

ro at s hlat. :u-ydr to :tblhwhen c orrt~act C;ýu; he mude.

Ap p proviif.-. cni ie ;t i:;, foa % ;rdir -I deVrw d iit P i0 of t ime. On

comnl e tt oi o1, th< ink tne 'tatU!in word in. agauin ca! raned and thre bus

contro'ol 1 remove,- the, link.* Thi.: provi de:: a nlimlvr of olbviouse ::ysteiii

;iciarrage *The mot i!-ni Licant in term,,; of cockl-i t dlg i::ý that

ntr- ynern icedl ric longer be linkod by point -to-poi nt wiring. Thin

p~roy ii:;. the nbility toc rat~ionali-e control panel::, reduce r.,,witch body

v :L .n indl re-conifigure displayed dnta inl the, oven' of (lispla'; heacl or

iThe !I.Vl iHornet txpandL; tue( concept oil the AV-8B 'rid fur the firzt

tim hant Urinchieved q re(verr.-al ill the trendl toward: toroe tnd more

coalipit disl ye to, a:: wil ! beý nern from Pi[-. I,, the dedicated

flight. in:;trulrrrel.t!t; Orr hils been nrelcgat-d to a ponit ion low down on the

right hand :id~e. 'lThis cockpit ha::; three diu-playn ; the Man-ter Honitor-

Ii.pryfor prerrerilt.ritL1 iOnf Caation/advisory intformnat ion, air-to-ground

wea'eof cieI 1 vl.ry arld management, built-in tert andl navig~ation mode

::elcti~i;the Multi-Function Display :hich pre:enrts radar, aircraft

altitude arnd pertinent rrcnjsor or tactical data. Voth of these dioplays

prov~idOO a. back-up for thec ether in the event ci' failure. The third is

a ilorizatal Situ~ation Display wlirich shows mcvi it map -nu other Uabort

and long terin navigaýtion lata.

At t~iti;- point, let 0.; :-ummarizef tire theme of tlite paper. Sirnce the

.1A



a ' I.': 11;,' a'C 1' .1 1 1- 1 1e 0 1 he jr rv: u ': 1w-::ropli-r;t i cat. i on of'
d('r*(i1ii :!~ai 'Iii I he. l r'~i 1' not 1 r, nc et.':'d In!; :1 onl cf'fvc1Ave!n(-,

ito iilcro:t- tI rIL;1!;- COWi V01:. Wi th Li tho coackpit

.,j. 1 1111 IILI~hi :; I-lCWth . If t~j;: ti-id ti uo proce d

P.',ir' I~. L . . i I .v i f ,I ~I, I I f, ret 11 thr I . Ile c U 1: I Ia 1k, 1) LO t

1-ý V i -: y I 1tai :t %- t L.!C I 1 OXLAI di ý112 1 !'I Ie U 1'

:"rip ~ ow~: i- u i ~arhu i ~ri~. , vtrrý:rc ini

I,, i k, ji ;oioil. I'e pu:ý.ýiblo to viwrinr.e thj-n 1L1Miti.t.y oUt (iLioplayi3 ýVeil

tir th''t lo e Ii I r~ ['or tumle

Oc k, he R.) VI drn Car 1111, Futuvre

Veter in futrecoc l;pVIcnh liA Iid a lýic-f fhrciriipt.Lof of the

I UtLue hlul i VAnt fight .,I ccncept in, rc-quired. ' urrc'nt, :tud'io.e

%Iit) thin Vtr I~ .I cA. -II ýIi in E~urope (Ir iroctod towtird,; aircmuft

¶wil inl (1 in per f'0rn c lone-turn ing, cr niuha ovor their full Mach riumi.er

r :rire f romt the,ýI 1A if't I imi t to th ci.r .t i'uc tural doel ;gn lint Ls nti

tiltit ilti~up t at en t20 ~00 t * hrcnc c oruccptc, employ ciotllnairtions,

o f :.!X h It.-cr~l YniMIreC t'ý- ehi iýquo:;a in w i nr/bouly h(IC run Lng li wept -forward

w -jl~ogo ferobody r.,nrnrd1:i etc. to tillow etiploiVatti on of the high thrust/

wo i gh t: rult. lo0:- no (w proy i.6 o d by thec impl emnrot t I t i orof new cugi lie

tnoc h no Ilogy nn'l ý t. rc t ares d r3o I gne ('(I 11ci Tf ad Vatu-c ed ma t 1-i als ,-uch to:I

R urhcn fi-Lbre, c ow poni T w: a: 11 [h ln fit .- o f ,l Iuc h advai enI or, -0 ow up i

to rmt ctI' tur L Ii.III, c apakb i I ity . 1-11j. l~i OW.:o t-iow cuie n-w cleoign,

hecI,'we Vi I.A '(hPAT ip-iily Mhaicenvr'M( Ai-rc :r:ft Trc lintiol:.T ) a h~; an

roxpa'c t fd turn mit *' 1. 1 t:- Lire, t hj.,t of tile. l'.TL. Ihr fuiture hig-h

p,,rFc~rm.'nt f~h- ': I- i~ li l o ftel L1 aw;i "]i lcart JImpuc t on itý :;:I.* tern

de iglo cue.-d be,' the' ili:t rena't rein ci ci ap cui eputilugý pow '.1 anld

improv ing alloc tro-oopt ic al dir play t.rc hi :iquetUC?

[he prob.lem of' the irut egrrt i on of tALia Ho row tee! Iltl 01r:-Ie i d the

1,eVer:!a of' c the old C oo.kpit nc;iiphloln'i:.i1 the onec whlich is

curi~~ Ly e it': il~n2:':;r U''nl~t igi Ican nt veuri nu!, id1. t i!h )!-.erot iac

ii cz A iti.1 ii~ at ((I 3't~l.jn ~ ahig Ot tti iird turni~nr capability

1trutrducI,;-n phy: V clog iLcal probiem::v- for tin: pilot. '1hc anti 'I,' nd t,

rooevora Uw.i a:tiea only up to the 5-6 'j7' livel. Iha' turating

,taptb.LIIL Vie.: hoi lug invE-tin-a, tedi ranVgt from F-112 g'untamaied for up
to 5 m tnut,; :~it oiwimir i cnn ,int 5orn additional 1p:1 atle-v tation

10



rnechlll-n1 .:it V- HYird 1-Ci-ini"tin 'I- lPilot. to tlhe I.-ecrtor

0711i fiti ant ti Ii:3' Ii i o tte i ea id : ow, nv'

c nu: to; I-)robI leni r, 1'-1ti 1w t o v i-w , Ir-e ich, ('jti- nt, iI c it

ocmpvomi:~e ripproaich i:-, (lth, :idapt Loii ofC th lirt it, ill d I: I I

par t i C :II r : (natt ýý gu2orfl t r,,, 1,i 1)- i i , ,v- I tiptil t I Iow t 1) i I at toC moveý

from one pnaýtu ri t o t li( OttI w i lt itno cli:t i j'e IIIho rt1 -i: oiart' i ! of' the

foot to i hie viddorI hitii:ý ta o Ii k or thtrol t I., :,i Loe intl nt 1 i 1 ;

f i x d 'yo t o 'i Jl ., . i1; Ir t o p Ifi 111- t 11iII ,t .! C (

1'o h - lii I p -il ti-i a1 t e Iut i. t t Il I t le thea

uprighlt. paul ition inl (J.05 'ocl-. Thiti in h:o;rLa~vaelt~

(barnad upon the eonýtraivitiu wand in I he .Lt a!' Go111I-rinan 1flect i a

Siyotem ) andi iý wi thiin the t irn- retdod to initi tate c truh- npI

t'Jection or to jettit-;On ',!w cano1py' TV'th U. e Of' kit 1HArtIcaluted a

doees, hlowCever, a 0 tuml- of I'inqu .t Ititomi

Ihl-e major qu t:iotitl a(Ithlpij to cockpitI' pa layout i.ný tIllow

much area ,.bovf, thec pi) at' knitý! md:u helaw thc lý ovetr tin ttoteC

vioiotl linle vlroiti ilt thI' pilot i: lt tlt' reeýCl irtl t:;wt

po.o-it i on ?". *From our work an -ilv uttoet uo02 klqIt'Itt n!irpinotatlet , it wna:

tlefint-d thaIt theo Critical ueit-'nef'or 1,11J.:! (Itwitwtte Walt ý1 'mitil h

bodied pilot (i.e. `* pwi-tit Li ýiAii itt oytu .iifhlt ) wijti letl t i laurre

thight and hIin. hum~ comhi nation provitlel it clutiraiicc- or'. inchec-

inl wilich di rplzlye' coultd he int.'talladj Pigure 1' Ii lu;trato:; t ii.,

pr'oblerin. Attotht r r~ajor qie ;t '1 n i:! i.1i1 I or ati. on of 'Ito flir'1 lit

ct-,nt roll Irr - mun--t iti. he be a ted on t hr c noroi:alce 7 AL:;o , "inth

.ac It nd pet)ýit i ot,ý the( pilot' roar-wit' vi ow itý; itinp-i 11d :thoulgh thtis

ii t; nProblem with fixord [oc Iilnitl at toa). ilnall j)[ ýot.

rre: ttra irit nyoatomr rtq i rant- carori f 7 Co Ci . I.I H1 Urv it. dot,:.ý not

slackeni durintg wil iculttioit.

The articulating. -,oat titawri alows the, pilot. to witt~tiiota t he -xtroefl

phyciological environment but, w ttouth rat attinlcat ion of dic.hiiay/

control,-,, the pilot woild till Ue ment al~ly over lauded. 'lo ensure

that rationaiwioti~on of' the;( cockpit. control/clinplay datl ji ahevd

ani extenoive a3ttity lvi: been Made of' itiforinati on/task requirwnttaata for

the aircraft. Thiný employed !i teclirtiquo whichi dof in(s m ma-osion f'low

*~d iafgram ia torms of broad mitý-nian furic t omi; LtUCI iW, anfi imh, -- r'.Ai;v

Ground Attack a to . Lnd the(n 'Icf i nt!- w i t}~in thet( ftina tl iti-il :yutem



requiremernts, e.g. "Monitor and Control the Aircraft", "Navigate",

etc. Th,,:, system function,; are as:'rm:tned in terms of the total

iI~foO.ition/taska required by the man/machine ;y3tem to achieve these

f~inctions, thi.n proceos being• followed by an ao!3ors:,ment of which tanks

are be.-t undertaken by the man ,rnd mtrchine. Fig. 16 shows the concept.

The ttudy in- ongoinr: but it has allowed the ndoption of the following

di- play/coritrol :;y/t ein whleh i:i curreu tly und,•r evaluation. Vig. 17

shows the current luyout. Ans :ftuited preyiouurly, a side controller in

installed on the right console and present work in this area Is

addressing the problem of force::; and physical displncements. At thp

forward end of the loft console is the Main mission/system keyboard.

To aid data selection in the high vibration environment a s'liding type

throttle has been developed which providen a wrist rest. This has also

had tVe beneficial effect of making the throttle less obtrusive. .oth

of these contlroll-ors- provi'wde a 1OT1W; facility. The forward dirsplay

suite is deE;igned to comply with various ergonomic roquiroments such

as optimi:sed ;ubteided vioual angle at di.play, minimum eye scan times,

maximum view over the no-.e, inclu:.iion of full aircrew population in

terms of tirithropornetry, Euiii additionally to comply with the current

thoughts on Syr-tems R~eliability, Display lnoeration Rodundancy,

Display Reconfiguration etc. The Head-Up Disrlay (IIUD) Unit to comply

with the provioL,; erfgonomic recquir(emntsr, n(:eds, to take up little

:ipaco below the coaming line. Th,b' ere, currently two designs being 1
irlivetiprttrl, t he Marconi Avionic:; Multi-Combinor aund the Smith's/

Ihuhgier; l)iffryet; ilvo IIUi). The littcr, in an origirnal version by

Ilughe:.; , hban beni f :iht-tn Led in the SAAB VlI.;(.GIIN and rec eived very

favourable pilot comment. Modelled in Pig. 17' it; Lth Marconi Multi

Combinor. A Head level. Di.splay (I111)) i: installed directly below thte

IHU]D, to achieve minimum eye motion and provide the pilot with the

ability to monitor enetiol flight data, while truckinig a target for

example on the display. The display cur'eritly under consideration is

the Ferranti COMI.') unit. Thin', unit hbri the capability to project a

variety of display formats, including radar, vaoter TV air-to-air and/

or air-to-ground, horizontaL situati.on data and A - numeric information

from a CRT. A moving map unit is mlso included, the image from which

is overlaid on that of the CR'T, thur- allowing i.;uch data ati navigeation

12



tr:ick , time-li: tanee to way-pouirt:; t•i t to be over-wei tton upon

tihe map ime s",,. 'lTh, I i U il) HI.I) pre:-,er. t a Ll C:, e.ntri l fI iIht dat(i

wi thin tLlc pilot':- Ti,,tr f.i.,1(1 o vi,,ew.

Two Multi-Pur'po',:.e, iupImayi (MP.)';:) oire poriti onel ',i.thr erihe of' the

IlHUD/11,I) undler thi, coamiig. Iih.,.:',, w ::, , r .pi..t thr :<,I:jt,,l'. woiek-

nor::e,; , at' ti cockpit :ý:. toUiy p)'re, ,it nll : tt ln iil'ormr.t.io ',nd are

u id in contlju ct i'm wilth th(, :witch paucl:. oni th, 11it eýmn:.-ol.e lioide

thi. th rot ll , to .'.'111111t 'I,;,-'-poItII (oIilul _tI "ad :*nv ti t. iorn inn'tion.

The ovlr'cti,,fl:' n'r, , h•lVil.l " .ir n i . . t.. i ...-' 1 , f irl . via a

portnble data :.•ntrc, the daita being-: generated during the pr,-fli.ht

brief . Thi., interactive .witch-dirplay concept hoc been duveloped in

an att-mpt to eliminate head-down selections; whi,sh are a source of

erroneous input- and 11.00 induce pilot vertigo, and remove the neod to

reach forward to unter selclion,

Tho display data is normally preý.iented in mission phase packages,

eg. take-off, cruisc air combat , etc. These are selected from the

keyboard located at the forward end o.f the left console. Tie miscion

phase packager of inforiwation contain only that data rolevent to the

particular phase of flight. Fig. I? :ohows poosible displays for

Cruise Mode, while Fig. 19 showe the changes caused by the selection

of Air Combat Mode. To allow the pilot access to the total packageo.

of data for a particular system nuh asý, engine, fuel, etc#, a sot of

dedicated keys is also available within the Corward keyboard. Fig, 20

shows a display format for the ai-craft fuel system. Also included

in this area is a numeric keyboard for the insertion of, such data as

new waypointsn, new communications ohnnels, etc.

Referring back to Fig. 17, the riglht conole ban an interactive

display located at the forward end whiih will provide control of

Aircraft sensor :.ystemas and role clhaiifge equipmrnt. 'l'hr, other controls

are basically 'once a flight' in naturt, t.o reduce the need for the

pilot to remove his hand from the( control stick.

The last area of interest is the pilot warning systeta, this bcing

positicned arond the coaming edge. Ai the data packages present only

reduced systems information, the warning tsystem takes on a more

significant role in the cockpit. Our current approach is that the

I'



iililt:l :11.( pku.h-i tit Io (1 1 1i twIr. %,iI ic I i W'vIeri d(p'i)V(;;C'ý2d, would initiate

liv H I I ivf :iid,/ot' U''. u~p~l rt~i Qrl::-,/dat& to tho pilot

I'llct oTlirlti'TT~ll, C:jTI: .. l riý.11ý LI ( ItC Url li icC iikj~iil Jt~ to tlhe

I CJT~i I uCtliIEITi~ ii TFEJOITI :: ,:t jtii ITI; from which- one

iCT EIC.~~ii l ...i ).. it I. . i'i v, llij:: vjtý Curre :ti emluti~np to

hv. 101, 1 '!" h.; (I, u loi 1;:, W.' Fli \:i: liiii r . ig. 21

Ci uIC~jI ''TI'.SE I lii, i. i'EECIl'' T~iii-i:ui~tin I'ar C~cl

a1 11odel. H.. b1ow. tit- pi I of Il-v i ill, i tput iit. n:;orr., 1 n retital procerisor

tiir 1ti.oii nild(Itptt 11111.o mafjiu not.i on * Al:;o rqu ai ring c ono iderati on are

exter'ii.1i rndiuy-ilfvii: lnliii.i:ncih a; Faitilpke the task, adaption, etc.

For maniiy your:: pl''iiinl i C v''tIV'. lnr ir~ated the human',,; performanuce

Uliii 11:LW JiIOuILi'Tad vAH irTuI i~iwn.'iiPTCoi, thi! rnault commnm- lie iig the ability

to pr-c C 1 uiUk. of' clIli Lit c. ompu 4-r'r I , oinol I)V h t/rr

procenninrifl r-ateo We nro pro ('litly rittlE--iptring to tipily this work to

def fingn a qiaritilti ye rti.Tlanure of thi a pilotl 'u perfor'trunc e d~uring a

typicatl nmlCinioni *To achi ovn tl;1::i we provide a pr-11im flyinp, task

(eag a ;in:.axi.ude t rueki nt' tark) , th i;7 i.., 3UPPliTIONiilted by a choice-

voi 0t jail ti. lio 'Iigh t c Tjxr ' Lati on :aocoriclary tank. 1;1( meurituro the

"inovtol carit-olit of tile flying tnok and the riacti on time for the

nec ondriry tnick aind aIlow tH-1 rUbjeC t to aC hilVe a (rOllAitent

perif armancu (.)i tn he: a A Ui it'd ta r,;I in; h er intreu rk'i'od suc h as reading

a pa r'ailtor fr't' it t1o p iy or' c 'tugI ring a tow itch ,.tnite * The diff iculty

L t)' tli=:: trunl (!,i 1),' m'iurtin'' in torim: of thie mariout. o!' attention

(thur t'j''ia:iTIit!''u'i~Cu lh(w ::nhtu'ct 6i vi~t: frontt the main

L: 1, ma i nI . :C I tl'a! IT, mind)ifiod i'') proi deJi CT T)t ittiui attenti on

aL I-x aC oi l .

I 1*Future CCJCTT±Ti'Itlt iTU,)

Arý iTeulI I to JI oT/ ,1 CiV ýLIWi ': 1, c ri i -,Ii -p ; i.I i (I :UTEI.Cll y , hIatIta :t r:,' n riid weapoll-

ailmi nil' ito . li cli~ivCIu*p': . ai buooli iifprtuc l 'ral faor thle coc kpit

eriv irnnm('nit, 1-.waii t c) l 'ic Tii, nvail~ll leCbI A:, ni IT.:r:i ft manunfc turorsn

tile tomlittit on 1,C) ill:A1thu ili~W ''1 IuLpmunrt 1boauc- Pa~':. onrharice:.; the

PrOdCia:t and tv rvyboTdy tl:;o ehim; it m un t bea ?en a I od The approach

nhiiuld be oneC htC whic h w'chl eqiTTjlIpmenTt. io, critirrilly appraised in terms

of the .ino rwi:;inaIC ~ opr'Tt onnl (1 ip~abil1iti en it offvrs rind the impact

14



If W(' we t, It t w it : A d ay lI(-I' c !Li VO* I, tj:: cir; I I i.y toc IC LI i.'[ rI

tu Aui.k Iu iz ''di cv C i: I tIix d -I I I !; I Ie dc: 1 j6(L Ic C), I I Iv-

data and colour 1xtf'rrnai viEl on. Al:io irn tle. lili ý4 oy inc orijiiit ion

p r' :,eintn±i or area -the-~ ilc .1; 0 "rowi ttj, t coral townc rdo tile ndopti an of

prod .L t i Vi typo diii:iy A. ()nth ty rwt of '~i ad iiig dlin play is .''.owri rt

1*ig 22 wii~cEuh : :1:0w:ý thi volo00 Ety vuVctclto :ýujwer'iapooc'ii on Lho (Ilei~irod

f'l~ight path cimta Aino oh own avtc nari c-of-at ta k , fli 1lit li1mitartion

anrd c'nt'y 1 nlta i*y Up'' r i th in, or) the out ::Lci' Wor'lii it iflti

IOlaiow thatý :i >i'i Oil'IIV.MLat. v'c'iluct ion ili wovrk-lIorich in: :'hii~evd,

Rci it;Ly it. 11It bt 'eourn' p.: lI to lcil'ke ut; i o, thb c' cei pt of Weaiponi-

atilninhc: b~y Ilacan of'hu p08:1 tiontI:acn ill corijunthht P:n wit-h a .-;Lgli t ing

vot cle~ i :uIi t b Iv cc: i ti alvI. i' fTc'::' -:o-c.tilled Iltelmit.-Moun ted ;tights

(11140) )rl ve Il~et'n cvolunt lid I il hoVth I'ixccl -ind rotary wingf airc:raift for

air-to-air and aiir-t o-1groilri 1ne urT'ho cuiri'ont ::yn toin:: are lI mit-ed bv

the ncecd to point thii: who~ciltý eicl t~ow'c:'du the targot. 'Uhl:; i:1 not a

totally ntaturanl motion :.:irc 0:1 git:Ei-ir': norniall1y corlidn tti of cr0,rowhed

motion followed by finec pointing ntli Lc'Ved, by c'Yc' ITIOVE'twilteit. Current

rc':;e-arch i:ý dircectud toa th-e inoiorporit i~on of eye. motionl uletoctora into

thle 1IM31) . A : yset Eun ttc.r rievel opient it : : :Itiawr: in "-ip "!. tichiiho'

oil I nfr !m Od TOC1c li(Ii 1 !COlfV OPVlg :tVtof 1C' ii.1l froM thIle cornofle. 1-:ye

motiut i iAn c: au, f .lue t Itt1At cii kIr n t i tiuam c 1it t r, o I' te fI 1-ct c d lighit whiichi

care c orio:oporid~i. ng volt01 vrathfi WIoJ1ttiii i at ;-it ablv ci et(c tor

* 'I~~~~horte vitrinti on!: are i npit ' t to or(iqti'tiow; twhtich I:iiite riti no ey ciil1

posnition, thuo I.Ine of ::ighit.

5. Conc luoiono

To (I'oay I L o p cva t io it:.il u ir, c ra ft c, v k 1i1t I it : ev o Ivld fr o ti thei xj e pr i f, o lf'

(60 yc'arc, of' Tpu-Nc:' d f) igl it, iiito at: crVi. ror~ittc'nt in whi:chI thin IcElot io

p r c:, ! te(ýd ý--i th Ii a v (ry caoinp) Iex r:-y 1t Piin I Ilitgfl:' n(' t t 1 111 * Iri l ii ;, 10 cao s

the tauk ii; ro cnomp2 cx thuI.apt rtIcli) cart:: tramitc Ii: u lioleh en laLced

upon the aircraflft becauu:;i of' tit(? pilots m iaibi hity to co1:0. 'I'he
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d evelopnwnit of' u l1tu; nuch -in diprital dinta tranumi. eniion (the

1J:Lit BU:!) 111d i~y!-(t1! tllic Ln uý thr mle roproctI: i~or during the 19701c,

Ivu; pv'ovidI'J Ulhe opportun~lity Wu illv,:tij'ylt.e neýw m''thods of' pre;ýneiting

(Pita and cont~rollitrig.~ti; Item with in Lhe Ccrkpit. .l-I

i lVe-t iI,-Int i un1; il--v' Lt- to the i ltro(Iuctient of' the [,it: Niou :mndi

electronic InUlti-function head-down di.;;ployr ilito the A" -MB rind I'.~

Thcoiv oyntema, whilo., increnning -qrtern flvx ibili ty, re~duce the n umb- i

of dinplaye with i.t loi cockpit.

Present studico within the U.K. arire developing thin conicept further

and are producing cockpit layoute which bear little resemblance to[presment generation conkpit layouto. These &ievelopmennto pan.e a number

orf, a, yki;L unri:.;wver'c' quv;.Altons; ;uoh ao I -

How do we train the pi lots ?

flow will the Servicen ciuppox't the propoiued

integrated Sytotemn

[low does industry i~nsure the product which

ion Oupplied in anl impl'ovomunit over that

which procceded it ?

Thene and many other topion are an important int the technical lannes

discuntied in thin paper. It iin only when an Increaite 1.n capability

barmed~ on an officlucni opU'intilonal and deonign comprornifle in reached

that the type of' feneral dec lino in alire raft niumbern, ohiovn at the,

otart of' thtin paper become;;- even modeorately tolerabl~e.

Finally, when conuiderin1tw any new cockpit der.Ogn it- i:n becoming

very necennary to provide a co-ot'dtinated mult~i-d iec ipl-inary denign

teani at the conceptual rctage who are copable of' anner-sing mtnsion/

operational. reqdirvmonts, tho human' in capabilitivEl and ha-rdwa-rte

technologies. This io a ocmewlint new npproach but in this way a

cockpit may be developed which will achieve thn- AIM (Vig. 21h) of

providing a powerful displaty/control ;iyotem that reduces pilot work-

load rather tha~n bamboozles him with new gadgets.
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COLOR SELECTION AND VERIFICATION TESTING FOR

AIRBORNE COLOR CRT DISPLAYS

Louis D. Silverstein and Robin M. Merrifield

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Recent advances in Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) technology
have made the use of multi-color displays feasible for a
variety of applications. Despite the increased capa-
bility and potential advantages afforded by color

4 displays, there are inherent hardware and human factors
problems which must be confronted. ',.One particularly
persistent problem in color display technology is the
specification and visual verification of a color reper-
toire, The utility of a color display is dependent upon
the display providing suitable chromatic differentiation
and image brightness to ensure reliable symbol visi-
bility and color discrimination under all operational
conditions. These criteria require special consider-
ation when the display must be used in dynamic and
severe lighting environments, such as the flight deck of
an aircraft. This paper details color selection and
visual testing methods used for the shadow-mask color
CRT displays on the Boeing Model 757/767 flight decks.
Topics include analytical methods for initial color
selection, visibility and other discrimination testing
under extreme high and low ambient lighting conditions,
color saturation effects, and special display design
considerations and limitations..The chromaticity and
brightness specifications for a seven color repertoire,
determined by the methods presented-, are dlso described.

BACKGROUND

Recent advances in Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) technology have made the use of
multi-color displays feasible for a variety of applications. Color offers a
number of distinct advantages for display OIesign. First are the obvious
aesthetic benefits of color, supported by the general preference for color
over monochromatic presentations. Second, color has the potential for greatly
increasing information coding capability and flexibility, and for reducing
visual search time on complex displays. A third advantage is derived from the
addition of color contrast, which can increase symbol visibility and reduce
display brightness requirements.

Despite the increased capability and potential advantages afforded by
color displays, there are inherent hardware and human factors problems which
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must be confronted. As Figure 1 illustrates, a color display analysis can be
considered as a hierarchial process. At the top of the hierarchy are those
visual and perceptual factors which constrain the utility of color. As one
proceeds through levels of the hierarchy, increasingly complex and integrated
human functions come into play. Obviously, the visual and perceptual require-
ments of the display user must be satisfied for a color display to be a viable
concept.

One particularly difficult problem in color display technology is the
specification and visual verification of a color repertoirc. Additional
complexities arise as tVie number of discriminable colors required increases
and more elaborate display formats using color fields of varying size,
brightness, and geometric arrangement are employed. The problem becomes
critical when the display must be used in dynamic and severe lighting
environments such as the flight deck of an aircraft, where complex inter-
actions between display characteristics and the ambient environment make
precise color and brightness specification essential. The focus of this paper
is color selection and verification testing for airborne color CRT displays.
Emphasis is placed on the visual and perceptual requirements for color visi-
bility and discernability and the resulting display hardware considerations.

The selection of an effective color repertoire must be predicated on
three fundamental attributes of a visual stimulus (Graham, 1965a; Wulfeck,
Weisz, & Raben, 1958). On the display or transmitting side of the system, the
physical light stimulus is characterized in terms of its wavelength distribu-
tion, luminance, and purity. For the display observer, these physical attri-
butes correspond to the perception of hue, brightness, and saturation, respec-
tively. Color specification is generally best accomplished by application of
the CIE (Commission Internationale de l'eclairage) chromaticity system, which
permits a replicable description of the appearance of any color through a set
of chromaticity coordinates (see Wyszecki & Stiles, 1967). The basic color
space, shown in Figure 2, was standardized in 1931 and provided a convenient
method of specifying the dominant wavelength and purity of any colored sample
(Figure 3). The other fundamental visual attribute, brightness, is measured
and specified photometrically. The recognition that color discrimination was
not uniform across the 1931 color space lead to transformations such as the
1960 Uniform Chromaticity Scale (UCS) shown in Figure 4, in which equal dis-
tances within the color space correspond more closely to equivalent perceptual
differences in color. Other derivations exist for different size color fields
and self-luminous versus reflective color sources. At this point it is impor-
tant to recognize that color perception is a complex, multidimensional pro-
cess. Changes in any one parameter of the color stimulus will modulate the
perceptual effects of other parameters.

When selecting and specifying colors for critical applications, and
especially for today's advanced CRT display systems in avionics, a number of
additional factors related to color perception become important. First, color
perception is strongly influenced by the size and brightness of the colored
image; smaller images appear less saturated and sometimes appear shifted in
hue relative to larger images. For small images, the ability to discriminate
between colors is reduced, particularly along the blue/yellow continuum
(Farrel & Booth, 1975). Likewise, changes in target luminance cause changes
in both the perceived saturation and hue of the target (Farrell & Booth,
1975). A second major class of perceptual phenomena are related to simul-
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taneous contrast, whereby the appearance of a colored image is influenced by
the hue and saturation of the surrounding visual field. In general, the color
of a small target is shifted toward the complementary hue of the surrounding
field (Hurvlch, 1980). Third, the number of colors in the display set and the
method of color coding will strongly affect color discrimination (Semple,
Heapy, Conway & Burnette, 1971). As the number of colors increases, color dis-
crimination becomes more difficult and tighter color control is required.
Similarly, color display formats which require absolute color identification
place greater demands on both the observer and display hardware than formats
employing redundant forms of color coding and comparative color discrimina-
tion, Recommendations on the number of useable colors for coding purposes
have been found to be in the range of four to six colors (Kinney, 1979; Krebs,
Wolf, & Sandvlg, 1978, Teichner, 1979). Finally, consideration must be given
to the visual characteristics of the population of display users. For
example, flight instrument ditplays must accommodate older pilots who may be
characterized by a restricted range of visual accommodation (Southall, 1961),
decreased contrast sensitivityi (Blackwell, 1952), and a reduced ability to
discriminate between colors. Zolor discrimination losses have been found to
be most pronounced for the shortPr *aveltngths, due to changing ocular
pigmentation with age (Burnhain, Hanes, & Bartelson, 1963). Color display
design criteria and related visual testing should represent the range of
visual characteristics of the display user.

"Color CRT characteristics, and interactions with the ambient operating
environment, also act to determine the color experience of the display user.
The shadow-mask color CRT, selected by Boeing for use in its new generation
commercial aircraft, uses three separate primary phosphors with associated
electron guns. The basic shadow-mask CRT concept is illustrated in Figure 5.
Since color mixture with this type of color display is essentially accom-
plished by spatial color mixing at the retina of the eye, the convergence or
alignment of the separate color images at the display face will affect the
perceived color of composite images. Misconverged beams can result in a loss
of color purity (hue shift) and produce color fringes on the borders of stroke-
written symbology. Figure 6 shows the manner in which color purity is
affected by improperly converged beams. The long term stability of the colors
produced by a multi-gun system depends upon how impervious the convergence
mechanism is to ambient vibration and any differential aging effects between
the three color components.

Ambient lighting will also have a strong effect on display color,
especially in a dynamic cockpit environment. Incident ambient illumination
reduces both the brightness contrast and color contrast of displayed infor-
mation via increases in display background brightness. As a result, the
visibility and perceived saturation of colored symbology is reduced. The
brightness uf CRT- roduced colors is not homogenous because of the differences
in efficiency of the three primary phosphors and the spectral luminosity
function of the eye (e.g., Hurvich, 1981). The degree to which a given color
CRT is affected by ambient illumination depends largely upon the colors
selected, symbol brightness, and the qualities of any contrast enhancement
filters fitted to the display. Fortunately, some relief for the degrading
effects of ambient illumination may be provided by the fact that the obser-
vers' contrast sensitivity and color perception are generally enhanced as
display background and symbol brightness increase (Brown & Mueller, 1965,
Burnham et. al., 1963).
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Ultimately, the utility of a color display is dependent upon the display
providing suitable chromatic differentiation and image brightness to ensure
reliable symbol visibility and color discrimination under all operational
conditions. The brief review of relevant visual factors indicates that color
selection and brightness specification for airborne color CRT displays poses
difficult problems for both the display designer and human factors specialist.
At the present time, there are no analytical tools sufficient to solve these
problems. Recent attempts to derive a model of photocolorimetric space
(Galves & Brun, 1975; Martin, 1977), which includes both chromatic and bright-
ness dimensions, have not received adequate experimental verification. More-
over, it is doubtful whether any model based solely on chromatic and luminance
differences can provide suitable description of the perceptual factors inher-
ent in complex color CRT presentations. Models offering overly conservative
figures of merit for discrimination, which may indicate color and brightness
specification that ensure performance, are likely to incur large penalties in
hardware costs and display life. Such analytical techniques are useful engi-
neering tools which must be supplemented with visual verification testing
tailored to the particular display hardware and application. The remainder of
this paper describes the analytical and experimental methods used in the
Boeing color CRT development program.

THE BOEING DISPLAYS

A significant step in commercial aviation was achieved when Boeing de-
cided to integrate color CRT displays into the flight decks of the new 757/767
jetliners. After a review of a number of proposals, it was decided to pursue
the development of a ruggedized, high-resolution shadow-mask type of display.
The color and contrast capability of the shadow-mask system were primary advan-
tages, but the final decision awaited demonstration of suitable ruggedness and
resistance to vibration.

The shadow-mask display is the foundation of two major systems on the
757/767. The Electronic Flight Instrument System (EFIS) consists of elec-
tronic ADI and HSI primary flight instruments. A second system, also composed
of two dis plays, combines Engine Indication and Crew Alerting functions
(EICAS). Figure 7 shows typical display formats for the EADI and EHSI compo-
nents. The EFIS displays are hybrids in that they write in both raster and
stroke modes. Raster is used for sky/ground shading on the EADI and for
weather radar imagery on the EHSI. Stroke and raster writing modes are com-
bined such that stroke-written symbols may overlay color raster backgrounds.
The EICAS system displays only stroke-written symbology.

Display color capability is illustrated in the CIE X-Y chromaticity space
in Figure 8, where the triangular region defined by the three primary phosphor
chromaticities and filter characteristics bounds the region of possible dis-
play colors. Symbol generator hardware allows the selection of up to seven
stroke colors (and black) and four raster colors. Color mixing is controlled
by amplitude modulation of the three component beams, which also permits
selective color purity adjustments for each color. The displays are fitted
with multi-band contrast enhancing filters tuned to the three phosphors and an
anti-reflective coating. Separation between phosphor triads is .012", which
corresponds to approximately 1.2 minutes of visual arc at the designed viewing
distance. Other visually relevant features are an 80 Hz stroke refresh rate,
40 Hz frame/8O Hz field rates for raster, and automatic brightness/contrast
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compensation via integral light sensors.

theThe incorporation of color CRTs on the new Boeing flight decks produced

the need for a consistent color coding strategy. All displayed information is
redundantly coded and absolute color identification is not required. Color is
not used as a unitary coding dimension but is always combined with shape,
alphanumerics, location, brightness or some other form of code. There are
several reasons for adopting this strategy. Most prominent is the problem of
partial display or color component failure. In this situation, coding redun-
dancy permits a failure mode of monochromatic presentation without any loss of
essential Information. Color shifts as a function of display aging al3o have
minimal impact on operator performance when colur coding is used redundantly.
Additional reasons concern the nature of color discrimination performance
required of the display user. When color is used in concert with other coding
dimensions, the basic perceptual mode required is one of relative or compar-
ative color discrimination. The demands on both the display user and the
display hardware itself are reduced when comparison between colors rather than
absolute identification of each color is required (e.g., Krebs et. al., 1978).
Color vision deficiencies in the user population are also less critical when
all information is available through multiple codes.

OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

Color selection and visual verification testing for the Boeing color CRT
displays involved a number of major objectives. The first objective was
chromaticity and brightness specification for a visually verified set of seven
stroke-written colors and four raster colors. A second objective was the
determination of the minimum brightness levels required for color discrimi-
nation under worst-case high ambient lighting conditions. It was recognized
that these minimum levels would have a direct impact on CRT tube life and were
a major factor in display brightness certification. Third, verification of
color discrimination under low ambient viewing conditions was an important
consideration. Investigation of preferred levels of color saturation for low
ambient viewing was also part of this test phase, since highly saturated
colors can produce exaggerated perceptions of apparent depth (chromosteriopsis)
and degrade visual acuity (Farrell & Booth, 1975; Riggs, 1965; Semple et. al.,
1971). A final objective was the accumulation of supporting data for certifi-
cation of displays and pilots' visual performance.

The approach to achieving these objectives consisted of four sequential
phases:

o Initial color selection by analytical computer model

o Raster color and brightness optimization

o Stroke/Raster color and brightness test - high ambient phase

o Stroke/Raster color and brightness test - low ambient phase

Color discrimination performance was assessed by a comparative procedure
which best reflects the operational use of color on the Boeing displays.
Discrimination between all relevant stroke colors, raster colors, and combi-
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nc.ions of stroke and raster was accommodated by the test procedures used.

INITIAL COLOR SELECTION

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL COMPUTER COLOR MODEL
Historically, luminance contrast has been used as a means of predicting

detection of a symbol against its background or discrimination between symbols
on a common background, With the advent of narrow band phosphors and tri-
choric or notch filters, the discrepancy in using luminance contrast ratio as
a figure of merit for a CRT display became apparent. Even a subjective com-
parison of a neutral-density filtered display with a nttch filtered display of
equal symbol and background luminance levels shows the neutral density display
to have greater symbol to background discrimination. This is due to the chro-
minance contrast between symbol and background inherent through a neutral den-
sity filter but lacking In a notch filter.

Any prediction of the display operator's ability to discriminate and
differentiate between luminous sources must take into account not only the
luminous contrast but also the chrominance contrast between symbolic presen-
tations and their backgrounds. This is especially true for shadow-mask CRT
displays where a wide range of chrominance difference is used to code or
enhance information.

Taking into account the extensive work of Judd and MacAdam on the visual
perception of color difference (e.g., see Graham, 1965b) and the photocolori-
metric grid system developed by Kowaliski (1969), Galves and Brun (1975)
defined a model of photocolorimetric space in which the perception of lumi-
nance contrast and chrominance contrast.are equivalent. In this space, an
identical distance between two points, representing two different luminous
sources, always represent an identical difference in visual impression. The
derivation of the Galves and Brun model of photocolorimetric space Is shown in
Table 1 and Figures 9 and 10.

The model establishes two perceptually equivalent axes in photocolori-
metric space which Galves and Brun call the Luminance Discrimination Index
(I0L) and Chrominance Discrimination Index (bDC). Starting with two luminous
sources with known luminance values and .960 CIE-UCS color coordinates (U1 ,
V L AND U V, L ), the luminous difference can be expressed as the log
of thi luminagce lont~ast ratio. Galves and Brun (1975) reported that the
minimum discernable contrast ratio has been determined to be log 1.05. A
comfortably discernable contrast ratio has been historically accepted to be a
3 dB luminance difference or log /7T. This is approximately seven times the
minimum discernable contrast ratio. From this, Galves and Brun have defined
the Luminance Discrimination Index (IDL) to be the log of the contrast ratio
between two luminous sources divided by log VZ-, By definition, the IDL will
be one for a contrast ratio of log V-2and can be considered a figure of merit
for the luminous difference between two sources,
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The Chrominance Discrimina~ion Index (IDC) is defined in a similar and
perceptually identical manner. Using the 1960 CIE Uniform Chromaticity Scale
(UCS), the chrominance difference between two luminous sources is defined as
the root of the sum of the squares of the differences in U and V coordinates.
Galves and Brun (1976) have reported that the smallest discernable color
difference in terms of 1960 CIE UCS coordinates is 0.00384. Multiplying this
value by approximately seven, as was done in the derivation of IDL, yields a
comfortable chrominance difference of 0.027. Therefore, the Chrominance
Discrimination Index (IDC) becomes the chrominance difference between luindous
sources divided by 0.027. In this manner, both axes of photocolorimetric
space should be perceptually identical and the root sum of squares value of
IDL and LUC become the overall figure of merit of the discriminability between
two luminous sources - the Index of Discrimination (ID).

APPLICATION OF MODEL TO DISPLAY COLOR SELECTION

As a starting point for the selection of a color repertoire for the EFIS,
EICAS and CAI displays, a computer program was created which predicted the
Index of Discrimination between luminous sources of known primary luminance
value mixes. It must be recognized that the x axis of a CIE (1931) Chroma-
ticity Diagram is by construction, an alcheny or locus of zero luminance
values (Judd, 1951). All lines parallel to the x axis are therefore nomo-
graphic. Figure 11 shows a CIE (1931) Chromaticity Diagram with the nomo-
graphic color mix model which was programmed into the computer to predict
chromaticity coordinates of any color contained In the CRT primary triangle.
With this algorithm, the computer can mix any combinations of luminous sources
with a raster and/or reflected ambient backgrounds of known luminance and
chrominance values. The resultant program is capable of predicting IDL, IDC,
ID x, y, u, and v values from the x and y coordinates of the CRT phosphor
prlmaries, the x, y, and luminance values of the reflected ambient illumina-
tion (i.e., display background), and the primary luminance mix of any secon-
dary colors to be investigated.

The computer program described above was used to select those candidate
colors which were equal in ID from their closest neighbors in an attempt to
create a color repertoire which was perceptually balanced. The balancing
procedures addressed the implicit assumption that the usefulness of the entire
color repertoire is limited by the weakest link, in this case the smallest
color difference. A large number of colors and backgrounds can potentially be
accommodated by the color model. It also provided an excellent tool for
investigating color shifts due to reflected ambient illumination and
stroke/raster interactions. The nature and importance of these color shifts
will become apparent in subsequent sections.

RASTER COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS OPTIMIZATION

Objectives

The second phase of color selection was related primarily to homogenous
color raster fields used for sky/ground shading on the EADI and weather radar
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imagery on the EHSI. Coding conventions dictated a blue for sky shading and a
brown or black to represent the ground. Weather radar coding followed stan-
dards of green, amber, and red respectively for increasing severity of weather
returns. Major objectives of this phase were: 1) to establish chromaticity
specifications for the colors blue, green, amber, and red; 2) optimization of
amber chromaticity to achieve maximal discrimination between amber and the
green and red primaries; and 3) to determine the minimum raster brightness
levels required to ensure reliable color discrimination between raster fields
under worst-case high ambient illumination.

Test Methods and Procedures

Participating Subjects

Eight Boeing employees participated in the raster test. All of the
subjects were male and ranged in age 25 to 48 years with a mean of 36.1 years.
Subjects were screened for color vision deficiencies with the Abbreviated
Color Vision Test consisting of American Optical HRR Pseudolsochromatic Plates.

Test Equipment

Visual testing was conducted with engineering prototype units from the
Rockwell-Collins EFIS 700 system. An EADI display unit, which has a useable
display area of 2.35 x 2.10 inches, was chosen as the test display because of
its built-in capability to present relatively large circular raster fields
with independent selection of colors for the top and bottom halves of the 1field (li, bipartite field). This circular raste.r field subtended d

visual angle of approximately 5.5 degrees at the designed viewing distance (32
inches). The symbol generator hardware was modified to accommodate split-
field raster patterns of any color, and also contained software for the test
patterns used during all test phases. A specially constructed electronics
board and test console was used to control the display system and provided the
following functions: amplitude-modulated control of primary beam currents for
the independent selection of seven colors; independent purity adjustment for
all colors (except white) which allowed purity control from maximum through
pastel to white along a vector passing through CIE Source C; separate display
brightness controls for raster, stroke, and synchronous overall brightness;
color switching for top and bottom raster half-fields; switching for up to 15
multi-color stroke symbol patterns; and total display blanking.

To create the high-ambient lighting environment required for testing,
four Berkey-Colortran quartz halogen lamps fitted with dichroic filters were
positioned at 45 degrees off-axis from the display face. The particular
lighting arrangement was calibrated to produce 8000 footcandles (Ft.-c) of
5230 degrees Kelvin at the display face. The 8000 Ft.-c level, considered as
the worst-case display illumination caused by sun shafting through the side
windows of the 757/767 cockpit, was arrived at by using an estimate of 10,000
Ft.-c illuminance of sun in earth atmosphere (Semple et. al., 1971) and
correcting this value by the coefficient of window transmisslvity and the
cosine of the smallest angle between the side windows and a line perpendicular
to the display surface. Measurement of illuminance, luminance, and chroma-
ticity were accomplished with a Pritchard 1980A photometer and a Gamma Scien-
tific C-3 spectraradiometer equipped with a spectral scanning system. A
diagram of the color display test setup is presented in Figure 12.
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Procedures

The colors green, amber, red and blue were first selected using the
computer color model. Green and red chromaticity was fixed by the respective
phosphor primaries, since maximum purity and sufficient luminance was
available by using the primaries for these colors. This was not the case for
blue. The luminous efficiency of short wavelength phosphors is relatively low
due to the relative insensitivity of the eye to short wavelengths (Haeusing,
1976; Hurvich, 1981). In addition, visual acuity in the blue region is poor
(Jones, 1961; Myers, 1967) and degrades further with increasing purity of the
short-wavelength image. These problems can largely be overcome by increasing
the luminance and decreasing the purity of the blue used, and large amounts of
the primary green can be mixed with the primary blue without the resulting
color perception being changed fronm blue (Hauesing, 1976). For these reasons,
the blue primary alone was not used, but was mixed with green to produce a
San of pleasing appearance. The color amber is a mixture of the primaries
green and rod. An effort was made to optimize discrimination between green,
amber and red because of the significance of amber and red for caution and
warning color coding. Five ambers were selected for testing. They were all
located on the green-red chromatic axis and were of equal beam current and
approximately equivalent luminance. The goal was to select that amber which
offered maximal discrimination with red and green at the lowest luminancu
(best display efficiency).

Initial luminance values and chromaticity coordinates of the raster color
set were balanced using the computer model to produce ID values of approxi-
mately .6 between all colors and between each color and the reflected ambient
background. Galves and Brun (1975) have indicated that an 10 of .6 would per-
mit comfortable detection and identification under any ambient lighting.
Figure 13 shows the four raster colors located in CIE X-Y coordinates, as well
as the five ambers tested. The point marked RA indicates the chromaticity of
the reflected ambient illumination. At the 8000 Ft.-c reference illumination,
the display reflected 98.5 foot-lamberts (Ft.-L) at the indicated chromati-
city. The vectors emanating from each color point illustrate the chromaticity
shifts resulting from summdtion of the reflected ambient and display-generated
phosphor emissions. Note that all of the colors decrease in purity and shift
toward the reflected ambient.

All raster testing was conducted under 8000 Ft.-c of Illumination. Since
display brightness was a 'test variable, brightness steps were calibrated
according to a scale based on the .6 ID value. The display was set such that
the 50% brightness setting corresponded to the .6 ID value for each color.
From that point, brightness adjustment was synchronous for all colors and
varied according to a percentage scale.

Prior to beginning visual testing, the test subjects were shown all of
the raster colors under both dark and high-ambient viewing conditions. The
colors were named for them and they were given a chance to familiarize them-
selves with the test apparatus and the color test patterns. The experimental
task consisted of a comparative, forced-choice color ndming task. Upon
presentation of a split-field raster pattern, subjects were required to name
the color of the top half-field followed by the name of the color of the
bottom half-field. Only the particular colors being compared and the word
"blank" were permissible responses. The raster test pattern and a summary of
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test conditions are illustrated in Figure 14.

The first test sequence involved the colors green, red, and the five
ambers, i.e., the set of rasters relevant to weather radar codes. Each sub-
ject was tested under all conditions in a within-subjects experimental design
(see Kirk, 1968). The split-field raster patterns were presented in a counter-
balanced fashion across the eight subjects to minimize order effects. Half of
the eight subjects began the test with the greenest amber (1) and proceeded in
sequence to the reddest amber (5). The other half of the subjects received
the amber sequence in reverse order. Brightness was manipulated within eLýh
amber condition by decreasing the brightness after each series of eight test
patterns. The brightness values tested were 30%, 20%, 10%, and 5% on the t
defined scale, a range determined in a brief pretesting procedure.

The second test sequence involved only cyan and blank half-fields, and
was designed to accommodate the relevant raster discriminations (sky/ground)
on the EADI display. The reason for testing with a blank rather than a brown
half-field for the ground texture was that the ground texture was defined to
be only cosmetic in nature since aircraft orientation can easily be determined
by the position of the cyan sky shading. In addition, brown is essentially a
blackish amber or yellow (Hurvich, 1981) and can only be produced on a
shadow-mask CRT by creating an amber of low luminance.

The EADI ground shading is a low-luminance amber which is not required to
be visible under the 8000 Ft.-c test conditions. As Figure 14 reveals, the
cyan-blank (reflected ambient) test involved only two patterns. Presentation
order of the patterns was radomized, and a within-subjects design with bright-
ness as the single independent variable was used. Each subject was presented
a series of six patterns at each brightness level, and brightness was in-
creased in steps according to the methods described earlier.

Test Results

Figures 15 and 16 show the individual effects of amber chromaticity and
display brightness level on green-amber-red color discrimination performance.
An analysis of variance (e.g., Kirk, 1968) on the mean percent correct color
discrimination scores revealed that both affects significantly influenced
subjects' ability to discriminate between the three colors. Further statis-
tical tests indicated that the middle amber (3) produced better performancm
than the other four ambers tested, and that increases in brightness beyond the
10% level do not significantly improve prformance. The most critical data for
this test may be found in Figure 17, which depicts the interaction of amber
chromaticity and brightness level. This interaction was also found to be
statistically significant, and basically points to the fact that the middle
amber (3) produced the best color discrimination performance at the lowest
brightness level. All of the test subjects demonstrated error-free color
discrimination between green, amber, and red with amber (3) at a 10% bright-
ness level.

The results of the cyan-reflected ambient color discrimination test are
shown in Figure 18. Mean percent correct color discrimination performance
increased with display brightness increments, but an analysis of variance for
these data did not indicate a significant effect of brightness level. At some
point between the 10% and 20% levels, subjects would presumably reach an error-
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free level of performance. Since the data did not allow a clear decision as
to the required brightness level for the cyan raster, it was decided to accept
the same level (10%) that was found sufficient for the other raster colors.

Operationally, the pilots using EFIS displays will be confronted with
color raster fields considerably smaller than the 5.5' test field in the
present study. This is especially true for weather radar imagery on the EHSI,
where returns from small or distant storm cells can produce a small color
image. Hardware limitations in the experimental test setup precluded testing
with a variety of field sizes, so a field-size correction factor was applied
to the raster test results. An estimated minimum raster size of 5' of visual
arc was used as a reference. The classic contrast threshold data ot Blackwell
(1946) were consulted, and it was found that an approximate 3 to I increase in
contrast was required when extrapolating from a 5.5" to a 5' visual field size
for a background brightness of 100 Ft.-L. Following this rationale, bright-
ness values determined in the present test were multiplied by three. Bright-
ness requirements for raster fields were clearly overestimated by the computer
modul. For the large fields tested, the brightness values (10%) resulting in
eisentially error-free color discrimination performance were only a fifth of
the required brightness values predicted by the computer model (50%). Even
after application of the small-field correction factor, the psychophysically
determined brightness requirements were significantly less than the model's
predictions.

Actual chromaticity coordinates and brightness values for the four raster
colors tested may be found at the bottom of Table 2. It is important to note
that these values are directly applicable only to the particular displays
under test. Chromaticity and brightness requirements for any color CRT dis-
play must take into account phosphor characteristics, screen geometry, and the
properties of contrast enhancement filters and anti-reflective coatings fitted
to the display.

STROKE/RASTER COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS TEST

HIGH AMBIENT PHASE

OBJECTIVES

The third phase of color selection and verification testing was designed
primarily to complete the specification of a seven color repertoire and de-
termine the minimum brightness requirements for stroke-written symbology. The
visual factors involved in producing acceptable color stroke-written images
are somewhat more critical than for raster fields. Images composed of narrow
lines or strokes require higher brightness to assure adequate visibility and
are more demanding of subjects' abilities to resolve fine details. With re-
spect to color, the ability to discriminate color differences for small images
is reduced. Moreover, two aspects of the shadow-mask type of color display
and the combined use of stroke and raster writing techniques are significent.
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First, stroke-written lines which are a mixture of more than one primary
will inevitably contain some co'. fringes produced by misconvergence. The
extent to which color perception is affected will be determined by the amount
of nisconvergence, the stroke width, and viewing distance. Color discrimnina-
tion perfornance must therefore be tested within the specified operating
ranges for convergence and linewidth. Second, stroke-written symbols which
overlay raster fields of a different color will shift in color. The addi-
tivity of luiminances at the intersection of the images will result in a stroke
symbol of increased brightness whose color is shifted along a vector con-
necting the stroke and raster chromaticities. The integrity of the intended
stroke color will depend largely upon the brightness contrast existing between
the stroke and raster images. Obviously, stroke color discrimination must be
tested against all anticipated raster backgrounds.

Having established chromaticity specifications for four of the seven
colors in the previous raster tests, major objectives for this test phase
were: 1) to establish chromaticity specifications for three remaining stroke
colors; 2) to determine the minimum stroke brightness levels required to
ensure reliable color discrimination between stroke-written colors under 8000
Ft.-r. of ambient illumination, and 3) verification of stroke color integrity
on all raster backgrounds.

Test Methods and Procedures

Participating Subjects

Ten Boeing pilots and flight engineers participated in the testing. All
of the subjects were male and ranged in age from 23 to 62 years with a mean of
43.3 years. They were randomly selected from the population of Boeing pilots
and flight engineers possessing current Class I medical certificates, and
therefore met the same minimum criteria for visual functions demanded of the
airline pilot population.

Test Equi pment

The basic test setup was the same as in the rister study. Prior to
testing, measurements of convergence and line width were taken to confirm that
they were within specified limits. Convergence specifications were defined in
prior psychophysical tests (Merrifield, Haakenstad, Ruggiero, and Lee, 1979),
which revealed that image separations up to .008 inches resulted in acceptable
stroke-written color symbols. Display convergence was within .006 inches and
met the display specifications. At the 32 inch viewing distance, .006 inches
of misconvergence results in a stroke image separation which subtends only .64
minutes of visual arc. Line widths were also found to be within the specified
range of .008 to .020 inches. For the higher brightness levels used during
testing, line widths tended toward the upper end of this range.

Procedures

The initial procedural step was to consult the computer color model in an
attempt to locate those chromatic regions best suited for the remaining
colors. The red-green and green-blue chromatic axes already contained the
secondary colors amber and cyan, respectively; however, the red-blue axis was
unused. A plot of the CRT chromaticity triangle in 1960 UCS coordinates
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revealed that the axis between the red and blue primaries was the longest of
the three chromatic axes (i.e., the greatest perceptual spacing), and the fact
that the blue primary was not used left a large area of potential chromatic
differentiation untouched. For these reasons, it was decided to select two
secondary colors on the red-blue axis. The last free chromatic region was the
central area of the CRT color triangle, dictating that the seventh color
should be a white. Chromaticity coordinates of the colors red, green, amber,
and cyan and raster brightness values, which were all established in the
previous test phase, were input to the computer model along with the general
regions for the last three colors. The model selected the precise chroma-
ticity coordinates for the remaining colors based upon a balanced perceptual
set of seven stroke colors. Balancing involved selecting the chromaticities
and relative luminances of the seven stroke colors such that the ID between
all paired combinations of colors on their worst-case raster backgrounds and
under 8000 Ft.-c of illumination were approximately equal. The colors magenta
(reddish purple), purple, and white completed the seven color repertoire.

Visual testing was designed to assess color discrimination performance
for the following display combinations:

o Stroke colors to reflected ambient

o Stroke color to stroke color

o Stroke colors to raster colors
o Raster colors to reflected ambient

o Raster color to raster color

o Stroke color to stroke color overlaying raster colors

To accoiniiodate all of these comparisons, a series of 10 split-field ras-
ter patterns was combined with 10 stroke symbol patterns. Each stroke pattern
consisted of 18 diamond-shaped symbols arranged in two rows of 9 symbols each.
Within a row, symbols of different colors were randomly ordered such that each
of the seven stroke colors was represented at least once in every row. The
diamond-shaped stroke symbols subtended a visual angle of approximately 20' of
arc and were chosen because their small size was representative of the
smallest syribology elements used for the Boeing display formats. The test
pattern configuration is shown in Figure 19.

The experimental design consisted of a 10 x 10 Latin Square (Winer, 1971)
to counterbalance order effects across the 10 subjects. Rows of the Latin
Square were composed of balanced orderings of the 10 split-field raster pat-
terns shown at the bottom of Figure 19. The 10 stroke symbol patterns were
combined with this Latin Square such that each of the 10 stroke patterns
appeared once in each row and equally often with each raster pattern across
the 10 rows. The effect of the balancing procedure was to produce equivalent
test rows such that each stroke-background combination was replicated four
times per row. Each subject began the test with a different row of the
balanced Latin Square, and the stroke/raster brightness contrast ratio was
manipulated between rows. A within-subjects statistical model with repeated
measures characterized the design (see Kirk, 1968), with stroke color, back-



ground color (rasters or reflected ambient), and stroke/raster brightness
contrast ratio as the independent variables. Mean percent correct color
discrimination was the dependent measure.

Since the determination of the minimum stroke brightness levels required
to ensure reliable discrimination between stroke-written colors on all back-
grounds was a major test objective, stroke brightness steps were calibrated
according to a scale based on the brightness contrast ratio between stroke and
raster colors. Raster brightness was fixed at the level determined in the
previous test phase, and stroke brightness was manipulated synchronously for
all stoke colors according to equal steps in the stroke/raster contrast ratio.
The contrast ratio was incremented after each test row (10 test patterns)
until an error free series was completed or maximum display brightness was
reached. The starting contrast ratio value was always a nominal 4.0 on the
defined scale.

Prior to beginning visual testing, the test subjects were shown all of
the stroke and raster colors under both dark and high-ambient viewing con-
ditions. The colors were named for them and they were given a chance to
familiarize themselves with the test apparatus and sample test patterns. As
in the previous test phase, the experimental task consisted of a coniparative,
forced-huice color naming task. Upon presentation of a test pattern, sub-
jects were required to name in ordert 1) the color of the top half-field
background, 2) the color of the bottom half-field background; 3) the colors of
the top row of stroke symbols from left to right; and 4) the colors of the
bottom row of stroke symbols from left to right. Only the seven display
colors being tested and the word "blank" were permissible responses.

Due to the complexity and length of the test, it was decided that a
criterion of 100% correct color discrimination was unrealistic. Random errors
resulting from subject fatigue or other factors unrelated to color perception
(i.e., "experimental noise") are likely to influence the data under such
conditions, and a criterion demanding error-free performance from all subjects
would either be unattainable or artifactually result in unnecessarily high
brightness levels. For these reasons, a criterion of 95% mean correct color
discrimination for all stroke and raster colors was adopted.

Test Results

The major results are summarized in Figures 20-22. Each bar in these
figures represents the mean of 200 trials. Stroke color discrimination is
shown averaged across backgrounds (raster colors and reflected ambient) since
an analysis of variance on the complete data set revealed that the background
did not significantly influence stroke color discrimination performance. This
factor will not be considered further. The obvious trend toward improving
performance with increases in the stroke/raster contrast ratio was found to be
statistically significant. Further statistical tests on this factor indicated
that stroke color discrimination improved significantly when the contrast
ratio increased from 4.0, but that further increases beyond a contrast ratio
of 5.0 produced no reliaole improvements in perfornance. All seven stroke
colors met or exceeded the 95% criterion at a nominal stroke/raster contrast
ratio of 5.0. The main effect for stroke colors was significant as was the
interaction between stroke colors and contrast ratio. These two effects
reflected the fact that the colors magenta, purple, and cyan produced the
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poorest color discrimination performance at the lowest contrast ratio, and
therefore benefited the most from increases in stroke/raster contrast ratio.
Mean color discrimination performance for the raster colors was 97.6%,
replicating the results of the previous raster test.

Figure 23 shows a confusion matrix which indicates the ID values and
errors between the seven stroke colors at a stroke/raster contrast ratio of
5.0. The matrix reveals three important facts: 1) errors were not uniformly
distributed between color combinations; 2) uumbers of errors between colors
were riot highly correlated with the I0 values between colors; and 3) the 10
values between colors were all considerately higher than the figure of merit
(ID - .6) proposed by Galves and Brun (1975). In contrast to the overesti-
mated brightness values for large raster fields, the computer color model
tended to underestimate brightness requirements for small, stroke-written
color images.

A further inspection of Figure 23 shows three regions of disproportion-
ately high error rates. Color confusions between cyan and green may be
attributable to small-field tritanopia, a loss of color discrimination ability
with small visual fields often resulting in blue-green confusions (see Farrell
& Booth, 1973). The present findings support the general recommendation that
small color fields, particularly in the blue region, be avoided (Krebs et.
al., 1.97B; Semple et. al., 197). The two other regions of relatively high
color confusion were between red and magenta and between magenta and purple.
The reasons for confusion in these regions are less clear, but may be partly
explained by the relative unfamiliarity of colors in the purple family. In
any event, all ten of the pilots tested found the color purple objectionable.
Pilots' comments indicated that the brightness and clarity of the small purple
images was unacceptable. Based on these findings, it was decided to eliminate
purple from the repertoire of stroke colors but retain the capability to use
purple for future raster applications.

The final, verified repertoire of seven stroke colors is shown plotted in
CIE X-Y coordinates in Figure 24. The vectors emanating from each color point
illustrate the chromaticity shifts resulting from 8000 Ft.-c of display
illumination. Post test chromaticity and brightness measurements for all
stroke colors may be found in the top section of Table 2. Again, these data
are directly applicable only to the particular display hardware tested. They
are not intended as general guidelines or specifications for all color CRT
display systems.

The brightness specifications presented in Table 2 are the minimum bright-
ness levels required for criterion color discrimination performance. As such,
they represent display performance requirements. When available, display
brightness falls below these levels, whether by display aging or somne malfunc-
tion, color coding of displayed information will be rendered less effective
due to degraded color discrimination performance. In practice, available new
display brightness should be some multiple of these minimum levels to allow
for decreasing brightness capability as the display ages. The usable life of
a color CRT display is directly related to the ratio of available display
brightness and minimum required brightness. For the Boeing systems, available
brightness for a new color CRT is in excess of twice the minimum brightness
levels denenmined in the present tests. Useable display life has been pro-
jected to be in the range of 10,000 to 15,000 hours.
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STROKE/RASTER COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS TEST

LOW AMBIENT PHASE

OBJECTIVES

The final phase of color selection and verification testing investigated
color display characteristics under low ambient viewing conditions. The
verification of color discrimination performance with the specified sevencolor repertoire was one major objective. In general,, an observer's contrastsensitivity and color perception deteriorates as display background and symbol

brightness decreases (Graham, 1965b; Burnham et. al., 1963). Colors displayed
against a dark background are often perceived as being less saturated or pure
than when a light background is present (Pitt & Winter, 1974). Thus, although
a color CRT display exhibits greater brightness contrast and color purity In a
low-ambient lightin environment, an observer's sensitivity to color differ-
ences diminishes. The second major objective of low ambient testing was the
investigation of subject-preferred levels of color saturation, since highly
saturated colors can produce exaggerated perception of apparent depth (chromo-
stereopsis) and degrade visual acuity (Farrell & Booth, 1975; Riggs, 1965tSemple et. al., 1971). Increases in pupil size for the dark-adapted eye would
tend to enhance any undesirable visual effects caused by high color saturation.

Test Methods and Procedures
Participating Subjects

Ten Boeing pilots and flight engineers participated in this last test
phase. All of the subjects were male and ranged in age from 38 to 62 years
with a mean of 46.6 years. They were randomly selected from the population of
Boeing pilots and flight engineers possessing current Class I medical certifi-
cates. Four of the subjects had participated in the previous high-ambient
coloe testing.

Test Equipment

The basic test setup has been described in earlier sections. However,
two features were unique to this test phase. The first involves the control
of color purity, The electronics board and test console contained circuitry
and calibrated potentiometers enabling independent color purity adjustment for
all of the colors except white (by definition white is a color of minimum
purity). The range of adjustment allowed purity to be varied for each color
from its specified zero-ambient chromaticity (i.e., its location on the
boundary of the CRT color triangle) through pastel to white along a vector
passing through CIE Source C. The second equipment feature, unique to this
test phase, pertains to the production of the low-ambient lighting environ-
ment. A reasonable night time level of cockpit illumination was estimated to
be .1 Ft.-c. This ambient illumination was produced by adjustment of both
fluorescent and incandescent lighting in the test area until .1 Ft.-c was
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measured at the face of the test display.

Procedures

Visual testing was conducted in two parts. In the first part, color
discrimination performance was measured with the fully saturated color set.
The test patterns, experimental task, and basic procedures were identical to
those used for high-ambient testing. Since display brightness was not a
critical factor with such dark viewing conditions, subjects were permitted to
adjust the brightness of the display to a comfortable level. The stroke/raster
contrast ratio was fixed at the previously determined value. An abbreviated
series of counterbalanced test patterns which contained all of the critical
color combinations was used.

Part two involved the determination of subject-preferred levels of color
saturation. Special test patterns were developed for this purpose and are
graphically described in Figure 25. Each of the seven stroke colors was
presented once on both top and bottom half-fields, and the stroke symbols of
each color were vertically aligned such that a given color appeared in the
same position on both top and bottom fields. The top half-field was always
one of the four raster colors and the bottom half-field was always blank. The
patterns allowed a direct comparison between stroke color appearance on the
dark and colored backgrounds, and provided a reference for the effects of
color desaturation, An EADI test pattern was also used, and was modified so
that it contained all colors. The stroke/raster contrast ratio was fixed at
the nominal 5.0 value.

The four steps in the desaturation test procedure are described at the
bottom of Figure 25. Subjects were instructed to request changes in color
saturation individually for each color (either more or less color purity)
according to their preference and changes in display brightness were permitted
at any time. The instructions to subjects emphasized that the image quality
or focus of the displayed symbols could be varied by changes in color satura-
tion and that perceptions of apparent depth between colors could also be modi-
fied in this manner. They were instructed to attempt to minimize any undesir-
able image blurring or depth effects by requesting color saturation changes.
Repetitions of each pattern provided a means of checking the consistency of
subjects' adjustments. Color saturation and display brightness adjustments
were recorded after each test pattern presentation.

Prior to beginning the tests in this phase, subjects were shown example
test patterns and all stroke and raster colors. The effects of changing color
purity were also demonstrated for each of the colors. Testing began after a
dark adaptation period of 15 minutes had elapsed.

Test Results

Color discrimination performance under the .1 Ft.-c ambient viewing
conditions is illustrated in Figure 26. Each bar represents the mean of 100
trials. The 95% performance criterion was satisfied for all seven colors.

Figure 27 summarizes the results of color saturation testing. The
numbers in the columns corresponding to each test subject indicate whether
that subject chose to dtvaturate a particular color in either the first or



second test sequence. The absence of a number in any position means that the
subject chose to leave the color in its most saturated form. In a number of
cases, subjects requested more color purity than was available. The data,
therefore, show subjects' tendencies to desaturate the individual colors and
not the magnitude of saturation adjustments.

Several facts are apparent from Figure 27. The tendency to desaturate
colors was primarily limited to the colors green, red, and cyan. Desaturation
adjustments were not very consistent; within any given color only three sub-
jects at must elected to desaturate that color in both test sequences. While
there was a slightly higher frequency of saturation adjustments in the second
test sequence, there were no statistically reliable difference in the tendency
to desaturate colors between the first and second sequences.

Subjective comments from the group of pilots tested indicated that
slightly blurred images and apparent differences in depth between colors were
perceived by some of the pilots. However, none of the pilots found these
effects particularly objectionable or distracting. In general, pilots
preferred maximally saturated, vivid colors and were unwilling to sacrifice
color purity for any potential benefits in image quality. Subsequent opera-
tional testing of the Boeing displays, with many hours spent viewing the color
CRTs in a dark simulator environment, has shown that the colors selected are
highly acceptable for prolonged periods of low-ambient viewing.

OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS

The present paper has described the human factors and display hardware
considerations which impact the selection of colors for today's modern air-
borne color CRT displays. The analytical and experimental methods employed by
Boeing in the development of color CRT display systems for the new 757/767
commnercial jetliners were presented in detail. More important than the spe-
cific data presented is an awareness of the critical factors which constrain
the use of color and the methodology for confronting them. The color CRT
display offers great potential advantages for a variety of airborne applica-
tions; however, the viability of any color display concept rests on the assump-
tion that the visual and perceptual requirements of the display user can be
satisfied.

The proliferation of color display technology in commercial aviation does
not lighten the task of the military. Problems of display visibility and
color perception caused by dynamically changing ambient illumination will be
even more severe in the bubble-canopy cockpits of many military aircraft.
Color will likely be used to code information in a way which is more
critically demanding of accurate color perception. Recognition of the
complexity and importance of these issues is mounting as advances in color
display technology open up new areas of application (e.g., Waruszewski, 1981).

There is a real and immediate need for more programmatic research
activity on the human factors aspects of color displays. Continued reliance
on extensive human performance testing to verify new display concepts and
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define specifications will hinder future developments. In the area of color
selection, there has been a recent trend toward the development of analytical
models of color perception with the hope that such techniques can solve the
problems confronting the display designer. Currently available analytical
models, while certainly a step in the right direction, are not sufficiently
precise to accomplish this task. There is a basic failure to account for the
complexity of the visual process. Future research must strive to integrate
such factors as field size, number of colors, and mode of color discrimination
performance into the present formulations. The incorporation of more
parameters characterizing a visual display will ultimately produce analytical
techniques which minimize the need for repetitive and expensive human
performance testing. The design of more effective color display formats and
color coding applications will also benefit from more programmatic research
efforts. The payoff is that today's rapid advances in color technology will
permit the development of more integrated, efficient methods of information
display for tomorrow.

Airborne color displays are here to stay. The burden is on us, the human
factors specialists and display designers, to see that their full potential is
realized.
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TABLE 2

Color Verification Test Results

Chromaticity Primary
Coordinates Percent Luminance

Color Primary Primary Level

x Y U V Luminance (F-L)

(G 100 30.0
"Green .3000 .5900 .1266 .3734 R 0 0

- B 0 0

G 0 0
Red .6530 .3230 .4689 .3479 R 100 14.0

-_B 0 0S....... . G 83.3 25.0
Amber .4681 .4628 .2457 .3644 R 88.6 1254

B . 0 0

G 64.0 19.2
Cyan .1925 .2077 .1504 .2434 R 0 0

B 100 5.1

G 0 0
Magenta .3216 .1494 .3107 .2160 R 100 14.0

B 100 5.1
G 0 0

Purple .20.7 .0871 .2227 .1436 R 22,1 3.1
B 100 5.1

G 100 30.0

White ,3155 .2750 .2226 .2910 R 100 14.0
B 100 5.1

Green G 100 5.8

Raster .3000 .5900 .1266 .3734 R 0 0
B 0 0

Red G 0 0
Raster .6530 .3230 .4689 .3479 R 100 2.7

B 0 0

Amber G 83.3 4.8

Raster 4681 .4628 .2457 .3644 R 88.9 2.4
Raster B 0 0

G 64.0 3.7
Cyan .1925 .2077 .1504 .2434 R 0 0
Raster B 100 .97
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Raster Field Test Pattern

Raster Half-Fields
Green
Red
Amber (1, 2, 3,4, 5)
Cyan
Blank (Ambient)

Test Conditions
Ambient Illumination 8000 ft C
Test Subjects =8 Boeing Employees -Color Vision

Screen With American Optical HRR Abbreviated Color Vision Test

Red-Yellow-Green Test
Each Subject Tested With Family of 5 Ambers in Counterbalanced Design

Green Blank Red Blank Amber Red Amber G reen
Blank Green Blank Red Red Amber Green Amber

Cyan-Ambient Test
Randomized Presentetiun Order

Blue Blank
Blank Blue

FIGURE 14. RASTER TEST PATTERN AND SUMMARY OF RASTER TEST CONDITIONS
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FIGURE 15. RED-AMBER-GREEN RASTER COLOR
DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE AS
A FUNCTION OF AMBER CHROMA-
TICITY
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I°
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I 1'°., I • 0 " 5 8 0 ,0
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FIGURE 16. RED-AIBER-GREEN RASTER COLOR
DISCRIMINATION PERFO14ANCE AS
A FUNCTION OF DISPLAY BRIGHTNESS
LEVEL
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100 ABSB5
A4-15

A1-B5
90 A2-B5
go - A3 -135

80 - A2-BIO
A4-B1311
AS*B1O
A1-1320

70 - A2.B20
*A3-SBO

wA3-320
A4-B20

0 - AAS-020

Brightness
60 Level

)- 10
• --. _f;. - 20

A1 A2 A3 A4 A

Amber Chromatlilty
FIGURE 17. RED-AMBER-GREEN RASTER COLOR DISCRIMI-
NATION PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF BOTH AMBER
CHROMATICITY AND DISPLAY BRIGHTNESS LEVEL

100- 100.0

93.7

90 896

80

70

607

J50

0 5 10 20
Brightness Level

FIGURE 18. CYAN-REFLECTED AMBIENT DISCRIMINATION
PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF DISPLAY BRIGHTNESS
LEVEL
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Discrimination Test Pattern
Raster Half-Fields
Green
Red
Amber
Cyan
Blank (Ambient)

Stroke Symbols
Green0 0
Red
Amber
Cyan
White
Magenta
Purple

Test Conditions
Ambient Illumination =8000 Ft-C
Test Subject= 1 0 Boeing pilots and flight engineers
Raster Background Conditions:

Upper Half-Field
Green Green Cyan Blank Red Red Blank Amber Amber Cyan
1IW Amber Green r Amber Cyan Red Cyan B!ank Blank

Lower Half-Field

FIGURE 19. STROKE/RASTER COLOR TEST PATTERN AND SUMMARY OF TEST CONDITIONS
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Stroke Colors

FIGURE 20. STROKE COLOR DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE
(AVERAGED ACROSS COLOR RASTER AND REFLECTED
AMBIENT BACKGROUNDS). STROKE/RASTER
CONTRAST RATIO = 4
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FIGURE 21. STROKE COLOR DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE
(AVERAGED ACROSS COLOR RASTER 

AND REFLECTED

AMBIENT BACKGROUNDS). STROKE/RASTER CONTRAST

RATIO 5
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FIGURE 22. STROKE COLOR DISCRIMINATION 
PERFORMANCE

(AVERAGED ACROSS COLOR RASTER 
AND REFLECTED
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CONTRAST RATIO =6
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Desaturation Test Pattern

Top Raster Field
Green
Red
"Amber
Cyanoooo<>0 ,0:

Stroke Symbols
Green
Red
Amber Bottom Raster Field
Cyan Blank
White
Magenta
Purple

Test Conditions
Ambient Illumination 0. 1 Ft-C
Test Subjects: -= 10 Boeing pilots and flight engineers

Test Sequence
1. Low ambient color verification using phase I test patterns
2. CXlor saturation adjusted individually for each color on

D,•saturation Test Pattern according to pilot preference
3. Color saturation adjusted irndividually for each color on Modified ADI Test

Pattern according to pilot preference
4. Repeat step 2.
5. Repeat step 3.

FIGURE 25. COLOR DESATURATION IEST PATTERN AND SUMMARY OF

LOW-.AMBIE14T TEST CONDITIONS
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FIGURE 26. STROKE COLOR DISCRIMINATION
PERFORMANCE UNDER LOW-AMBIENT
VIEWING CONDITIONS First Test Sequence

2 - Second Test Sequence

Red 1 2 2 1 IE2

Green j1 21 2 2 E] F 21I 2 2 1G e n .. o. =.=..o.. . . . . . . .. . . . . .......o....oo ° o..... o. ° . ..•= .°..=.° . .°° . °o. °. H °. °... oo... °°... ....
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Amber 2

Magenta 2

.. . . . . . .. . .. .. . ........=•....=.....•=. - .° . H ..- . .......... I ...o o ... ..,.......o° ....- ..oo.... o

Purple 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Test Subject

FIGURE 27. DISTRIBUTION TENDENCY TO DESATURATE COLORS
UNDER LOW-AMBIENT VIEWING CONDITIONS
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ADPO~O6 6? /A-la RORAtT ViEW STATION

McDonnell Mircraft Company

ABSTRACT

The P/A-18 Hornet Crew Station repros@t a considerable stop forward in the application of into-
grated controls and computer controlled diplays to the reduction of pilot workload and enhancement of
mission success. The 1llurnat crew stat 'on design requirements was to essentially provide the capability
contained in both the V-4, and A-7 weapon systems so aso to perform both the fighter and attack roles, mako
it operable by one pilot, and increase mission reliability by a combination of improved hardware relia-
bility and functional redu~ndancy.

To put this reqtuirement in perspective, the F/A-la cockpit hae 40% loes usable area than any of its
*ý contemporaries. This area constraint necessitated extensive integration of the weapon system controls and

displays. The resultant crew station features four multipurpose cat'hode-ray displays driven by two mis-
sion computers, an integrated upfront control panel, and numerous automatic functions on the "Stick and

* ~throttle". ..This paper describes the rationale leading up to the configuration and presents a few examples
of the one-men-operability features of the Hornet and how they would be used by the pilot. The crew stak-
tion design was generated and validated by a vigoroun process of analysis and simulation an4 is currently
undergoing flight evaluation in eleven Hornet Aircraft at the Navy test facility at Patuxent River,
Maryland.

tNTRODUCTION

The Navy and Marine V/A-lB Hornet strike-fighter (Figure 1) being developed by McDonnell Douglas uses
integrated controls and four computer aided displays to allow the pilot to perform both the fighter and
the attack roles of the F-4. Phantom and A-7 Corsair from one cockpit. No internal hardware or software
reconfiguration is necessary to switch tighter and attack roles. The role the aircraft will perfnrm is
determined solely by the exrternal sensors and weapons loading and In fact, the Hornet can be configured to
carry missiles, bombs, and gun ammo to perform the combined strike/fighter mission. This duel role capa-
bility io made possible by the use of multi-function displays with programmable switches surrounding 460b
display, a programmable Up-Pront Control that integrates many previously separate control and sensor
oanels and the implementation of numeroun software controlled r'omputers and microprocessors distributed
throughout the various elements of the weapon system. One-man-operability was of paramount concern during
the weapon system definition and Integration phases and it was validated by a continuing series of
pilot-in-ths loop simulations at the McDonnell simulation facility.

FIGURE I
FiAlg8 HOpNeTr



COCKPIT SIZE

The quest for good aerodynamic performance, fishbowl visibility, and minimum weight resulted in an
airframe whose cockpit instrument panel and console area wea 40% lose thun contemporary aircraft such as
the P-4, A-7, or P-15, yet there were more systems to control and display in that smaller area. It was
clear that to achieve one-manoperability of the numerous sensors and weapons on board, maximum advantage
had to be taken of the recent trend toward programmable digital weapon systems and computer aided control
end display techniques, human factors analysis, simulation, and functional automation.

APPROACH RATIONALE

The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) was chosen as the diuplay undl-m for the three IdentVm.slly formatted
indicators shown in eigure 2. The CRT has undergone steady design improvements during the past 40 years
and presently offers the best combination of contrast end resolution in bright sunlight. Acceptable
reliability can be achieved after a combination of vibration and burn-in cycles. Theme multi-purpose
displays, in conjunction with the Head Up Display (HUD), provide the pilot with all essential flight
information for air to air, air to surface, and navigation phases of the mission.

UP FRONT
CONTROL (UPC-

MASTER fHEAD-UP
MASTER DISPLAY (HUDIMONITOR
DISPLAY MULTI.

(MMDO-- FUNCTIONS~DISlPLAY
HORIZONTAL IMPD)SITUATION "iL4

DISPLAY (HOD)-"-

FIGURE a
FIA.1S CREW STATION LAYOUT

(MORE FUNCTIONS IN 40% SPACE FUEL INTR
THAN CONTEMPORARY AIRCRAFT) INS..R

BACK-UP
UHP/ILSA

The HUD is the primary flight instrument for weapon delivery and navigation including manual and
automatic carrier landing modes. .All essential flight data such as speed, altitude, heading, attitude,
alphanuanric cues, and steering commands are projected on the HUD combiner and focused at infinity for
easy aasimiletion by the Pilot. The INulti-function Display (MFD) is the primary sensor di.pl.y for radar
attack, radar mapping, and backup for the Master Monitor Display (MMD). Superimposed on the sensor data
is own-aircraft data such as attitude, speed, altitude, weapon status, and other alphanumeric nuas. This
reduces pilot scan time and allows search-through-reattack segments to take place on one display. The WOD
is the primary warning, caution, 10 and IR sensor, armament, built-in-test, and scratch pad display. The
Rbrisontal Situation Display (ROD) presents CRT generated plan-view navigation Information superimposed on
a color film-projected moving map for easy navigation by the pilot. The HID improves target finding
accuracy during attack missions, simplii-as navigation updates and radar map matching, and provides growth
for display of other tactical data such as TW, electronic order of battle, navigation segments, and
approximately 200 filmed data frames relating to aircraft systems.
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Direct benefit@ of multiple CRT display of flight parameters, armament control, navigation, and other
conventional parameters ares 1) Pilot scan times are reduced because sensor, weapon, and own-flight
information is grouped together as required on each display; 2) An armament panel and more than a dosen
low reliability, electro-mechanical servoed instruments have been deleted from the aircraft, reducing life
cycle costs and freeing valuable cockpit spacel 3) Mission reliability ia enhanced because each of the
display formats can be presented elsewhere thus precluding a single and even dual display failures from
causing a mission abort.

The lower left corner of the instrument panel contains engine and fuel instruments necessary for
pilot monitoring during aircraft self-start on battery power. The lower right corner of the instrument
panel contain pneumatic standby airspeed, altitude, and vertical speed indic.ators and a 3" Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) with a self contained gyro for use in the unlikely event of total power or
display logs.

The displays are mechanized (Figure 3) such that the MMD and HMD are identical and interchangeable
black boxes thus reducing unit recurring costs and logistic support. Each contains symbol generators
capable of driving two or three displays depending on the complexity of the modes. Thus either the MKD or
the MFD can drive itself, the HUD, and essential data on the I19D in a backup mode. This dual drive fee-
tura provides a significant reliability improvement for the primary tlight instrument function (111D) and
allows the pilot the tactical flexibility and mission reliability of putting sensor data where he wants
it. The two seat trainer version (TP-i8) uses three repeater type CRT displays in the rear asat which
display information corresponding to their counterparts in the front seat. These hardware identical
repeaters use the same modules contained in the front and of the MMD/HMFD, further reducing life cycle
costs.

HUD

PIGURE I I; , QEQ *

FIA,18 DISPLAYS BLOCK DIAGRAM :.M'D M
(MMD OR MFD CAN DRIVE UP ,"

TO THREE DISPLAYS)

MUX,

LCOMPUTEE1 LCOMPTER3J
UP03 04213

ONE MAN OPZR.AJ1LITY

The one-mian-operability problem was approached with a clean elate. The small cockpit, numerous
sensors to control and display, the Navy's new look In reliability, maintainability, and lower ownership
costs required a fresh, integrated approach to the cockpit design. Vivo year of effort went into the
cockpit design starting with mission analysts and stimulation and ending with flight verification by a
twelve member Navy/Marine and NCAIKt flight team.

The problem was broken down into three major workload aireast 1) Time-critical weapon and sensor
management during coubat; 2) COMM, NAY, and Ident (CNI) management during all phases of flight, espec-
ially low visibility carrier operational 3) Moding and miscellanemous requirements, usually not time
critical but nevertheless cockpit apace and task consumers in previous aircraft.

The solutiom to these three problema was to use computer aided controls and displays to ninjisia
vertigo and error-including console activity byt 1) Weapon and sensor manageament via a hands-on-throttle-
and-stick (HOTAS) conceptl 2) CNI management via the up--frotat control (UPC) iinediately in front of the
piloti 3) Master Monitor Moding via the switches surrounding the three head-down CRT displays.
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RAMu ON TIN TROMTE 6 STICK (uOTAS)

The MOTAI concept utilizses switches on the stick and throttle (Figure 4) to allow the pilot to
control the weapon, sensore, and displays during time critical portions of the attack while maintaining
full control of the aircraft. Although at first glance the number of switches might appear to be complex
and confusing to operate, NCAIR simulation and flight ezperience using fleet pilots indicates they are
easily learned because the constant availability of the switches under the pilot@' finger* encourages
practice and there is always a specific visual feedback of each selection on one or sore of the displays,
Thus an incorrect selection can be corrected in fractions of a second.

The three primary ROTAS switches are the Weapon Selector and Auto Lock-On selector on the stick, and
the Target Designator on the throttle. Weapon selection automaLically conditions the radar to nominal
parameters for range, azimuth, elevation and Pulse Repetition Frequency (PrR) for Sparrow, ,idewinder, or
Gun search. In effect, this allows the pilot to conveniently vary the radar search pattern with his right
thumb. The MMD, KID, and *OID each display sufficient portions of those parameters for the pilot to verify
his selection imediately. The three Position Automatic Lock-On switch on the stick is used for visual
lock-on and offers a 3' boresight circle on the HUD for pinpoint fly-to lock-on, a 20* circle on the HUD
for fast search/acquisition within the HUD fisld-of-view, snd a vertical scan racetrack symbol opening off
the top of the HMD for off-boresight lock-on whereby the pilot rolls the aircraft until the target is
centsred shove the rear-view mirror on the cenopy bow. Lock-on is automatic in all modes atd is conveyed
symbolically to the pilot on the HUD and HID and via a "LOCK" light on the canopy bow.

The Target Designator Control (TDC) on the throttle is a force controlled svitch which moves the
appropriate designator symbol on the displays in any direction. Computer and senor designation is
accomplished by pressing and releasing the TDC switch. The small cockpit space available and the easily
learned use of the TDC prompted some early simulator experimentation with TDC control of essentially all
radar control panel functions. In a nutshell, when the pilot wishes to change radar, azimuth, mode, bar
scan, or any of the numerous selections normally available on a dedicated radar pane] he simplý slave the
MFD TDC symbol over the displayed quantity he wishes to change and cycles the TDC button until the desired
quantity appears. After a little practice, fleet pilots have demonstrated the capability of cnanring a
radar parameter in less than a second elapsed time without removing their hand from the throttle. This
feature not only increases pilot effectiveness but also deletes a complex radar control panel and, because
of the display redundancy, actually increases the reliability of the function.

SPARROW SIDEWINDIR GUN

.AUTO LOCK-ON STICK WEAPONISENSOR
U CBORESIGHT

, FIGURE 4 ">OU +

FIGUE.4GUN H4UD . 1 -HUD

HANDS ON THROTTLE AND STICK (HOTAS) SW VACO

ALLOWS HEADUP WEAPON SELECTION,
AUTO LOCK-ON, AND SENSOR CONTROL TCBS WT HUD VERTICAL

ACOUISITION ACOUISITION ACOUISITION

S!. i'

THROTTLE UP

INSLIFT> RIiHTK DOWN
ýTARGET

"OSIGNATOR

, i,



The ROTAS concept allows the pilot to perform a complete head-up, sensor aided gun or misile attack
from detection through weapon delivery without removing his hands from the stick or throttle. Similar

HMOTS functions are performed for air-to-sufface weapon delivery and the pilot need ouly select sparrow,
Sidevinder, or Gun to revert to air-to-air when coming off the target.

CNI MANAGE MNT

The Up Front Control (UPW) panel (Figure 5) alLows head-up, either hand control of two UHF/VHF
radios, ILS, Date Link, TACAN, Beacon, 0!1?, ur auto pilot modes. The panel in mounted on the front face
of the HUD within eany reach and view of the pilot. The bottom row of switches select functions and the
upper area is composed of a keyboard and scratch pad readout, and five option windows on the right side

Swith associated select buttons. For the example shown, the pilot has selected a TACAN function with
channel 125 entered in the keyboard scratchpad and the five TACAN modes art shown in the option windows
for pilot selectico at desired. After the "enter" button is depressed, sli data Is untered and the UPC
clears. The status of any system or channel frequency is available by simply pressing the appropriate
function button. The UPC panel is located so near the owar-nose vision line that the pilot can easily
perform numerous C•N functions during hIR conditions in formation flight.

0 V

FIGURES6CU ~W4WI 0 OZ1 75 1 l
UP FRONT CONTROL OF RADIOS, Li, DATA LINK,

BEACON, iFF, TACAN, AND ALL NUMERIC ENTRIES • ( z,
CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH EITHIR HAND *c-

WHILE THE HEAD IS LOOKING FORWARD 0 jj..

01 P152

MODING

Each of the muItLifunction displays have 20 pueh-button awitches uround t•eir periphery. fliu display
(Figure 6) ls formatted such that when sensor data it called up, a quarter Inch strip of the perimeter of
the CRT in tavailable for di-,play of the peimary coitrolu for that Rensor. The example shown allows pilot
,relsction of wide or narrow fleld-of-view, positive or negastive picture formaL, freeze, snowplow, a pitch
ladder, and other fv:ictl.ins importanL to the effective use of that sensor without diverting the pilot's
attention from tha senso, TVia primary controls and displays extend from the instrument panel about four
inches but htill cutside of the ejection envelope to allow the pilot to reach them without unlocking or
straining agaln•t the shoulder harness (Fliture 7).
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71I
...........

0 I

FIGURE I
THE THREE CRT DISPLAYS EACH HAVE 20 SWITCHES FIGURE 7

AROUND THEIR PERIPHERY TO ALLOW PILOT FIGURE K

SELECTION OF RELATED SENSOR FUNCTIONS IA-16 HORNET COCKPIT

WITHOUT DIVERTING ATTENTION FROM THE SENSOR

MEAOER CONSOLS ACTIVITY

The HOTAS concept, UFC, and display Moding techniques essentially eliminate console activity except
for infrequent, low priority items such as instrument lighting, Lemperature control, some sensor ON/OFV
and NAY alignment funotions all of which are not time critical, thus significantly reducing the chance of
pilot error and vertigo.

X"; SIMULATOR VERIFVID

The simulator program began long before the award ot the P/A-I8 contract to McDonnell Douglas to
"V .verify the HOTAS, Up-Front, and Moding concepts to ensure credibility of the proposed approach.

The present simulator configuration represents the full-up aircraft weapon system with all the -•,
trols and displays operational. It is housed in a 40 foot diameter dome on which out-the-window graph1ics
are displayed for aie-to-ground, air-to-air, and carrier landing. This simulator, In conjunction with one
or two other domes, is tied for one-on-one and two-on-one air combat engagements.

In addition to continuous refinement of the one-man-operability techniques by MCAIR pilots, n neven
member system advisory panel consisting of fleet pilots from the Navy and Marine fightfr fnd Attnck
community fly the simulator for periods up to one week, numerous time% a year to verify that floot opera-
tionol doctrine and experience are brought to bear on the design as early as possihle. These simulationg
are fully instrumented and provide a statistical and qualitative figure of merit for alternate approaches
to one-man-operability concepts.

The final phases of the simulator program included the Installation of the actual aircraft hardware
into the simulator for integration and closed loop dyiamic operation by MCAIR and fleet pilots prior to
the initiation of flight testing.

FLIGHT TESTINO

The Hornct full scale development program consists of nine single place and two trainer (two plt!')
aircraft, The first Hornet flight took place at the McDonnell facility in St. Louis on November 18, 1497
with Chief Test Pilot Jack Krings at the controls, and since that time the Flight Teat ProRram has been
progressing steadily at Patuxent River Maryland, and Point Mugu ralifornia presently ascumulatiuR over
4,000 hours flight time. It is the general consensus of the HCAIR and Navy Marine pilots that the display
concept and weapon system is indeed versatile, reliable, and (ue-ma-i-operable. The flight test program
will -ontinue through mid-1982 at which time fleet introduction will begin.
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The now look in the U.S. Navy calls for reliability improvements of three to five times those
currently experienced in the fleet, and maintenance levels of one-half chose of present carrier aircraft.
The meeting of this requirement was pursued in a variety of wayst

1. R, M, and cost were considered equivalent to performance and weight in all design decisions.

2. R & H requirement guarantees (not goals) imposed on MCATR and subcontractors.

3. Incentives were avAilable to XCAIR and selected subcontractors for exceeding the R & M require-
ment.

4. A stringent parts screening program, derating requirements, and detailed reliability desi,,
guidelines was implemented.

5. tarly hardware reliability development, test, analyse, and fix required on all major systems
giving a two year jump on most past reliability programs.

6. Realistic aircraft operational mission environments vere imposed during design and development
tests on key systems.

Mission reliability is further enhanced by the display and computer redundancy. Life cycle costs are
oireduced by common display modules and test programs. The readiness of the weapon system is cotinually
monitored by built-in-test providing 952 failure detection and 992 failure isolation. The WD In the
cockpit presents suitable failure indications to the pilot for easy degraded mode assessment and a Mainten-
ance Monitor Panel in the whealvell indicates the failed unit to be replaced by the maintenance personnel.

FLIXISILITY

Long term flexibility it built into the V/A-168. All essential systems and their parameters are
available on the multiplex bus, each of the computers and displays have memory and time growth capacity,
and the display formats are programmable. This flexibility provides growth for new systems, weapons, and
missions. 1xampleo of easily assimulated systems include a now XW suite, modern data transmission methods
(JTIDB), and recce/sensor controls and displays. Of immediate benefit to the F/A-18 Hornet is that quick
modifications were accomplished during development flight testing by this built-in weapon system flexi-
bility.
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HEOA-UP-DISPLAY FLIGHT TESTS

Stephen J, Monagan (M)
and

Rugers E. Smith1 (AM) I.
Calspan Advanced Technology Center

o •-This paper describes Head-Up-Display (HUD) flight tests conducted
for the United States Navy and the United States Air Force by the
Flight Research branch of the Calspan Advanced Technology Center. The

Sflight tost system is outlined, followed by a discussion of HUD flight
testing to date, and finally, future HUD flight test activities.

HUD FLIGHT TEST SYSTEM

The HUD flight test system includes the NT-33A variable "Fly-By-
Wire", research aircraft, a programmable HUU, and a workload assessment
device.

NT-33A Aircraft

The NT-33A in-flight simulator (Figure 1) is operated by Calspan
for the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory, and has been used for fighter
aircraft flying qualities research for many years. An analog/digital

J~ #

Figure 11 NT-33A RESEARtCH AIRCRAFT
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response feedback variable stability system, together with a center
stick/side stick variable force feel system, are used for simulation
of a wide range of stability and control characteristics. A digital
data recording system collects data for p3st flight analysis.

Programmable fHUD

A programable HUD was designed by the General Electric Corporation
Aircraft Equipment Division and ihstalled in the NT-33 by Calspan,
under a p'rogram funded and directed by the U.S. Naval Air Test Center
(NATC). This program and the resulting variable display system were
called "DEFT" for Display Evaluation Flight Test.

The core of the programmable HUD is a general purpose digital
computer. Signals from various sensors are input to the computer
(Figure 2). These signals include air data; inertial position, veloci-
tits, and accelerations; and aircraft angles, angle rates, and accelera-
tions.i The general purpose computer outputs information to the pro-
grammable display generator, a separate digital computer. The pro-
grammablo display g 9 norator produces the symbology which is displayed
on the AVQ-7. HUD optics (Figure 3). A TV monitor/repeater in the rear
cockpit allows the roar cockpit safety pilot to observe the HUD sym-
bology. Mode control is achieved with a rear cockpit mode control
unit, and with front cockpit declutter and flight director buttons.
M agnetic tape drives are used to program the general purpose computer,

El" aDd for data colloction. Comiputer programs, which control the HUD
format, are developed on a ground integrated test bench,
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Figure 3 NT.33 HEAD.UP.DISPLAY

Workload Assessment Device

A Workload Assessment Device (WAD) was also installed in the NT-33
as part of the Naval Air Test Center DEFT program. The WAD, designed
by the Systems Research Laboratory, provides a quantitative measurement
of a pilot's reserve mental processing capacity. This measurement is
the result of a secondary task which the pilot performs at the same
time he performs the primary flight task. A rear cockpit control panel
allows in-flight control of the WAD. When actuated, the WAD system
causes the HUD to display a single randomly selected letter at seven
second intervals.

During flight the pilot must decide, as quickly as possible, whether
the displayed letter belongs to a set of "positive" letters he memorized
during the mission briefing. Three sets, containing one, two and four
letters, respectively, are used, The evaluation pilot indicates posi-
tive and negative decisions with control stick switches. The letter i7
removed from the HUD when tne pilot depresses a response switch, or
after five seconds, whichever occurs first. Pilots are carefully
instructed to consider the WAD as a secondary task to be accomplished
without interfering with performance of the primary task. A complete
workload assessment requires four repetitions of the primary task. On
the first repetition of the primary task, no WAD letters are displayed.

WAD data consists of pilot reaction time and error rate, as a
furfttion of memory set size (one, two, or four letters). The basic
concept is that the increase in reaction,time, as memory letter set

ml• ! 06



size is increased, will be greater when primary task pilot workload
is high than when primary task workload is low. In-flight WAD data
is compared with baseline WAD data acquired on the ground prior to
flight.

HUD FLtICGT TESTS TO DATE

During the past year Calspan has conducted four HUD flight tests:

* Instrument Landing HUD Format Test
* Visual Carrier Approach 1111 Format Test
• Evaluation of HUD Pitch Ladder Scaling
0 A HUD Based Lateral Flying Qualities Evaluation Task

Instrument Landing HUD Format Test

The objective of the Instrument Landing HUE Format Test, sponsored
by the Naval Air Test Center, was to compare two HUD formats during
blind Instrument Landing System (ILS) approach and visual flare and
landing, from the sstandpoint of pilot performance and workload. Two
NATC test pilots served as evaluation pilots.

The primary task was divided into two subtasks. The first subtask
was to fly a "blind", or no visual reference, ILS approach using the
HUD as the primary control and performance instrument. This subtask
began (for analysis purposes) at glide path interception and ended at
decision height. The second subtask was to perform a visual flare and
landing, or low approach, using the IIUD as the primary performance
reference. The second subtask began at decision height and ended at
touchdown, or at waveoff.

The secondary task was the previously described WAD task.
A transparent amber film on the NT-33 canopy and a blue visor on

the evaluation pilot's helmet allowed the simulation of blind instru-
ment flight. With the blue visor down, the evaluation pilot could not
see outside the aircraft, but could see all aircraft instruments and
the HUD display. With the visor up, the pilot could see outside
normally.

Two different HUD formats were evaluated: the first was a con-
ventional display similar to that used in the U.S. Navy/McDonnell
Douglas F/A-18 aircraft; tho second display was designed by Gilbert
Klopfstein, French Service Technique Aeronautique.

Conventional Display:

The conventional display, shown in Figure 4, used a combined digital
and analog format. An inertial flight path marker and pitch ladder
(scaled 1:1 with the real world) showed inertial flight path angle.
During a blind ILS approach, horizontal (localier) and certical (glide
path) position guidance was provided by horizontal and w,4rtical devia-

tion indicators, referenced to the flight path marker. The aircraft was
on course and on glide path when the deviation indicators were aii.npd
with the flight path marker. Displacement of the deviation indicator:
from the flight path macker showed the angular localizer and glide
path errors (the deviation indicators idid not show the bank or pitch
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Figure 4 CONVENTIONAL HUD FORMAT

I. INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH MARKER (CAGED IN AZIMUTH AT PILOT OPTION)

2. ANGLE OF ATTACK BRACKET (doGREATER THAN COMMAND. d- COMMAND WHEN
BRACKET IS ALIGNED WITH FLIGHT PATH MARKER).

3, HORIZON LINE

4. PITCH LADDER

5. INDICATED AIRSPEED

6. BAROMETRIC ALTITUDE

7. VERTICAL VELOCITY

8. MAGNETIC HEADING

5. HEADING SCALE

10, BANK ANGLE SCALE (30 DEG. MAX.)

11. ANGLE OF ATTACK
12. MODE AND RANGE TO TOUCHDOWN

13. ILS DEVIATION BARS

14. LATERAL ACCELERATION BALL

15, DECISION HEIGHT INDICATrOR
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angle changes required to return to the ILS course and glide path.)
Digital heading, altitude, and vertical volocity displays provided
additional positional guidance.

Digital angle of attack and indicated airspeed, together with an
angle of attack bracket, provided speed guidance. The desired approach
angle of attack was achieved when the bracket was aligned with the flight
path marker. Displacement of the bracket from the flight path marker
showed angle of attack error.

Klopfstein Display:

The Klopfstein display, shown in Figure S, was an all-analog dis-
play optimized for adverse weather takeoffs and landings, An air mass
flight path marker referenced to a horizon line showed air mass flight
path angle. Programmed runway data and ILS receiver information were
used to generate a synthetic runway display which, in effect, overlayed
the ýctual runway. During a blind ILS approach, the orientation of the
synthetit runway provided the pilot with horizontal Clocalizer) error
cues simliar to thqse used during visual landings. Runway heading and
aircraft track mar)ers on the HUD horizon line provided additional
horizontal guidance.

Vertical (glide path) ILS guidance was provided by the position of
a Selected Flight Path Marker (SPPM) relativ,' to the synthetic runway.
The adjustable SFPM was depressed below the HUD horizon line at the

propriate IhL glide path angle, and was aligned with the touchdown
int when the aircraft was on glide path. '1

A HUD angle of attack display and a Potential Flight Path Marker
(PFPP) provided speed guidance. The angular displacement between the
air mass Rlight path marker and the longitudinal reference marker, or
waterline marker, was, by definition, angle of attack. Increasing angle
of attack was shown by increasing 4isplacement between the waterline
marker and air mass flight path marker. The display included an index
displaced from the waterline marker an angle equal to the desired
approach angle of attack, and an index displaced to show maximum allow-
able angle of attack. When the aircraft was flown at the desired
approach angle of attack, the air mass flight path marker was aligned
with the apex of the approach angle of attack index. The PFPM, when
referenced to the air mass flight path marker, showed the aircraft's
acceleration along the air mass flight path. When the PFPM was aligned
with the air mass flight path marker, the aircraft maintained a constant
inertial speed.

For this test, the variable "fly-by-wire" system was programmed to
yield "Good," "Fair," or "Poor" landing approach longitudinal flying
qualities,

Ten evaluation flights were flown in September 1979.
Task performance was evaluated using ILS and angle of attack error

data. Performance results could not be consistantly related to changes
in HUD format or flying qualities configuration. Pilot workload was I
evaluated using numerical control stick force, pitch angle, and bank
angle data; pilot ratings and comments; and WAD data (Figure 6).
Akhough pilot ratings and numerical data were inconclusive, pilot
comments and WAD data shawed that pilot workload was lower during ILS
approaches flown with the Klopfstein 116 format, as compared to
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Figure 5 KLOPFSTEIN HUD FORMAT

1. HORIZON LINE WITH 2 DEG, HEADING MARKS (OVERLAYS REAL HORIZON),
2. WATERLINE SYMBOL.
3. TRACK MARKER
4, AIR MASS FLIGHT PATH MARKER
5. SELECTE.D FLIGHT PATH MARKER (DEPRESSED BELOW HORIZON LINE AT GLIDE

PATH ANGLE),
6, POTENTIAL FLIGHT PATH MARKER (AIRSPEED INCREASING. AIRSPEED INCREASE

WILL STOP IF THRUST IS REDUCED TO LOWER POTENTIAL FLIGHT PATH MARKER
TO ALIGN WITH FLIGHT PATH MARKER, OR IF FLIGHT PATH MARKER IS RAISED
TO ALIGN WITH POTENTIAL FLIGHT PATH MARKER),

7. ANGLE OF ATTACK TRIANGLE. IANGLE OF ATTACK LESS THAN COMMAND,
COMMAND ANGLE OF ATTACK IS ACHIEVED WHEN APEX OF TRIANGLE IS TOUCHING
THE FLIGHT PATH MARKER).

S. LIMIT ANGLE OF ATTACK. (LIMIT ANGLE OF ATTACK IS ACHIEVED WHEN LIMIT
SYMBOL IS ALIGNED WITH FLIGHT PATH MARKER).

9. SELECTED FLIGHT PATH ANGLE (ANGLE BETWEEN HORIZON LINE AND SELECTED
FLIGHT PATH MARKER - GLIDE PATH ANGLE).

10, SYNTHETIC RUNWAY (THRESHOLD AT GLIDE PATH INTERCEPT POSITION).
11. EYTENDED RUNWAY CENTERLINE.
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approaches flown with the conventional format. Pilot workload during
visual flare and landing was not related to HUD format, but was related
to flying qualities configuration, As expected, pilot workload was
higher for the poor flying qualities aircraft during flare and landing.

Flight test results indicated that the Klopfstein HUD format was
better than the conventional format for ILS approaches because of
reduced pilot workload. WAD pilot workload results correlated with
pilot conments. This correlation may be of importance to future
flight test programs.

F-IS HUD FORMAT ,/00. KLOPFSTEIN HUU FORMAT

S.~/ L

a J

600--8Q -U

100 - 70o ...... ' ' .... .

~~0US....... C ..................... •

01 24
MEMORY SET SIZE MEMIL)Y SET 4iiL

tLETTURS) (LETTERS)

Figure 6 WAD RESULTS FOR ONE EVALUATION PILOT

Visual Carrier App-oach HUD Format Test

The Visual Carrier Approach HUD Format Test was also sponsored by
NATC. The objective was to determine, within test constraints, if the
Klopfstein HUD format improves task performance and reduces pilot work-
load during visual carrier approaches, compared to a conventional HUD
format. Three NATC test pilots served as evaluation pilots.

The primary task was a land based fimulated carrier approach to
minimum altitude waveoff, using an optical landing system. The second-
ary task was the WAD task. The two HUD formats were the previously
described Klopfstein and conventional fornats, modified for visual
Approaches. The ILS error pointers were removed from the conventional
format, and the synthetic Ainway was remo ad from the Klopfstein format.
Seven test flights were flown in April 190.
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Glide path and line up errors, determined from laser tracker data,
and angle of attack errors were used to measure task performsance.
Pilot workload was evaluated using pilot ratings and comments and WAD
data.

Results showed no real performance or workload advantages of one
format with respect to the other. However, pilot comments indicated
that the potential flight path marker was very helpful for angle of
attack control, Also, the selected flight path marker may be a
backup glide path aid in the eveiit of optical landing system failure.

Evaluation of Pitch Ladder Scaling

Recent "lost v i Nn" accidents involving tactical aircraft which
employ a HUD as th.- pr.mary instrument reference, and recent ground
simulator HUD Xesearcn, indicate that pilots may have less attitude
awareness when using a HUD as a primary instrument reference, than
when pasing a conventional attitude indicator. To date, HUDs in U.S.
tactical aircraft have generally had 1:1 pitch ladder scaling, and a
flight path marker control index. This format maximizes precise
flight path. control!, perhaps at the expense of attitude awareness.
Some non U.S. aircraft, for example, the British Sea Harrier, have
been equipped with different pitch ladder scaling and control index
formats, in an attempt to improve the pilot's attitude awareness during
maneuvers in instrument meteorological conditions.

These considerations resulted in the third HUD flight tpst: an
evaluation of HUD pitch ladder scaling, conducted as part of the USAF
Test Pilot School curriculum for Class 79B. The objective was to
compare pitch ladder scale options and flight index options during
large amplitude maneuvering and during instrument approaches.

The conventional HUD format, with the following three pitch ladder
scale options and three flight index options, was used:

Pitch Ladder Scaling

0 1:1 (NORMAI,) pitch laddur lines correspond to the
real world at all times,

0 o3:1 (COMPRESSED) only 300, 60a, and 900 pitch ladder
lines are shown (Figqre 71, With respect to the
horizon line, the 30 , 60 , and 90' pitch lines
are located in the sage pogition on the 6:1 pitch
ladder scale as. the S , 10 , and 15 lines on the
1:1 scale. Pitch ladder scale does not correspond
to the real world.

e 1:1/2:1 (DUAL SCALHS) pitch ladder scaling is 1:1 when
pitch attitude is less than .20 , and compressed
2:1 when pitch attitude exceeds 1.20

Index Pormats

o Flight Path Marker (Velocity Vector)
S Pitch Marker (Fixed Reference Mark)
e Combiled Pitch and Flight Path Markers

112
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DETAILS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

Figure 7 HUD PITCH LADDER SCALING

A sequence of maneuvers ill simulated Instrument Meteorological Condi-
tions (IMC) and Visual Metoorological Condlitions (VNC) was performed
with pitch ladder scale/flight index combinations, IMC flight was
ilnmulated with t:ho bh e/ambor visloon roa rliction saystent. IIC maiiuuvui s
included aerobatics and unusual attitude recoveries. VMC maneuvers
included aerobatics and simulated woapons deliveries requiring precise
flight path control. Sixteen evaluation flights were performed in
Jutcv 1980.

Pilots completed opinion questionnaires following each evaluation
flight. All agroed that the 6:1 pitch ladder scale resulted in
improved attitude awareness compared to the 1:1 scale, although pre-
cislon flight path control was somewhat more difficult, The majority
of participating pilots preferred 6:1 pitch ladder scaling over 1%1
scaling, and the pitch marker over the flight path marker, for the
large amplitude IMC and VMC maneuvers performed during evaluation
flights. All pilots preferred 1:1 pitch ladder scaling and most pre
ferred the flight path marker for IMC instrument approaches. Thus,
optimum pitch ladder scaling and optimum flight index appear to depend
on the task and on the environment,

The results of this limited evaluation suggest that US. tactical
aircraft may not be equipped with optimum I]UD formats for IMC attitude
awareness. Existing formats emphasize precisisn flight path control
even when the aircraft are equipped with automatic weapons aiming
systems,
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Lateral Flying Qualities Evaluation Task

HUD based tasks were used to evaluate lateral flying qualities

during a recently completed USN/USAV NT-33 research program. The

purpose of this flight test program was to investigate the lateral..

directional flying qualities of fighter aircruft with highly augmeintud

flight control systems. A secondary program objective, associated

with the HUD, was to determine If selected HUU based tasks ylild

lateral flying qualities evaluatibn results similar to results for

precise 0aneuvering fighter tasks such as formation, gun tracking,

air reTfuling, instrument approach, and visual landing. Heading

tracking and bank angle tracking tasks were therefore superimposed

on the conventional HUD format.
HUD based flying qualities evaluation tasks are useful because

no support aircraft is required; further, HUD based tasks are repeat-

able and tracking errors can be easily recorded for post flight

analymis.
Coamuh4 heading or bank angle, as a function of time, was programmed

in the DEPT general purpose computer (Figure 8). Step changes and

ramp changes. of cow;and angle were programmed. For heading tracking,

a heading error cross (Figure 9) was displaced along the HUD horizon

line away from the flight path marker a distance proportional to head-

ing error (the difference between command heading and actual heading.)

The pilot turned towards the heading cross to eliminate heading error.

Pqr bank angle tracking) a command bank angle line (Figure 10) which

intersected the center of the HUD horizon line, was rotated Aith

COMMAND
ANGLE

10 0 L•J (SECONDS)

IV0 3 40 so i0 I0 s o go TIME

TIME SCALE SHOWN FOHi
BANK ANGLE TRACKINC,
TIME SCALE EXPANDS TO

S1 4 270 SECONDS FOR HEADING
TRACKING,

1,0 COMMAND ANGLE 600, BANK ANGLE TRACKING, LANDING GEAR UP

300, BANK ANGLE TRACKING, LANDING GEAR DOWN
300, HEADING TRACKING, tLANDING GEAR UP
30°, HEADING TRACKING, LANDING GEAR DOWN

Figure 8.. COMMAND ANGLE VS. TIME
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HEADING
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HEADING
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Figure 9 HEADING TRACKING TASK FORMAT

BANK ANGLE ERROR

COMMAND•:_ 
,.

BANK COMMAND BANK

ANGLE ANGLE TARGET

L ..

DETAILS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

Figure 10 BANK ANGLE TRAGKING TASK FORMAT
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respect to the horizon line to show command bank angle. The pilot
banked the aircraft until the "wings" of uhe £1ight path marker symbol
were parallel to the command bank angle line, thereby matching actual
bank angle to command bank angle. The magnitude of command angle
changes, and the interval between changes, were chosen to require the
evaluation pilot to fly the HIUD tasks as procisely and agrussi\,ely as

the primary fighter maneuvering evaluation tasks.
Initial results indicate that the {UD bank angle tracking evalua-

t ion task yields pilot ratings and comn'ents, for a given lateral-
directional flying qualities configuration, similar to those for air-
to-alr gun trackling and probt and drouge air refueling.

Of course flying qualities research must be primarily based on
a'-tual mission representative evaluation tasks; however, HUD based
tsls may be useful as secondary tasks. Also HUD tasks may assist
comparison of ground simulatlon results with in-flight flying qualities
evaluation results.

FUTURE HUD THISTS

Possible future D•F'T programs includet

0 Missile launch envelope display. This display would
provide the ,jilot with information on the probable success
of an air-tc,-air missile launch against a target with
constant :nuryeuver parameters, and with worst case
maneuver purameters,

e USN and USAV rest Pilot School DEPT programs,

a Rvaluation of proposed changes to operational HUDs.

* Improved HUD target. This HUD target would have three
dihmonsiortul perspective, and would be programmed to
maneuver in an earth based reference system.

* Improved WAD. The WAD is being modified to include a
"Computalk" aural letter presentation over the aircraft
interphone system simultaneously with the existing HUD
visual letter presentation. Also, the interval between
WAD letters will be automatically adapted to the pilot's
WAD reaction tinie and error rate. When the pilot is
responding correctly and quickly to the WAD, the
interval between letters will be reduced,

CONCLUSION

Head-Up-Display flight testing involves not only the display itself,
but also the total environment, including aircraft flying qualities.
Results must address pilot workload as well as task performance.

The integration of the Display Evaluation Flight Test system and
the Workload Assessment Device with the NT-,3 in-flight simulation
aircraft has resulted in an advanced systems research aircraft for USAF
and USN f1ight research. During the past year, this aircraft has proved
to be'a powerful tool for investigating the relationships between dis-
plays, flying qualities, and pilot performancet and workload.
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KVALUATION OF A PILOe WCRKLOAD ASSFSSMENT DEVICE?
TO TEST ALTERNATE DISPLAY FOPMATS A4D

CONTROL HANDLZNQ QUALZTIZS

by
Samuel a. Schiflett, Ph.D.

Naval Air Toot Contei
Patuxent River, Maryland

PauL M. Linton
Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, Pennsylvania

Ronald J, Spicuzza
Systems Pouearch Laboratories

Dayton, Ohio

SUMMARY

nhlm in-flight research project evaluated the •titily of a Workload
Assesament Device (WAD) to measure pilot workload for approach and landing
task& under simulated instrumenelt meoroioqIcal conditions, alt•rnate HUD
formrat and control stabiiety varLations, The flight tests were vonducted
In An HT*.IJA research Sarcraft, extensively modifiled for t~o u, 5, Air For"e
and U, I. Navy by the DIApIAV Evaluation Fligh Tolet program, The hardware,
dofewsrl, and test procedures Associated with the WAD functioned efficiently
with only minoe discrepancies and minimum pilot d4straction, rhe polject
established the feasibility of using AS item-reoognitlon task as a measure
of seriosW-relponse loading and reserve Information processing aapacity
while flylng precision a•proaches. In A descriptive statistical tiedtmlont
of the data, the resules indicate An Ap~preciable Increase in reaction time
and ariaot with degraded handling quaiities as compared to ground baseline
measures and good haudling qualietve, rho poeliminarV findinsa Also reveal
consistent trends toward the availability of more mental reserVe Capacity
when flying predominantly pictorial/symbollc HUt conligurations am compared
to Oonventional MUD formats with goals# and alphantimerics, 1t Is
recoemended that further evaluation# he conducted to establish the efficacy
ot utllsirig the WAD to Mieasure mntal workload in a wide variety of
Aii'crew, tasks,

INTRODUCTION

BACKGLOUND

New developments in cockpit display designs and integrated weapons system viSonics
have significantly altered the role of the pilot from that of a illed, manual control
operator to an executive manager of an integrated weapons systmM; ZMEphasia on psycho-
motor control has been augmented by an interest in more cognitive cxi us reprelsnted by
such functions As short-term memory, information processing, and decision making. raw
measurement techniques exist which are able to provide an objective, reliable, and valid
estimate of the subtle differences in workload introduced by these new systems. To date,
methodology for objectively quantifying workload ham not been effectively applied to the
flight test and evaluation of aircrew systems (references 1 and 2),

This pro act introduced a novel approach to the traditional manner of measuring pilot
workload. Airrow workloaod are typically measured by subjective assessment rating scales
which are based on pilot opinions that relate operational task demand$ to system response
char#cteristics, e.g., CooporfHarper Hiandling Qualities Rating Scale, The new approach
applied in this project Is An item-recognitioiw task first identified by Stornbq~g
rforefence 31 and modified by the U. S. Air Fovce (reference 41 to measure the reserve

capacity of the pilot, The Approach a&sumae that an upper bound exists on the ability of
the pilot to gather end process Information. As the pilot's iorkload Increasems on the
primary task, i.e., flying the aircraft, reeerve capacity for processing secondary
information decreasee until a point of overload ts reached by the pilot. At this point,
the information processing demands of the task exceed the pilot's total workload capacity
and is manifested by degradation in performance (i.e., increAse in errors and response
times) on the secondary item-recognition task,

The theoretical f,)rmulation of the '.tem-racognition task, as proposed by SLernberg
(figure 1), has several attractive features which make it ideally luited for evaluating
the sour:e of increase in task-loading in aircraft test environments. The theory assumes
A least-squares, linear regression fit of the data where the intercept represents the
input/output component and the slope depict the mental information processing component
of the item-recognitlon task, If, for example, the sensory-response mode (ie., input/
output), is response overloaded the theoretical expectation is a change in the y-intercept
of the :egression line wlih no change In slope. Conversely, if the source of tasx-loading
was one which affected the pilot's mental information processing capabilities (e.g., short-
toerm memory overioad(, the expectation is a change In the slope of the curve without a
cot,:esponding change in the intercept value, Either result would bu a decrease in the
pilot's reserve capacity for Processing information. 117



The use of the iem-recognition task to assess primary task workload is mnt a new
,on~opt In aircrew flight simulation studies (references 5 and 6), However, the
Aniqueness of its application in this project is that a Workload Assessment Device (WAD)
that Juwnratoo atd controls the secondary Ltem-recognition task was designed, fabricated,
and installed in a NT-33A research aircraft to measure and analyze the pilot's reserve
'oikload capacity for the Oisplay Evaluation Flight Test (DtFT) program as reported in
oeforence 7.

?URPOýS~

The p-4rple of this project was to evaluate the utility of the WAD to measure pilot
woixload tor approach and landing tasks under simulated Instrument Meteorological
Condit4ons IMCs) for alternate HUD formats and aircraft. control stability variations.

DESCRIPIIOQJ oF AIRCftAFT/LQUIPMNT

The NT-33A variable stability aircraft is an extsnsively-modified, T-33 jet trainer.
The elevator, aileron, and rudder controls in the front cockpit were disconnected from
their respective control surfaces and connected to separate wervo-mechanisms that
comprise an "artificial feel system. In addition, the elevator, aileron, and rudder
control surfaces were connected to individual servos which were driven by a number of
different electrical Inputs. This arrangement, through a response-feedback system,
allowed the normal T-33 stability derivatives to be augmented to the extent that the
handling qualities of the hypothetical research configurations could be simulated. A
more comprehensive description of the NT-33A can be found in reference 9.

The DEFT program also provided a fully software-programmable display system to
complement the variablI% stability features of the host-modified NT-33 Aircraft, Relative
to the aircraft configuration, the DEFT system provided the capability of changing
display formats and changing the algorithms and dynamics of the display driving signals.
The display system consisted of a HUD, two digital computers, a magnetic tape system, INS
sensors to augment the existing aircraft sensors, and a displ4y repeater and mode control
unit for the aft cockpit.

The software programs provided an in-,flight choice of two uniquely different display
configurations for use in the approach and landing phases of flight, These displays were
of a cnnventional MUD format (figure 2) and the predominantly symbolic Klopfstsin format
'figure 3). As depicted in the figures, the conventional display used a HUD format with

a filght path ladder, scales, and alphanumeric readouts of various flight parameters,
The Klopfstein display, however, is predominantly symbolic/pictorial depicting the
notizon, and artifical runway overlaying the actual runway, and other flight guidance
symbol&.

MET HOD

After several practice sessions and prior to the start of the evaluation flights, a
soaseline measurement was obtained on the item-recognition task, Each pilot was given the

ýtam-recoqnition task for each memory set size while sitting in the cockpit of the
aircrAft stationed on the ground. The task required the pilot to memorize sets of one,
twe, or four letters, i.e., A, PJ, ZPNM. The pilot was then instructed, prior to testing
with each memory set, which se*t of letters would be presented for memory recall. The
prememoriied letters (positive) or other letters (negative) were presented on the HUD
-one at j time every 7 sec. The positive and negative letters were presented individually

t'--a 75: T--pbabillty of occurrence, Each letter appeared on the HUD one at a tlme until
the pilot responded or 5 sace. elapsed. The pilot responded to a letter presentation by
pressing one of two designated buttons on the control stick. One button indicated that
the letter was a memb•.r of the pxememorized set (positive) and the other indicating it
was not a member of the promemorized set (negative). Positive letters never appeared as
negative letters and the same positive letter sets were used throughout the test. A
total of 30 letters, 15 positive and 15 negative, was presented for each memory set for
the baseline conditions.

The same procedures were used in flight as during the baseline test conditions with
the exception that the pilot was flying th aircraft while performing the secondary task,
An additional experimental control allowed one approach per handling quality/display
for-mat combination to be flown without any letter presentations to evaluate the impact of
t.he secondary task on the primary task of flying the aircraft

The reaction times and response errors were collected and analyzed by the WAD
controller and ground-based analysis system. After each response, the reaction time was
measured from the onset of a letter to the physical response of pressing the correct
button. rhe reaction t.•mes for both the positive and negative letters were stored on
cassette tapes. The reaction times for the correct responses were then averaged and
plotted as a function of the memory set sizes. The response errors were coded, tabulated,
and categorized by type of error and frequency of occurrence. A response was considered
an error if the pilot pressed the wrong key (reversal error) , responded correctly but
after 1,500 msec (out-of-bound error), or did not respond before 5 sec (time-out error).

The basic flight scenario for each approach and touch-and-go was as follows. The
Evaluation Pilot (SP) was given control of the aircraft by the Safety Pilwt (SP) with the
desired display-aircraft handling quality combination. The EP then flew on instruments
while using an orange filter over the windscreen and a blue visor attached to the helmet
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to simulate IMC.1 After intercepting the glide slope, the EP descended to 1,600 meter
MSL to intercept the localizer at I nmi. At this point, the SP turned on the digital
recorder and the WAD controller which were used to record the primary flight measures
and the secondary task measures, respectively. The EP proceeded to fly the glide slope
and the localizes to perform the approach, The outer marker was at approximately 4
nmiles. At 200 meotr AOL and approximately 1/2 nmi from the runway threshold, the EP
"broke out" (i.e., he lifted the blue visor) and flew visually for the remainder of the
low approach (7 meters AGL). If conditions permitted (fuel state, crosswind, etc.), the
EP then performed the touch-and-go landing, minimizing the sink rate on touchdown to less
than I meter/sec. The touchdown point was a 170-meter zone, 500 meters from runway
threshold. After liftoff and at approximately 70-meter AGL, the SP turned off the WAD
controller and the digital recorder. After four approaches, the SP assumed control of
the aircraft, then changed the pitch handling quality to the next desired setting and
again released control of the aircraft to the EP.

After each block of four approaches was completed under the same pitch handling
quality, the EP and SP rated the approach and flart/landing segments of the flight
profile using the Cooper-Harpeor pilot rating scale. Additional commentary data were
gathered from the EP and SP throughout the flight tests by use of an audio tape recorder,
e.g., comments on degree of air turbulence.

The WAD consists of two basic unitas the airborne controller and the ground-based
analysis center, The controller is configured for installation In the front avionics bay
of the NT-33A research aircraft. The unit provides the electronics, power supply,
software, interfaces to the HUD and the aircraft intercom, rear cockpit initialLzation
switches, control stick response switches, and data recording system necessary to perform
a complete series of Item-recognition experiments, In addition, the controller can
operate as a stand alone laboratory system capable of performing the same tasks as when
airborne, The ground-based data analysis center is used to initialize ceveral software

4! options of the controller and to reduce and analyze response time data, A description of
the functional capabilities of the hardware and software is discussed in appendix A. A
detailed description of the complete WAD system is contained in reference 9.

SCOPE

Each pilot flew two evaluation flights using the conventional HUD format and two with
the Klopfstsin format. During each evaluation flight, a pilot performed eight approaches
terminating in either a low approach or touch-and-go landing for a total of 32 approaches
per pilot. One-half of the approaches for each flight were made using "good" handling
qualities, the other half were made using either "fair" or "poor" handling qualities.
The handling qualities were manipulated by changing the pitch response (150 meec or 200
msec time delay) of the aircraft after every fopr approaches. The response of the roll
and yaw axes was held constant throughout the tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

gDNE.PAL

The test and evaluation paradigm used in this project was a repeated measures design
in which type of display format (conventional versus Klopfstein), flight handling quality
(good versus poor), and secondary task difficulty (memory set sizes, 0, 1, 2, and 4) were
fractionally combined to form 16 different conditions. It was planned that the two FP's
would be exposed to each of the 16 conditions twice, However, each EP was able to
complete all combinations of the teat conditions only once. Out of a total of eight
1.5-hr evaluation flights, a complete set of secondary task data was analyzed for four
flights only.

The results showed that the general procedures established for the conduct of the
evaluation flight tests of the WAD were acceptable to the pilots. The In-flight test
procedures provided the 1F's and SPYe with reliable guidelines for efficient and safe
crew coordination during successful approaches and during incidents of all equipment
nalfunctions. Pilot comments aided in the investigation of the most salient
characteristics Of the item-recognition task including the selection, location, and
timing of the letters as presentud on the HUD, A thorough testing of the WAD procedures
durin: the project resulted in only minor software changes and hardware replacements and
clearly established the feasibility of using the Item-recognition task for in-flight tests.
PRIMARY FLIGHT MEASUPES

rhe primary flight measurement data taken from the digital recorder were divided into
two defined categories of approach and flare/landing. Because of the length and com-
plex:ty of the analyses of the primary 'light measurement data, the results were
published under separate cover In reference 10.

The summary results of those analyses indicate that the primary flight performancn
paramne:ere and Cooper-Harper ratings showed a general inconsistency between displays
and handling qualities during the approach and flare/landing phases of the flight task,

Overlaying the two complementing colors produced A perceptual environment similar
"to night IMC when the pilot attempted to view the external world.
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Lack of systematic differences in the primary flight measures and Cooper-Harper ratings
Iuggests that pilot performance remainsd the same for all conditions, That iS, no Sig-
nificant differences were found in the primary flight measures between display formats,
handling qualities, or memory met sizes. These findings indicate that the pilots com-
pensated for the increased task difficulty by maintaining primary flight performance at
an acceptable level. However, this pilot compensation was not without colt. A lois of
information processing reserve capacity can be clearly Shown from the results of the
secondary task measures,

SECONDARY TASK MZASUPES

Secondary task measures consisted of reaction times in which slopes and intercepts
were calculated after solving linear regression equations for each set of data.
Secondary task errors for the item recognition task were calculated for all incorrect
responses, late responses, and no responses.

REGM.ESSON ,EQUATIONS (reACTION TI•S)

The reaction times associated with each correct response were averaged for the
complete flight profile for each i-set size (letters 1, 2, or 4), handling quality (good
or poor) , and display format (conventionel or Klopfatein). Linear regression equations
were then c&lcul teo to Indicate the elope and Intercept of the plotted data as shown in
figures 4 and 5. The data reveal that both the intercept and slope of the curves for
each pilot increased from baseline conditions when the handling qualities were degraded,
The results Indicate that the WAD is sensitive to the increased sensory/response and
mental processing requirements imposed by the addition of& secondary task and to the level
of difficulty of that task. For example, the largest intercept and slope changes
occurred between each subject's relative baseline and poor handling quality condition.

A closer examination of the data reveals that the differences in the magnitude of
change In the slopes were consistently larger for the conventional HUD format than the
pictorial Klopfstein HUD format under either good or poor handling qualities. This trend,
relative to each subject's shift in slope magnitude, suggests that more mental reserve
capacity was available to process infomation while flying the Klopfstein display than
the conventional HUD format and while good handling qualities independent of the type of
display format used,

Reviewing the resultinq changes in intercepts revealed a similar trend with regard to
the handling quality parameter. The average increase in the magnitude of change in inter-
cept was les for conditions of good handling qualities than for poor handling qualities.
However, with regard to the display variable, the trend was reversed from that observed
for the changes In slope, i.e., the average intercept value changed less for the con-
ventional format than for the KlopfItein, Asquming the observed trends would persist in
a larger data sample, the results indicated that degrading the handling qualities had a
consistent effect on the input/output stages of the item-recognition task, whereas the
effect of the display format variable on the input/output stages of the task was subject
to inconsistent individual differences. The lack of consistent trends in the changes in
Intercept relativ' to the disp~ay variable may be due tot (1) individual differences in
establishing a ti.es-error tradeoff, 2 

(2) locations of the letter In relationship to
differences in eye scan patterns, and/or ()) different strategies of memory retall.

These results suggest that degrading handling qualities had a consistent and
predominant effect of reducing the pilot's reserve capAcity for all three stioes of the
information-processing, secondary task. Changing the display formats appeared to yield
similar results but are subject to the influences of individual differences with regard
to the mental component of the information procalsing tosk.

The reader is reminded that these data reveal only trends and were gathered from a
sample of two pilots. Additional flight data are required with a larger pilot sample
and more replications of test conditions before definitive conclusions can be made con-
cerning the reliability of the results of these measures. A further discussion of the
reliability of the item-Lecognition task that questions the day-by-day stability of the
slope and intercept is found in reference 11.

PERCENT ERRORS

The WAD provided an accumulative record of the number of errors, sequence of
occurrence, type of error, and reaction time associated with each error for both positive
and negative letters. The combined percent of secondary task errors for both pilots is
shown in figure 6. The error data show that ai the difficulty of the secondary task was
increased, i.e., as the m-set nize increased, i corresponding decrease in response
accuracy was observed which supports the expectation of increased error rate under coil-
ditions of task overloading,

The Increases found in secondary task rol onxe errors under conditions of pour han-
dling qualities for both display foomati are consistent with the results of the slope end
intercept reaction time data with regard to th'. influence of degraded handling qualities.

2 The EP's were only instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possibil to
the secondary task while flying a precision approach and landing.
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That In, under teat conditions producing a reduction In reserve capacity, a corresponding
Increase in response errors occurred.

In contrast, the reaction time data indicated that the type of display format differ-
entially influenced both the input/output and mental stag e of the information prOcessing
tasks, whereas response error data showed a consistently higher degree of response
accuracy under conditions of the pictorial Kloptltein display format.

To further explore thate results, the total percent errors were classified into type
:f error for each handling quality and display format, The secondary task errors reveal
that the total percent errors were evenly distributed between incorrect responsls
(revereal~s), late responses (out-of-bounds) , and no responses (time-o)uts). *ower whe

the total percent errors are differentiated between display type and handling quality, it
clearly showo that three times am many reoersal errors were cominitted by the EP's flying
the conventional HUD than the KlOpfatein display format. Degrading the handling qualities
increased the pe centage of time-out errors for the EP's flying with the conventlQnal
display and incree s• the out-of -bound@ under the Klopfatein display format, Since it
was assumed that a time-out error would reflect a greater deorement in reserve capacity
than an out-of-bands error, these results would Imply that the ZP1 had lses reserve
capacity while flying under the conventional HUD and degraded handling qualities than
the Klopfstain display format,

In summary, the parcent of secondary task errors increased whenever the memory set
sile increased, the handling qualities were degraded, and the t.aak was performed In
flight under the conventional display format conditions. Poor handling qualities
primarily inducoed errorn of delay or no response while the type of display affected mainly
the accuracy (correctness) of response,

CONCLUSIONS

The hardware, software, and test procedures associated with the Workload Assessment
Device (WAD) functioned efficiently with only minor discrepancies and minimum pilot
distraction.

The project established the feasibility and sensitivity of using a necondary item-
recognition task an a measure of sensory/response loading and reserve Information pro.-
ceasing capacity while flying precision instrument meteorological conditions approaches.

The pilots showed an appreciable increase in reaction time and percentage of errors
on the secondary task flown under poor handling qualities as compared to good handling
qualities and ground baseline conditions,

The WAD revealed that the pilots had less secondary task errors, more mental reserve
capacity, but longer reaction times attributed to sensory/response delays while flying
with pictorial/symbollo HUD configurations (Klopfatain) than conventional HUD formats.
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WORKLOAD ASSSISMENT DEVICr
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

TASF

The Workload Assessment Device (WAD) presents to~ the subject an item rooognktion task
that requires him/her to respond to aural or visual. stimuli that are composed of alpha-
betic characterso or symbols. After a stimulus has been presented, the subject responds
by pressilvq one of two switches to indicate the stimulus Is (1) part of a pro-memorized
set of letters, or (a) is not part of the met (1). The data collected aer the reacti.on
tienmllscn0  d#, fro the onset of a stimulus presentation to the physical

When a trial it completed, the subject is given another set of letters to Memorize
and the sequence Id then repeated, Usually four trials are incluidod in a jivem asession
with the msmory *sic ranging from one to four letters. oata analysis consists of deter-
mining mean reaction time to a number of presentation*, end the standard deviation of the
response reaction times.

SYSTSM cQNY2ourtAT!O
(3iven the above task, its complexity, number of possible deviation$, and timing

considerationsa microprocessor was chosen for the main controller, Peripheral devices
are manipulate us1in~g software locate~d In programmable memory, (RAM) . All data collected
are temporarily stored in memory and subsequently recorded on a digital cassette tape.
When the mission is completed, the tape Ns retrievos from the reel-time controlle r and
taken to a grourid-based data analysis computer. Prior to each mission, certain
parameters Age entered into the ground-based computer and written, along with the olera.nting software, to the cassette tape. These parameters are used by the main cont ro Ier i
order to ptesent variations of the task described,

The systemcconfiguration to shown In rigure A-1 and consists of A real-time controller
and data callsotion aevice. software, and A ground-based data analysis package.

in order to provide for portability, a chassis was constructed to fit into a specific
location in the mose of the NT-31kA aircraft, The chassis is small. enough to fit into a
standard off-the-shelf enclosure and lightsnoulh to be hand portable. The control panel
of the WAD has three Connector* that provie aI interface signals required for operation.
In the portable mode, these* connectors provide 1/0 lines that can be inte rfaced to various
dIsIIplay devices and response keys such as used in many simulators and laboratory
env ironments,

HARDWA tL

The Workload Assessment Device (WAD) waa designed around the ME3 $96.1/02 buss,
(S-1001., This buss configuration was chosen for the esie of the printed circuit board,
availability, and cost, Most 5-100 devices manufactured today are reliable and wall
constructed, and there egists a large bass of different peripheral Icto choose from,

mincethis ystem isxperimental and cost a major Conoern, it was not required to meet
gOo mnlen pm a sp cfiations for reliability, temperature, and vibration.

The WAD mainiftame Contains 5 slots thAt arm used for the various peripheral Interfaces,
memory, and CPU. A single board computer manufactured by Cromemoc, Inc., is usead for the
main controller. It contains a serial 1/0 part, several Parallel 1/0 lines, real time
clock, Read only Memory (ROM) , Prograimmable Memory (PAM) , and all necessary system timiny
signal6. A LOX RAM board is1 used for program anid date storage. The next buss location
contains the digital cassette interface which is connected to the NrZ Corporation digital
tape recorder located an the front panel of the WAD. The fourth slot contains a 16channel analog to digital (A/D) converter and Interface. This unit is connected through
Cables to the aircraft's an alo cornputer and can be used to monitor up to 6 different
control surfAces that will be used in a derivation of Unie described item recognition task,
Th tift position conzains the apeoch synthesizer board. This board contains the new
ational semiconductor speech processor IC along with its ROM vocsbulary ICo,

SYSTZM OPlRAT1ION

OeWhen power is applied to the system, a boot program located in ROM loads a file from
.h cassette tape recorder. This file contains a program that controls all operations ofthe item recognItion task. After loading, the program gains control of the system and
wAits for a command from the serIa port, The experimenter has several options at this
time, Usually. he will enter a conmmand for the system to load a specific parameter file
from the tape. This file contains all the parameters used in this presentation of the
task, such as Inter-stimulus interval (151) , Memory lot live IMBIT), use of visual mode
versus auditory, etc. After the experimenter entoer his selection the subject is
presented the task. During thetsprentin all the error scores, reaction times,
and other useful data are storedt in xfprl~esonftthe oc'assette tape containing all the col-
lected reaction times, error scores, and Yarious other parameters. The program then
recycles to the experimenters* console and waits for another commend. When the experi-
mental session is over, the Cassette tape is retrieved for preliminary data reduction
and display.
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:n order to create a cassette tape containing the operating program and Stimulus
Nparameters, a mictocomputer LB provide that contains 2 floppy disk drives, mainframe,~T ssrmimal, printer, digital tape recorder, slid Disk Operating System (DOUI. Located
on dIIIk. are several Lisps as htalwth xeiete/cets to create
parameter files. Also loatod on the disk I* a programo that contains the operating
software for the WAD along with &'linker, When the experimenter wants to craate a
parameter tape he links together the previously created parameter files to be used with
the task and the WAD operating software. This newl.y created link file Is then written
out to the cassette tape,

During data reduction or analysis. the cassette tape containing the newly recorded
data La plasced in the tipe transport and a loadinq program is run, This program cesates
files on the disk centsin Ing 4ll the experimental data colloctqd. The experimenter is
thens able to display the data on the CRT, print it out an the line printer, or submit
the data to several data reduction or analysis programs,

The WAD goftware consists of several programs mentioned above, Most af the hardware
drivers and controlling software are written In assembly Ian uage, but some of the comn-
plex data handling routines are written using Pascal, All, of the data analysis software
runs under thee CP/M disk operating s1ystemf (008) . This 003 was chosen bes2&use many

M )ications software packages and high level languages are designed to use CP/M for
teir t/0 and file structures,

parmetr tpe nd he oure i anthefloppy disks, It is very easy to modify. The
expeimener impl mak hisehanes sing the text editor and rcmiaahporm
Whenhe ake a arae~etap thenowcontrolling software will be included ;r 0yVi ad
thefie am ws nt h~q hifor cus~tomh eprm tr/cand hasth capthabilety

versatile system that can be odifie foprovie mdplcain wi th caablt ver
addig nw taksSina th perphealprovided are under software on tr olI any

$aupc fooainanb rgand thus allowing many different tosks to be
inel uded in Ithe data base.

In addition, 16 channels of analog to digital (A/0) converters with interface are
being Installed. This will enhance the system by allewing It to sample up to six
primary control surfaces from the NT-3 3A I or any othet' sys tem/simulator. By arranging
the data under software control, many deri vationsI of the item-recognition task can be
i:onstructed,
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Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Speaking for the Air Line Pilots
Association, I wish to express our appreciation for the opportunity to address
this distinguished assembly on a subject that is very close to our hearts, a
subject of the greatest importance to airline pilots, namely, the information
required for supervising and assessing the quality of automatic landing
operations.

I won't be describing exotic hardware. Tnstead, I want to talk about some
fundamentil concepts, because, in ALPA's view, the industry is losing touch
with some very basic principles concerning the responsibilities and the
functions of the pilot during approach and landing in low visibility. This
tendency is apparent across the whole spectrum of approaches, from quasi-visual
approaches through nonprecision ILS and full ILS approaches, right down to
those with the lowest authorized or contemplated minima. But today I want to
zero in on a relatively narrow aspect of that total problem,

Automatic landing systems have bien introduced for use in very low visibility
without adequate information for pilot supervision and assessment of the
performance of the approach and landing. The pilot does not have adequate
means for ensuring that the airplane can continue safely to an automatic
landing, he cannot adequately determine when the automatic syotem must be
disconnected, and he cannot be sure that he will be able to implement the
optimal backup maneuver after disconnect.

Automatic landing systems incorporate elaborate annunciator and warning
systems, Tn fact, the absence of an alarm or warnini is the means by which
the pilot is most often expected to deduce that the airplane will land safely.
In ALPA's view, warning systems can be very useful adjuncts to the information
system, but they can never be the principal means for assessing either the
performance of the approach and landing or the status of the automatic landing
system. Alarms tend to come too late, and they give too little information on
the reason for the problem or the rate and direction of departure from the
desired flight situation, Furthermore, some types of failure do not trigger
the alarm system,

Well then, what information is required for supervising the conduct of an
automatic landing in low visibility? In the opinion of the Air Line Pilots
Association, the required information is that which is needed for assessing the
position and direction of movement (i.e., the velocity vector' of the aircraft
in both the lateral plane and the vertical plane,

Let's take a look at conventional instrumentation to see whether it satisfies
this requirement. May we see the first view-graph, please? (gee sttnched
reproductions.)

This is an Attitude Director Indicator (AY), The AbT includes the artificial
horizon, the flight director, the ILS glideslope, the expanded-scale TLS
localizer, a fast-slow indicator of airspeed error, and a "rising runway"
indicator of radio altitude (below 200 ft.). Despite all this information, the
ADI is not an adequate instrument for supervising the conduct of an automatic
landing. Why? For a number of reasons:

o The ADI is dominated by the flight director. The flight director gives
attitude commands which, if they are correct and if they are obeyed, will
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cause the aircraft to follow the desired flight path. But the flight
director gives no information which cn inform the pilot of the existence,
size or direction of any deviation from the looslizer or glideslope path,
Moreover, as a means for monitoring and assessing the path of the aircraft
during automatio approach and landing, the flight director is poorly
qualified because its logic and processes are too similar to those of the
automatic flight control system. In fact, in some systems the flight
director commands are simply another output of the same computer that
drives the autopilot.

SZLS situation information is given in the ADI (and elsewhere on the
conventional instrument panel) but is not given in a manner suitable for
effective use during the final stages of approach and lending. The
situation information i* incomplete (no flare guidance) and is presented in
a format that is not properly integrated for sufficiently timely
assimilation. Even though the various indicators are located in close
proximity, they are still separate indications with different scale factors
and different sensitivities; they are not connected by any common frame of
reference; and their information must be picked off by a scanning process,
Moreover, as a practical fact (demonstrated by NASA testing with
oculometers), attention to situation information tends to be severely
inhibited by attention to flight director oo-mands.

o Finally, the information presented on the ADI isn't adequate for the
supervisory and assessment process because it doesn't display the velocity
vector (the direction of movement) of the aircraft. From experience on the
line and in simulator exercises at Ames Research Center and in France, we
have found that on very short final approach, position information becomes
increasingly less urgent, while knowledge of the velocity vector becomes
increasingly more urgent. The ADI, with rospoOt to aircraft movement in
the lateral plane, provides only roll data; it includes no diplay of
either heading or track, The information it provides regarding direction
of movement in the vertical plane is, to say the least, chaotic, There is
pitch, pitch command, airspeed error, and glideslope deviation informa-
tion. Elsewhere on the panel, rate of descent information is given,
Nowhere on the panel is there a direct indication of the vertical vector,
the angle of descent, Given plenty of time and stable flight conditions,
the pilot could mentally integrate the scattered bits of vertical data that
are presented and could estimate the angle of descent; but in actual
conditions on very short final he simply doesn't have time - nor would the
resulting estimate be accurate enough to be useful.

In sharp contrast to the conventional ADI, we have flown simulations and
research aircraft with "well-integrated electronic vertical situation displays
based on "airplane" symbols repre.enting direction of flight (velocity vector)
instead of boresight, These displays contain all elements of the airplane's
position, direction of flight, and Lerodynamic status, in a format whose use
requirets no special mental process. One aspect of this type of display which
is particularly important for assessment of an automatic landing is that
inappropriate control inputs and destabilizing atmospheric effects show up very
quickly in the "airplane" symbol, which is a s~nsitive indicator of the
airplane's direction of flight.
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At this point I would like to show you a series of 35-mm slides which we
believe dramatically illustrate the crucial importance of velocity vector
information - particularly with respect to flight path assessment in the
vertical plane. These photographs were made in the now-defunct Fog C.hamber

at the University of California in Berkeley. They were made by positioning a

camera in various attitudes at intervals along the final approach course

corresponding with dzta tiken at one-second interval.s from the flight recorder

of a turbojet airliner. The ir~nident from which these data were taken occurred

during a late night Category II approloh with the RVR reported at 1200 ft. The

aircraft struck approach light stanchions 1800 ft. short of the runway and

succeeded in landing with no other damage than ruptured tires. This first

slide shows the profile of the flight starting at a point where the airoraft

was on the glidealope 225 ft. above TDZ elevation and ending at the point of

initial impact Ieo0 ft. short of the runway. The following twelve slides

rppresent what should have been visible to the crew at one-second intervals

along that profile.

This next slide is a picture of the approach light structure which was

oonta(oted.

The final twelve slides show the same external scenes, but this time some very

rudimentary "head-up display" symbology has been added. The single green line
with a C-p at its center shows the position of the horizon. The two parallel

green lines represent the ILS glideslope, The green circle is fixed three
degrees below the horizon. When the circle is centered on the glideslope
symbol, the aircraft is on gltdeslope. When the glideslope symbol is above the
cirrle, the aircraft is below glideslope. The two red wedges together

represent the velocity vector of the aircraft. When they superimpose the
circle, the aircraft is descending at a three-degree angle. When they are

superimposed upon the horizon, the aircraft is maintaining a constant
altitude. You will note that the first and most dramatic indication of trouble
is provided by the velocity vector wedges.

Now may we see the other view-graph? This is a partial illustration of

symbology used in the PERSEPOLIS program in France. The two "poles" standing
on the horizon line mark the heading of the runway. The "synthetic runway"

symbol is generated from ILS data. The rectangular window is centered on the

ILS centerline at a point approximately 1/4 of the distance between the

aircraft and the runway. The relation between the "runway" symbol and the ILS
"window" constitutes an expanded scale indication of deviation from the

centerline of the ILS localizer and glideslope, The winged circle symbol
represents the velocity vector of the aircraft. If the vector symbol is in the

ILS window, the aircraft is doing what needs to be done for the purpose of

staying on or returning to the centerline of the 1LS. When the aircraft

reaches the height at which flare should be initiated, the vertical dimension

of the "window" decreases to the size of the vector circle. At touchdown, the

window narrows laterally, extends vertically and becomes a rollout guide. The
most immediate indication of improper performance by the automatic flight

control system during any phase of the approach and landing occurs when the

vector circle moves out of the ILS window.
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Our purpose here is not to advocate or recommend a particular set of

symbology. This is just one example of the kind of display which can transmit
to the pilot the information required for essessing the conduct of automatic
landings and for exercising emergency manual backup control. What are the
essential characteristics of such displays?

0 First, they are well-integrated displays. Some flight information is
inherently related to "earth," some to "airplane," and some is simply
scalar. But all the information required for approach and landing is
displayed in a coherent scheme geomtotrically related to the pilot's real-
world view in the windshield or at least fully compatible with that view,

o Second, the displays are based primarily on situation, not command,

information. They enab.e the pilot to be in command of the situation
rather than being a servo for the flight director.

0 A third characteristic has already been mentioned but is so important that
it bears repeating: these displays are centered on an "airplane" symbol
that represents direction of flight (velocity vector) rather than aircraft
attitude.

Let me expand that last idea just a bit. The velocity vector has two
components, lateral and vertical. The lateral component can be represented by
heading, though track - if drift angle is available - is preferable. The
vertical component is flight path angle - angle of climb or descent - and can
be referenced to the air mass (e.&., pitch angle minus angle of attack), or can
be inertial (e.g., slope a vertical speed divided by groundspeed), or can be a
hybrid approximation of inertial (e.g., slope 2 vertical speed divided by true
airspeed).

In our experience, either the inertial or hybrid inertial form gives the best
display, with only minor differences easily handled by the pilot. To make the
airplane (velocity vector) symbol flyable, the symbol needs to include some
kinds of anticipation cue which will give immediate and somewhat predictive
response to control inputs. Such anticipation is easily provided by pitch rate
and/or a vertical accelerometer mounted somewhat forward of the airplane's
center of gravity.

A direct, sensitive, flyable indicator of direction of flight is particularly
important in assessing the performance of an automatic landing system. Any
inappropriate movement of that symbol can be the first indication that the
autopilot is going bad. Also, it provides the central element of the
information the pilot needs either to make a correction or to initiate a safe
go-uround.

Finally, and of very great importance in our list of essential display
characteristics, the display should be available head-up. The advantages of
head-up display in see-to-land approaches are well-known, so I won't dwell on
that aspect of the matter. What is less obvious is the need to have the
displ3y head-up for very low visibility operations that are defined as not-see-
to-land, so let's examine that question.
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As noted earlier, some manufacturers and some airlines have proposed nonvisual
landing operations with no provision for pilot assessment of the final critical
phases of the approach and landing. When pushed very hard, some of the people
representing these proposals will admit that some form of monitoring is
required, but they contend that adequate monitoring can be accomplished by some
combination of:

(a) automatic warning systems,

(b) reference to conventional instruments (primarily ILS localizer and
glideslope deviation), and

(o) in those oases where some degree of visual reference is required, by
split crew functiops, wherein one pilot is head-down on conventional
instruments while the other pilot is head-up on the external visual
cues.

When pushed very, very hard, some of these people will agree that (a) automatic
warning systems can not be the primary basis of the information system,
(b) that conventional instruments are not fully adequate, and (c) that split-
crew procedures for handling flight-critical information are a significant
compromise of the principles upon which redundant instrumentation and crew
duties were founded.

At that point we reach the ultimate fall-back position of the anti-HUD forces:
they may be willing to provide (eventually, not now) an improved advanced
electronic display, perhaps based on flight path, but head-down, not head-up.
Since Cat 111b is defined not to require external visual reference until the
end of rollout, they ask, What is wrong with having all the information head-
down?

What is wrong is that Cat III approaches will be conducted in the real world,
not on paper or in a simulator. In the real world, the average pilot will
seldom if ever see a truly nonvisual landing, It is well established that
there is almost always "something" to see, and that "something", no matter how
dimly seen, has the overwhelming advantage of being real, so there is an
irresistable temptation for the pilot to look up arid establish some kind of
visual contact before landing,

Furthermore, applicable experience in line operations will be obtained in
visibility which is very much better than the minimum for nonvisual landings.
In these better conditions, it is not only irresistible to look up, it is
required by regulation. Unless the display for the so-called nonvisual
landing is also fully adequate for visual and quasi-visual landing, the pilot
skills required for effective use of the display will not be developed.

Now one final point regarding advanced head-down displays. ALPA is certainly
not opposed to having the beat possible elec'ronic flight instrument display
presented head-down. Our point is only that it cannot substitute for a
good head-a dis-play. Ultimately we must have proper instrument information
displayed head-up, and at that time it will almost certainly be found necessary
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to have the same information displayed head-down as well. If that is the case,
then it seems obvious that the head-up and the head-down displays should be
perfectly compatible -- in fact it appears to us that they should be virtually
identical. By that line of reasoning we arrive at the following position
regarding advanced head-down displaysi An advanced head-down display should be
a good head-up display presented head-down. This is because there are certain
constraints on the design of a heed-up display which do not necessarily apply
to a display that is intended solely for use head-down. WUD must be fully
compatible with patterns of geometry and lighting that occur in the windshield
view. HUD must be scaled to match real-world geometry. HUD must have dynamics
which match the apparent movement of real objects in the windshield view as the
airplane is maneuvered. These constraints would not necessarily occur to the
designer of a purely head-down display, but they must be allowed for right at
the beginning if we are to obtaig compatible displays head-up and head-down,
Therefore, we say that any interim improvement in head-down displays should
take full account of head-up design principles,

"'-lwosing, let me recap the main points:

1 The pilot-in-command is fully and solely responsible for supervising
the approach and ensuring that the airplane will land safely in tho
touchdown zone, no matter what the visibility, and no matter whether
control is manual or through an autopilot,

2. Absence of an alarm is not sufficient information upon which to base
any essential part of this assessment or decision,,

3. 7ý,tuation information, not a flight director, should be the primary
".,,|tent of the display, and it must be delivered in a fully integrated
firmat, head-up.

4. .Even if in theory nonvisual landings are permitted, considerations of
pilot psychology, practical experience, and training require the
display to be available head-up.

Thank you for your courteous attention.
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THE MANEUVERING FLIGHT PATH DISPLAY - AN UPDATE
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AB STRACT

The subject of flight trajectory displays has claimed the attention

* of a considerable body of engineers and engineering psychologists over the

years, and a number of imaginative concepts have resulted from their efforts.

Only within the last few years, however, did the computer technology advance

to the state that soma of these concepts could be implemented. One such

concept is the Maneuvering Flight Path Display (HFPD),which was first

advanced in the early 1950'1s, The MFPD provides to the pilot an anticipatory,

real-time presentation of the command flight path. The presentation depicts

the "solution" of the desired trajectory, thus telling the pilot "what to do"

and "how to do it". This information is displayed without resorting to the

traditional dials, scales, pointers or alphanumeric readouts..

An earth-stabilized, perspectively transformed, command flight path,

8,000 feet in length and 60 feet wide, is generated on the basis of flight

plan inputs. The flight path is then portrayed graphically in real-time

as an "inside-out" presentation on a head-up display or a head-down vertical

situation display. The elements comprising the flight path are analogous to

tarstrips on a highway, and move on the display in a corresponding manner.

The continuum of "tarstrips" depict the projected command attitudes, alti-

tudes and directions of the aircraft. Command speeds are provided by a

miniature lead aircraft, located 20 feet above and immediately to the left of

the flight path, which is programmed to fly at comuand speed.

The pilot, by controlling his aircraft to fly just above the flight path

in a loose cruise formation with the miniature lead aircraft, is assured

of precise 4-D (i.e., x, y, z, and time) trajectory control.
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The concept formulation, the development to date, the various operational

features, and contemplated future refinements of the NFPD are described,

INX0DUCTION
This paper discusses the results of ZR&D and contract work.performed at

the Aircraft Division of the Northrop Corporation on the Maneuvering Flight

koplay (MHFD) The contract work was done under the direction of

Maesrs. W. 0. u4eýoy and S, M. Filarsky of the Naval Air Development Center.

Kr. G. W. Hoover served as a consultant on the project during part of the

effort.

The concept of the flight path display was first formulated and defined

under the Army-Navy Instrumentation Program (ANIP) in the 1952-1963 period.

The ANIP wan organized and, until his retirement in 1959, directed by

CDR George W. Hoover of the Office of Naval Research. The objective of the

program was to define and develop needed improvements in the man-machine

interfaces for both conventional and V/STOL aircraft. The flight path dis-

play was one element of s comprehensive, integrated, display system designed

by ANIP to satisfy all of the identified pilot information requirements so

as to achieve greater aircraft weapon system performance, increased flight

safety, and decreased pilot training. The then-prevailing limitations in

computer technology frustrated development of the flight path display at

that time.

In early 1975, Northrop initiated action under its independent research

and development (IR&D) program to extend the earlier work on the flight path

display and, in January 1977, was awarded a contract by the Naval Air Develop-

ment Center to demonstrate the feasibility of the Northrop approach. This was

accomplished on the Northrop Large Amplitude Simulator (Figure 1) using a six-

degree-of-freedom F-SE aircraft dynamics program. The results of the feasi-

bility demonstration are described in Reference 1.

The feasibility demonstration contract was extended to cover the study

of the transition path, the velocity index, the texture of the flight path

elements, and the MFPD field of view requirements. Reference 2 describes the

studies involved in the extended effort and presents the related findings,

conclusions end recommendations.

Since receiving the first )FPD contract award in January 1977, Northrop

has also maintained an active IR&D project on the display concept. The IR&D
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effort has been concerned with the fundamental issues of 4-D (i.e., x, y, z,
and time) trajectory generation and display, whereas the contract work has

been devoted to specific applications of those fundamentals to Implement the

current version of the M1PD.

References 3 through 6 constitute the principal technical pispers pre-

sented on the IPD since the start of the flight path development activity

at Northrop. These papers served as progressive reports to the technical

and operational communities on both the independent research and development

effort and the contract work involved. Additionally, bziefings on the pro-

Ject and demonstrations of the MFPD in a functional laboratory cockpit, pri-

marily to government personnel, were provided by Northrop as the engineering

of the concept proceeded and the design evolved. The functional cockpit is
located in the Nortirop Avionics Integration Laboratory (Figure 2).

The WFPD was developed wfth the intention that, eventually, the display
would be presented simultaneously with a high fidelity contact analogue dim-

play. The complete, integrated presentation would be provided at all times

on the head-down vertical situation display (VSD) and horizontal situation
display (HSU) and, during periods of reduced visibility, on the head-up dis-

play (HUD) as well. This combined presentation is shown in Figure 3.

Normally, only the t4FPD and the horizon line would be presented on the HUD.

in other wordso the MFPD fulfills the critical need for real-time director

information and fits very compatibly into the complex scheme of an advanced,

integrated display system.

T PLOT ORLOAD P&QBLEM

The tactical aircraft pilot is faced with two major concerns in the

course of flying his missions - controlling precisely the trajectory of his
vehicle, and operating effectively the various elements of his system so as

to execute the required mission functions. The pilot's principal problem

arises from the necessity of dealing with these two concerhe simultaneously

and, often, under highly dynamic and hostile circumstances. Simply stated,

the pilot has too much to do and too little time in which to do it.

In the interest of gaining some Insight into the crew workload problem,

lmet us consider for a moment the nature of crew tasks in general. Grossly,

these tasks iteratively involve the perception of conditions of interest, the
detsrumnation of the specific crew action required, the execution of that
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action, and the observation of the effects of the action. In short, all

crew tasks require that information be provided to enable the crew member

to determine what is happening, what should be done, and how the required

task should be done. Further, it is necessary to keep the pilot apprised

of how he is doing an he does it.

In the case of present tactical aircraft, the pilot is called upon to

contribute significantly to the effectiveness of the total system. Systems

of the future are expected to impose even greateT demands in this regerd, despite

the increased use of automaticn which is anticipated, This expectation poses

particularly serious problems to the crew station designer, since the pilot is

already operating at or very close to his performance limits.

The operational environment need not include an overt threat by the enemy

in order to create a pilot overload condition. As reported in Aerospace Safety,

August 1979, "Approximately half of the aircraft that collide with the ground

do so on low level navigation/tactics missions which do not Involve bombing,

cavso dropping, or aerial combat but simply navigation from point to point with

minimum exposure".

The practice of supplying the pilot with dedicated, single-function, con-

trols and displays started in the early days of aviation and, in some cases,

has persisted to this day. As each now capability was added to the system,

the new capability was usually accompanied by its own unique display and control

provisions, This practice served to increase the complexity and clutter of the

cockpit and, correspondingly, the workloads. Concurrently, vehicle performance

capabilities were increased, further compounding the problem of the crew. For

example, an increase in vehicle speed decreases the time span within which the

pilot must act, thereby adding internal stress to an already critical situation,

Given a high threat environment, the pilot tasks associated with the

operation of a modern aircraft weapon system become even more numerous and

complex and, almost without exception, the associated crew workloads become

unacceptably high.

The related need for imptovement changes in the man-machine interface

has become generally recognised and, in recent years, significant efforts

toward that end have been launched by the entire aerospace community. For

Instance, Air Force programs currently under way include an Integrated Flight/

Trajectory Control project which seeks to implement a four dimensional

(i.e., x, y, x, and time) navigation system for on-board flight trajectory
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control. Other related Air Force programs, also underway, include Integrated

Flight/Fire Control and Integrated Flight/Weapcns Control.

Northrop's present effort is based on the assumption that the man-

michine interface can be improved to facilitate pilot decision-making and

control in the cockpit. The Maneuver.ing Flight lath Display (KFPD) develop-

ment 0rcLivity is an important part of that effort and addresses directly

the more important of the two major pilot concerns previously mentioned -

trtajectory control.

BASIS OF THE CONCEPT

Combat aircraft capability has been expressed traitionally in terms of

such air vehicle performance characteristics as speed, altitude, mtneuver..

ability, range and payload. In the continual race to produce tar~tically

superior aircraft, it is of course r•ssential to concentrate on increasing

air vehicle performance. As observed above, there is one technologically

neglected area - the man-machine interface - which could, if properly ex-

plolted, augment sir vehicle performance significantly. In fact, a properly

designed man-machine Interface is capable of independently providing a

significant tactical edge in either the air-to-air or the air-to-ground en-

vironment.

Reviewing the man-machine interface of a typical single-seat combat

aircraft with a view toward providing a tactical edge, several observations

may be made. First, the pilot's primary interface with the world outside

his cockpit in all tactical phases of flight is visual, and the chief visual

display device involved is the head-up display (HUD). Second, the pilot

must scan continuously the world outside the cockpit and, except for limited

periods, cmnnot concentrate exclusively on the HUD presentations. Third,

in any engagement, two first-order considerations are pavamdunt - position

and energy - and, together, they determine, uniquely the vehicle's trajectory

requirements, both in terms of what to do and how to do it. Fourth, the

best means of ensuring success in any engagement is to be capable of operating

iuithin the adversary's reaction time lag - in other words, to be able to

react more quickly than the enemy. Translating these observations into a

ifingle, specific, man-machine interfuce requirement, it is clear that an

easy-to-understand HUT) trajectory control presentation which may be flown

effectively with peripheral vision is required.
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Looking !irst at the matter of trajectory control, Figure 4 shows the

complex array of parametric flight data which iw typically presented to

the pilot on a head-up display. F-... this collection of symbols and numbers,

the pilot must determine his dynamic flight status and then relate that

status to the desired flight trajectory. But the parameters being d:.spl1 yed

are not independent. A slight change in aircraft pitch will affect not only

the pitch ladder but the altitude, the vertical velocity, the angle of

attack, and the airspeed as well. Simultaneously, the pilot must maintain
a high state of vigilance outside the cockpit. In this situation, the audition

of any complications such as a system malfunction can result in unacceptable,

and possibly fatal, deviations from the desired trajectory.

The problem then is to provide a better means of presenting trajectory

information to the pilot. For example, the presentation must be capable of

telling the pilot what to do and how to do it and also be capable of providing

sufficient anticipation to ensure that it is done at the proper time. The

MFPD satisfies this requirement. Recalling the specific elements of the over-

all requirement, the corresponding capabilities of the MFPD may be stated as

follows:

o The MFPD provides a visual presentation which is perceptually

compatible with the real world (that is, it is earth-referenced)

and electronically compatible with the HUD.

o The MFPD presentation is a graphical analogue of a real world

entity (a highway) for which human response is well known and

with which peripheral vision in particular is used successfully.

o The MFPD portrays the vehicle's command trajectory in terms of

its attitude, altitude, direction and speed; therefore, the

prevailing position and energy requirements are satisfied

implicitly along with the'ýihat"and"hgw"of the maneuvers involved.

However, the pilot is free to accept, postpone, or reject the

solution being presented as his judgment dictates.

THE MFPD CONCEPT

The MFPD is an electronically generated, flight director presentation

which provides the pilot with a dynamic, graphical representation of the

trajectory to be flown. Thus, the MFPD obviates the traditional need for

the pilot to visualize his flight trajectory, correlate a number of indi-
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vidual flight parameters to his mental image of the trajectory, and execute

the trajectory by controlling his vehicle to the desired value of each of

the individual flight parameters. Indeed, the MFPD eliminates the entire

visualization and correlation process, and simplifies the execution process

by computing and perspectively transforming the pilot's flight p'.an and then

displaying the flight plan to him as if it were a visible "highway in the

sky". The pilot responds to the display presentation in much the same manner

as, when driving his car, he responds to the highway scene as viewed through

the windshield.

Only two unique display elements are used in the MFPD presentation to

provide the pilot with all of the guidance and control information needed for

trajectory control of the vehicle: the flight path elements which define the

aircraft's attitude, altitude and direction; and the velocity index through

which the vehicle speed is controlled. A horizon line is always provided

with the MFPD to preserve the pilot's real world orientation, but that feature

is not regarded as part of the MFPD.

The flight path elements are analogous to "tarstrips" on a highway and

in their aggregation from a discernible, perspectively correct continuum

which is perceived by the pilot as the delineation of his flight path. When

the aircraft is "on path", the flight path appears to extend out in front of

the aircraft like a highway and the flight path elements appear to move under

the vehicle at a speed equal to the vehicle's ground speed. The flight path

elements properly depict, out in front of the vehicle, the aircraft pitch and

bank commands required to achieve the altitude and course changes necessary

to conform to the flight plan. Hence the pilot is provided with the antici-

patory information he needs to "stay ahead" of his aircraft. Since the MFPD

is earth-stabilized, these pitch and bank commands remain fixed geographically

while the aircraft approaches them. In other words, the aircraft closes with

a turn in the MFPD exactly as an automobile closes with a turn in the highway.

The velocity index appears to the pilot as a miniature airplane which is

flying just to the left of, and about 20 feet above, the flight path. The

pilot controls his vehicle's speed by flying a loose, non-taxing formation

cm the right wing of the miniature airplane (i.e., when the aircraft is

"An speed", it appears to the pilot that he is holding position on and is

about 700 feet behind the miniature plane). Thus, when the miniature airplane

moves away from him, it denotes that he is too slow; and, when the little
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plane moves toward him, it indicates that he is too fast. The velocity index

also serves to enhance both attitude and altitude control. The miniature air-

plane flies in a plane parallel to that of the flight path. Thus, if the

pilot is flying at a proper speed (and, therefore, 700 feet behind the little
i plane), he can obtain valuable, additional, anticipatory attitude cut@ by

observing the maneuvers of the miniature craft as well as the flight path.

Further, if the pilot takes an altitude about midway between that of the

miniature airplane and that of the flight path (say, stepped down 10 feet

below the little airplane), he then enjoys both upper and lower altitude

references and will be "on altitude" and able to maintain that altitude with

precision and relative ease.

The pictorial nature of the HFPD and the inherent redundancy of visual

cues it affords (such as attitude and altitude information from the velocity

index) enable the pilot to fly the display with his peripheral vision. This

by-product provides another tignificant benefit to the tactical aircraft

pilot - the ability to stay "head-up" throughout most of the mission. Thus

the pilot, when he flies his mission, can look around with the same safety

and confidence as the car driver proceeding down a highway. Figure 5 shown

the MFPD as it appears when commanding a straight climb.

The HEPD computer program provides real-time presentations in both

horizontal situation display (HSD) and vertical situation display (VSD)

formats simultaneously (see Figures 6 and 7). The entire flight plan may be pro-

grammed or reprogrammed in flight, The flight plan, or an appropriately scaled

segment of the flight plan, appears on the HSD as a plan view of the coamand

course. This command course would normally overlay a map of the geographic

area involved. As the flight proceeds, the flight path in the VSD presentation

is generated automatically to display the eight thousand feet of command tra-

Jectory immediately in front of the aircraft.

To ensure that vital velocity (V) and normal acceleration (N) informs-

tion is always displayed and that, during deviations from the flight plan,

the most effective means of returning to the original flight path is pre-

sented, a feature known as the transition path is provided in the HFPD. In

tie present mechanization, a transition flight path is generated as soon as

(actually, with some small intervening delay) the last flight path element

has disappeared from the VSD and the aircraft is approximately in level

fliBht. Figures 8 and 9 depict the process of "losing" the flight path.
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fFigure 10 show. the VSD and HSD apsects of the transition path immediately

"after its generation. The VSD presentation shows only the transition path.

The HSD presentation shows the original programmed path as well as a second

offshoot segment which is the transition path.

Figure 11 shows the two aspects of a second transition path,. Am the

pilot continues to loose each path from the VSD, the program generates a new

transition path to guide him back to the original flight path. When the pilot

turns away from the prograumed direction of flight by more than 180 degrees,

the direction of the transition flight patb will be reversed automatically

to depict the "shorter return path". Throughout this process, only the

active transition path is displayed in the VSD presentation. In the HSD

presentation, only one transition path appears at any one time but the

original flight path is always displayed. In this way, pilot orientation

in the real world is maintained.

The present implementation of the transition path with the built-in time

delays was chosen purely in the interest of demonstrating the concept. In an

operational mechanisation, a transition path would be generated as soon as the

aircraft violates some predetermined "window of maximum acceptable deviation"

about the flight path being flown. Such a window would not be displayed, but

the corresponding limits would be included in the H4PD computer program. In

effect, the window would be located about the flight path to denote those

deviation limits beyond which the V-N information being portrayed by the MFPD

presentation no longer would be valid.

The present version of the M)PD computer program is the evolutionary

descendant of the computer program which was first unveiled in the feasibility

demonstration effort. As such, the program incorporates all of the improve-

ments iuiplewcnted in that and subsequent contract efforts. In brief, this

latest version of the basic HFPD computer program may be described as in-

eluding the following featuresi

a. inflight programmable and reprogrammable,

b. automatically generated as the flight plan is flown,

c. capable of accepting present position inputs in either x, y

coordinates or latitude and longitude,

d. partially textured surface (first three flight path elements),

e. miniature airplane velocity index which flies in a plane

parallel to the flight path plane,
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f. upper altitude limit depicted by the velocity index,

S, simultaneous VSD and HSD presentations,

h. transition path back to flight plan trajectory automatically

generated when flight path is lost from display field of view,

and

i. position fixing capability.

THE PILOT INTERFACE

The MFPD may be programmed for any flight plan, Once programmed, it

will generate automatically the command flight path presentation appropriate

for the particular flight plan segment then being flown. Alterations of the

programmed plan will of course result immediately in corresponding changes in

the HFPD. Such alterations can be input to the computer program in exactly

the same manner as the flight plan was programmed initially,

,Mode select switches covering every phase of flight will be required to

assure that the presentation of the MFPD being displayed at any time is

appropriate for the phase of flight being flown at that time. Thus, for ax,-

ample, pilot selection of TAXEOFF would produce a takeoff MFPD, and so on.

In the cruise mode, for those aircraft having an energy management capability,

the MFPD would command an altitude and a speed that will yield maximum range

unless one or both of those parameters have been fixed by the prevailing

mission requirements. Similarly, selection by the pilot of HOLD (or LOITER)

would result in commanding maximum endurance conditions on the M7PD, and

selection of a combat mode would cause the HFPD to be configured for minimum

time, energy conservative flight.

It is believed that the general operability of tht cockpit con be im-

proved even more, and the effectiveness of the MVPD enhanced simultaneously,

by the judicious integration of all related control and switching functions.

For example, any pilot settings of flight-path-affecting cockpit controls such

as the HSI, TACAN, VOR, ILS, ADF, and INS should result in appropriate changes

in the HPPD, It may also be advantageous to effect radio frequency changes

automatically as the flight modes are selected, or vice versa, In short,

the MFPD may well prove to be the long-awaited catalyst for much needed

iAprovements in cockpit switchology as well as symbology.
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CONTEMQLATED IMPROVEMNTS AND EXTENSIONS

As is the case with any concept undergoing development, areas of the

MFPD implementation in need of further improvement have boen identified.

The more prominent of these areas are the basic flight path generation

algorithms and the behavior of the velocity index.

The basic flight path generation algorithms require further develop-

mot to increase their efficiency. These algorithms transform the flight

plan inputs of present positionp way point locations, destination coordi-

nates, and enroute altitudes and speeds into the earth-referenced comand

trajectory which is subsequently used by the taritrip generation algorithms

as the basis for producing the MPPD presentation, The development of the

flight path generation algorithms has continued under the Northrop IR&D

program and is resulting in the desired refinements to the MFPD computer

program.

The present implementation of the miniature airplane velocity index

is still in a preliminary state of development and is earmarked for further

study in the very near future to assure its complete perceptual compatibilit)

with the flight path presentatlon. In particular, the movement of the

velocity index will be progrmemed to be more consistent with the prevailing

mode of fight, less distracting in its motion, and more discernible in

conveying information to the pilot. First, the velocity index in the

TAKEOFF flight mode should start from rest and lead the pilot through the

takeoff and initial climb. The velocity index should be similarly appro-

priate for every other mode of flight. Second, the motion of the velocity

index and the method used to recycle it should be smoothed, clipped and

otherwise altered to provide a more natural and perceptually acceptable

portrayal of speed differentials. In other words, the little airplane should

not fly back to a given point along the flight path and start its motion over

again. Finally, the location of the velocity index should be varied to

assure that it is always clearly visible to the pilot. For instance, the

present velocity index is clseary visible in a right turn but masked in a

left turn as shown in Figures 12 and 13. To avoid such masking, the little

afiplane should always be on the high side of the turn. One possible means

of-mechanizing this scheme is to allow the little airplane to fly on either

side of the flight path during wings-level flight, and to execute a cross-

over if required Just prior to the turn. After the turn, the little airplane
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FIGURE. 12. VELOCITY INDEX (VI) APPEARANCE IN A RIGHT TURN I

FIGUREf 13. VI MASKED IN A LEFT TURN
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would remain on that side of the flight path until required again to execute

a crossover in preparation for a turn in the opposite direction.

The MFPD is truly a total system integration vehicle in that, eventually,

it will embody in its formulation almost every aspect of the mission. The

inclusion of flight trajectory related MIPD constraints dictated-by con-

siderstions of vehicle performance, optimal control, navigation, the tactical

nituation, energy maneuverability, survivability, fire control and weapon

delivery, and emergencies can be foreseen readily. But what about informa-

tion that is usually urgent but not trajectory related, such as engine fire,

landing gear status, unsafe stores? It is believed that much, if not all,

of this status information can be incorporated in the basic HOPD presentation.

For example, the miniature airplane velocity index can be used to depict engine

status (including fire), landing gear statue, unsafe stores, and probably

all first notice vehicle status data. Since the velocity index is a prominent

element in the pilot's scan, it affords an excellent means of providing

additional information. By adding specific pictorial cuts (like, for example,

the landing gear) and augmenting those cues with color and intensity and flash

coding, it should be possible to elicit the proper pilot response quickly and

consistently.

These possible extensions of the MFPD are mentioned more in the interest

of expressing the vast potential of the display concept than in advocating

their early Implementation. In fact, there may be many other features that,

from the btandpoint of priority, should be added to the MFPD before those

mentioned. Nevertheless, the Northrop approach has been planned to ultimately

extract from the MFPD tbe full measure of its information presentation

effectiveness.

Any contemplation of extensions to the MFPD should recognize that the

display provides director information primarily and should be augmented with

appropriate orientation information. The principal element of this orienta-

tion information is the ground plane, or contact analogue. The laboratory

implemsntation of the M7PD at Northrop includes a simple ground plane con-

sisting of two orthogonal line sets. The subjective enhancement of the MFPD

afforded by the ground plane is significant. The Northrop approach also

includes plans to, first, augment the MFPD with a simple fla•t ground plane

and, eventually, implement a full capability VSD presentation Including a

ground plane with topographical information.
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One of the critical tasks a tactical aircraft pilot must perform is

energy managemant. Specifically, the pilot is required to fly his aircraft

to the point of engagement in such a way that he enters the engagement with

as such fuel aboard as possible. Then, in the course of the engagement,he must

maneuver the aircraft in the most energy-efficient manner consistent with a

successful engagement, ,sonitor Lis fuel consumption, and break off the

engagement with sufficient fuel remaining to return to base. Finally, he

must attempt to reach his base In the most fuel-efficient manner.

in order to satisfy these requirements, the pilot must be able to achieve

a Imaximum range" condition of speed and altitude when flying enroute to and

from the engagemont, a "maximum endurance" condition during any intervening

loiter or holding periods, and a "minimum time/energy conservative" condition

XI during the engagement.

The Maneuvering Flight Path Display (MFPD) is inherently capable of provid-

ing energy information in that it provides for complete vehicle trajectory control,

including the vehicle's potential and kinetic energies. Therefore, the MPD

would serve as the primary energy management display. Specifically, the "command"

and "actual" altitudes (potential energy) and speeds (kinetic energy) are implicit

in the H1PD presentation. Once the energy management computations are performed

and the appropriate (e.g., tot "maximum range" or "maximum endurance") "command"

altitude and speed are established, those "command" values will be reflected in

the MFPD presentation. Proper response to the MFPD will thus assure the desired

energy manae&ament.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The success of the MTPD development to date and the consequent maturation

of the concept has stimulated a widespread interest in advancing the program to

flight demonstration as quickly as possible. in light of this situation, a

few observations appear to be in order.

The complete development of the HFPD will require that the laboratory

development aictivity be continued, that both simulator and flight demonutra-

tions be carried out progressively to sustain the development, and that

operational applications of the concept be made available when they become

f6asible - even as the development proceeds. The complete development of the

)MID, because of budgetary limitations. may extend over a protracted period of

time. Yet even the relatively simple present version of the 1FPD, if it were

available to the operating commands, could increase substantially the opera-
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tional safety and effectiveness of the users involved. Therefure, the MFPD

should be made available operationally as soon as possible after its flight

validation, and more capable versions should be released progressively

thereafter.

Simulator demonstrations of the WFPD are particularly desirable because

the concept is novel with no operational precedents and it, concei-ably,

could induce some adverse coupling effects in the pilot control loop. When

atstract symbology is used in an aircraft display presentation, it is customary

to harmonize the display with the aircraft involved so that the presentation

can be floWTJ with relative ease. This harmonization is effected by adjusting

the response of the display symbols to movements of the aircraft so as to

achieve symbol motions that are perceptually compatible with the handling

qualities of the aircraft.

In a display presentation such as the M)PD, which features and relies on

one-to-one correlation with the real world, this procedure for achieving

control-display compatibility cannot be used. Any such adjustment of the MFPD

display presentation would destroy che required real world relationship. There-

fore, any compensation added to the system for purposes of harmonization must be

incorporated in the control augmentation system of the aircraft. In other

words, if the pilot cannot fly his aircraft on the MFPD without experiencing

pilot induced oscillations (or even undue difficulty for that matter), the

handling qualities of the aircraft must be adjusted, not the display. It is

clear from this requirement of the MFPD that man-in-loop simulations, in

which the aircraft dynamics involved are represented in a relatively accurate

manner, should precede all but the most elementary implementations of the MFPD

in an aircraft.

Reflecting for a moment on the future development requirements of the

MFPD, it becomes clear that the XFPD development must be complemented in the

near future with similar work on compatible display concepts. Otherwise, the

full operational effectiveness of the HFPD itself may never be realized. For

example, the MFPD provides guidance and control "director" information only.

This information is presented in a "solution" format to facilitate pilot

response and is not intended to replace pilot judgment. In fact, the effective

application of the MFPD will rely on the active participation of that judgment.

Thus, the director information of the MFPD must be supported with all avail-

able "situation" or "orientation" information which is also in a compatible
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"solution" presentation format. This supporting information will enable the

pilot to maintain his orientation in the real world, to be apprised continuously

of the prevailing tactical situation, and to be aware at all times of the state

and condition of his weapon system. Enriched with such information, the pilot

can then critically monitor the situation, actively update his fl4ght plan,

and intelligently execute the required actions. Specifically, in the case

of the MFPD, he can knowledgeably accept, postpone, or reject the solution

information being offered.

This need for a "systei'approach to cockpit design can be appreciated

if one does not regard the crew station as a separate subsystem but rather

takes the approach that the cockpit is simply the most visible part of the

total system. In other words, the total system can be likened to an iceberg

and the crew station to the visible tip of that iceberg. Accordingly, the

cockpit is perhaps the most sensitive index of the sophistication and in-

tegrity of the system involved. Weapon systems of the future will require crew

stations which are significantly more advanced than those flying today. If the

MFPD is indeed a step in the right direction, it must be remembered that it is

only one of many steps which will be necessary in the very near future.
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THE APPLICATION OF DIFFRACTION OPTICS TO
THETANIRNHEAD-UP DISPLAY

Aeronautical Systems Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

ABSTRACT
0 "N'-.Head-Up Displays(HUDs) using diffraction optics(often called

S"holographic HUDs") have been in development for nearly a decade,
seeking to exploit the potential of diffraction optics for improved
field of view, brightness, and see-through efficiency. But no
operational HUD h.s ever been built using diffraction optics, partly
because of limitations in head motion box, overlapping binocular field
of view, and producibilityl partly because past mission requirements could
be met with simpler, cheaper, and proven conventional optios. The Low
Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night(LANTIRN) program,
however, requires a field of view too large to be achievable using
conventional optics, necessitating the use of diffraction optics in
production quantities for the first time. The LANTIRN HUD will use new
approaches in optical design and fabrication techniques to meet the
LANTIRN requirements and overcome the previous limitations of diffraction

'K optics. This paper describes these advances in thu application of
diffraction optics to MUD technology,,_..

DIFFRACTION OPTICS IN HUDS

The term "Diffraotion Optics" as used here refers to any optical
element that uses the principle of diffraction in its workings, Such an
element will have a fringe pattern that takes an incoming wavefront and
recreates a new wavefront heading in a different direction. This
recreated wavefront may be either an exact reproduction of the original
(in which case the element is acting as a plane reflector) or a modified
version &ltered by optical power. Diffraotive optical elements are
somewhat similar to holograms(often even called holograms) both in their
operation and manufacturing methods, but diffractive optical elements store
optical properties where holograms store image information.

Designers of HUDs have been looking to diffraction optics for
improvements in major performance characteristics with good reason, For
diffraction optics have a very large potential for such improvements as
the result of two Properties(Figure i), (I) an angle of incidence
selectivity$ (2) a wavelength selectivity. The angle of incidence
selectivity dictates that only those rays arriving from a narrow range of
directions will be refleoted, while those arriving from all other
directions will be transmitted, both with very high efficiency. Similarly,
only those incident rays that fall within a narrow band of wavelengths will
be reflected, while those of all other wavelengths will be transmitted.
These two effects are interrelated, so that from a different direction a
different wavelength would be reflected. There are two other properties
of diffraction optics that are significant to HUD designs (1) the ability
to carry optical powerl (2) the presence of aberrations whiich become
increasingly larger as the angle of reflection is inoreased(especially
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when optical power is present).

In a conventional HUD deeign(Figure 2), which uses a plate glass with
partial silvering on one surface as the combiner mechanism integrating the
display with the outside world scene, there is a fundamental tradeoff
between the efficiencies of transmission of the display versus the outside
world scene which extends over the entire visible spectrum, Typically,
about 70% of outside world light and 20% of display ligi-t incident on the
combiner reaches the pilot's eyes. A look at the properties of diffraction
optics reveals a great opportunity for improvement hero. For the cathode
ray tubes(CRTs) used to generate HUD displays use only a small portion of
the spectrum, providing a use for the wavelength selectivity property. A
diffractive element designed to reflect a wavelength band matching that
of the CRT phosphor can be used as the combiner, replacing the silvered
surface. Now the display versus outside world scene tradeoff has been
reduced from the entire visible spectrum to the spectral bandwidth of the
CRT phosphor, This is especially effective if a nearly monochromatic
phosphor like P43 is used. In such a case, taking nea'rly all of the
light in that band out of the outside world. scene has a negligible effect
(a slight coloration change), so that the tradeoff can be resolved heavily
in favor of the display efficiency, The net result is that both efficiencies
are increased simultaneously by the use of a diffractive element.

Conventional RUDs also have field of view limitations which exist
because cockpit space limitations impose upper limits on the size of
each optical element. In cockpits such as the A-jO and the F-16, the
element imposing the most severe limitation on the instantaneous field

* of view is the collimating lens, which is there to cause the display to
appear to be focused at infinity rather than on the combiner glass. To
get rid of this limitation, this lens must be removed from the system,
but this can be done only if the collimation function is relocated to the
combiner. This means a combiner with optical power is needed, A
diffractive element for a combiner can provide this, both by the ability
to carry intrinsic optical power and the facilitAting of the use of
curved reflecting elements, where the curvature provides optical power.
In this 6ay, the past limitationS on instantaneous field of view of
about 20 can be increased to 30 or more within the same space limitations.

Experimental HUDs and separate combiners have been built during the
1970s wh.ch substantiate that such improvements in major HUD performance
parameters can be achieved using diffraction optics. The most active
organizations have been the Hughes Aircraft Company, the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan(ERIM), and Marconi Avionics Limited.
Hughes built the only HUD using diffraction optics to be flight tested to
date. All of these have been in a configuration similar to that of Figure
3, which differs from the conventional HUD only in the removal of the
collimating lens and the introduction of the diffractive element into the
combiner, which has taken on curvature, Despite these successes, no
production HUD has ever used diffraction optics. Why not?

For one thing, conventional optics have been able to meet all of the
firm requirements imposed on HUDs despite the limitations previously noted.
The larger field of view was certainly desired by pilots, but a firm
mission requirement for it was never demonstrated. The brightness of the
display was always sufficient for mission requirements, even if it was
achieved by driving ORTs so hard as to account in large measure for the

notoriously poor reliability of HJDs, Outside world scene visibility was
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always good enough to get by with, So there was no good reason to take on
the higher cost and risk of diffraction optics, Also, certain limitations
associaied with diffraction optics in HUDs were discovered.

The angular selectivity property of diffraction optics results in a
limitation on the range of positions from which the display is visible,
The total volume of positions from which the display is visible is called
the head motion box. It can become significantly smaller than that for a
conventional HUD unless a sufficiently large range of angles is reflected
by the diffractive element, This range, a sort of angular bandwidth, can
be controlled by the design process.

Also from angular selectivity comes a limitation on the overlapping
binocular instantaneousfield'of view(OBIFOV), that portion of the
instantaneous field of view(IFOV) that is visible by both eyes at once,
In the Precision Attack Enhancement(PA.E) program, the small OBIFOV was
found to be enough of a problem to require corrective action, Again,
sufficient angular bandwidth is needed, A OBIFOV requirement was
included in the specifications for the LANTIRN HUD as a result of the
PAE problem.

The aberrations associated with diffraction optics have turned out
to be large enough to recuire corrective action if accuracy and display
quality requirements are "to be met, The large angle of reflection at the
diffractive element is the principal reason for this. The usual approach
"is compensation by additional elements in the relay lens, These have been
effective, but they have added greatly to the complexity of the relay
lens, often demanding elements that are aspheric, anamorphic, tilted,
or off-center, More recent efforts have involved compensation of the
diffractive element itself by aberrating the wavefronts of the beams
of the exposure process during manufacturing. The Air Force Avionics
Laboratory is sponsoring a program at ERIM in which holograms are used
for such aberration,

The manufacturing process in general is considerably more complicated
for diffraction optics, and still undergoing refinement, The design
requires the use of specialized ray-tracing computer programs. Fabrication
requires preparation of a photosensitive dichromated gelatin, coating it
onto a glass substrate, exposure with overlapping coherent light beams,
photochemical processing, baking, and finally sealing into a glass
sandwich, Facilities requirements include stabilized optical benches,
clean rooms, and lasers. Cost is much higher and yield rates lower
than for conventional optics. Specific performance problems have been
traced to the manufacturing process, most notably secondary images caused
by stray holograms in the diffractive element, A Manufacturing Technology
program conducted by Hughes for the Air Force Materials Laboratory has
resulted in advances in the manufacturing process,

So both lack of requirements and. technology problems have hindered
the use of diffraction optics in operational MUDs. By 1980, solutions
to the technology problems had progressed to the point that the technical
risk was reduced to acceptable levels, All that remained was a requirement
that conventional optico could rot meet, The LANTIRN program provided such
a requirement.
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LANTIRN REQUIREMENTS

LANTIRN is a navigation and fire control system designed primarily
to enhance weapon delivery in battlefield Interdiction and close air
support missions. It is subdivided into two parts: (i) a Fire Control
System(FCS), contained in two pods, including two Forward Looking
Infrared(FLlR) sensors, terrain following/avoidance capability,
automatic target recognition and treacking, and laser designation and
ranging: (2) an improved HUD . The LANTIRN system will be installed
on F-16 and A-1O aircraft, some of which will get only the HUD.

The LANTIRN mission requires from the HUD all of the capabilities of
the HUDe currently used on these aircraft plus two additional ones t
(i) display of FLIR imagery simultaneouslg with the present symbology
displayl (2) field of view of at least 25 in the horizontal direction,
The field of view requirement is the hard driver, as it is well in excess
of the 200 limitation previously noted for conventional optics given A-1O
and F-16 cockpit constraints. The need for diffraction optics has arrived,

An RFP for the LANTIRN HUD was released in February 1980. A design
using diffraction optics was expected based on the field of view
requirement, but was not mandated by the specifications, The
specifications did include specific requirements to avoid past problems
with diffraction optics, such as head motion box and OBIFOV. The RFP
called for a full scale development program plus production options for
several hundred units in both F-16 and A-10 oocfigurations(which are
necessarily different because of cockpit constraints),

After a competitive source selection, the contract was awarded to
Marconi Avionics. The winning design involved diffraction optics, as
expected, But it did not follow tha configuration of Figure 3,

LANTIRN HUD DESIGN

The LANTIRN HUD optical configuration as devised by Marconi Avionics
is shown in Figure 4. The large, highly curved single piece combiner has
been replaced by an assembly of three combiner elements, all of which use
diffraction optics. All three have flat glass surfaces, and the two labelled
"upper' and "rear" have flat diffractive elements as well. Only in the
"forward" combiner is the diffract.ive element curved, and even here the
curvature is considerably reduced from that of the single combiner designs.
The physical size of each is significantly smaller than single-piece
combiners in the same situation.

Following a display ray trace through this combiner assembly is an
instructive exercise. It first is reflected from the upper combiner,
being properly matched to its diffractive element in angle of incidence
and wavelength, It next reaches the forward combiner where it is
transmitted, not reflected, The reason is that the angle of incidence is
not matched to the diffractive element's designed angle of incidence, It
next reaches the rear combiner, where conditions are right for a
reflection, and arrives at the forward combiner a second time, This time,
the angle of incidence is right for a reflection. The ray returns to the
rear combiner at a different angle of incidence and is transmitted to the
pilot's eye, The angle of incidence selectivity has enabled the display
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ray to experience both transmission and reflection at the forward and
rear combiners.

In this design, the angles of reflection at the diffractive elements
are much smaller than they are for the single combiner configuration. This
means reduced aberrations in accordance '4ith the basic aberration property
of diffraction optics. The benefit of this to the HUI) design is the
elimination of the need for highly complex elements in the relay lens.
Only simple lens elements are needed for the LANTIRN HUD relay lens,
despite stringent accuracy and display quality specifications,

The oollimation fanction is contained entirely in the forward combiner.
In the configuration of this combiner there are available three sources of
optical poweri (1) the curvature of the diffractive elementl (2) the
optical power that can be built into the diffractive element; 3 the
lens action of the rear half of the combiner. The lens action, which
occurs only during the reflection passage of the display rays(and not
at all for outside world rays), is a unique feature of this design, and
is practical only because of the small degree of curvature of the
diffractive element. Higher curvature would necessitate an excessive amount
of glass for such a construction, The lens effect together with the
curvature of the diffractive element provides all the power needed for the
collimation, so that the diffractive element itself has no optical power,
a featuro that also tends to reduce aberrations,

A significant result of all this is that the system has three elements
that are much easier to produce than the single element of previouu
designs, The total flatness of two elements, the slight curvatiure of the
third(and even for that one its external surfaces are flat), and the
"absence of optical power in the diffractive elements provide producibility
benefits in many stages of manufacturing(e,g, glass grinding, element
exposure).

The price paid for these gains is surprisingly small, Aside from the
need to manufacture and assemble the three pieces(irstead of one), the
only penalties are losses in the display and outside world transmission
efficiencies caused by the additional optical interactions.

PRODUCTION MWrHODS

Marconi has introduced several improvements into the manufacturing
process, not all of which can be discussed here, One of the most notable
is in the exposure of the diffraction elements, It in required to have
overlapping coherent beams in the element as depicted conceptually in
Figure 5a, This arrangement I.s not a practical one, and early procedures
used an arrangement similar to Figure 5b to achieve the same result,
This arrangement has deficieticies, including severe stabilization
requirements, so that Marconi has switched to the back reflection method
depicted in Figure 5c, where the overlapping beam is generated
immediately adjacent to the element. The need to maintain the two
separate beams stabilized with respect to each other over a large area
has vanished, This eliminates some opt.cal elemonLrt in addition,
reducing the risk of exposure flaws,
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Additional improvements involve the exposure, gelatin coating, and
sealing processes, Benefits from these improvements will include better
performance, lower cost, increased yield rates, and greater service life,

PERFORMANCE

This analysis deals with predicted performance, as the first IANTIRN
HUfDo are still being manufactured,

In the important area of field of view(FOV), the expected results
are as followse

F-16 Versio A-10 Versio•
Total FOV 30"H, 201 30VH, 20.25
IFOV 30'H, 180V 30°H, 19"V
OBIFOV 20o0H, 180V 20aH, 190 V

They meet all of the specification requirements for field of view and
exceed some of them. The existing HTDs on the A-1O and F-16 aircraft do
not come close to matching them.

The outside world scene transmission efficiency will be about 78%,
The contrast ratio of the symbology against a 10,000 foot-lambert
background will be 1.3811, significantly exceeding the specification
requirement of 1.211. These are also improvements over the performance
of existing HUDs. Their achievement demonstrates that the small losses
in efficiency compared to the single-piece combiner design will be no
hindrance to mission performance.

The HUD will also meet a detailed set of positional accuracy
requirements ranging from I to 7 milliradians as well as tight
specifications on positional and dimensional stability, display quality,
and symbol-to-raster registration. This is a relatively easier achievement
for the LANTIRN HUD because of the reduced aberrations in the thrco-
piece combiner design.

Design problems do exist, but solutions are well within reach for
all of them. Considerable attention has been given to solar and
environmental effects, both well known problem areas for HUDs with
diffraction optics. Solar effects can cause either background washout
or bright spots in the field of view in the manners shown in Figure 6.
Design refinements have reduced their level to the point that they are
not expected to pose a significant threat to mission performance or
safety. Efforts at further improvements are continuing.

Diffractive elements can be vulnerable to moisture, heat, and
ultraviolet radiation. The effects are changes in optical
characteristics. Marconi is introducing several refinements into the
manufacturing process to minimize these effects. Testing on currentoamples shows only negligible effects from the environments encountered

.16 8
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by the combiners. This will of course be further verified in qualifioation
testing.

The use of the Cockpit Television Sensor(CTVS) with the LANTIRN HIM
poses an interesting problem. The OTVS normally monitors the scene
looking through the HUD, symbology and all. The video output is tape
recorded for ground playback, This procedure will not work with the
LANTIRN HUDI for If the CTVS oamera is placed outside the head motion
box, it will fail to see the symbology; while if it is placed inside the
head motion box, it will interfere with the pilot. This forces the use
of a composite video. The OTYS oaners is plaes to view only the outside
world scene, The symbology is then electronically inserted into the video
by the HUD electronics. The trioky part is to get the symbology
accurately registered with the video, An alignment prooedure it being
devised to do this.

STATUS

SThe design is nearly complete for both P-16 and A-10 versions of the
IAANTIN HUD, and manufacturing of the developmental units for the M-16
is underway. The delivery of the first unit is expected in early 1982,
Qualification and flight testing will be conducted in 1982 and 1983,
Deliveries of production units could begin in early 1984, depending -n
the progress of the test program. As many as 608 P-16 and 255 A-iO
HUDs could be delivered if all production options are exercised.
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Advanced Fighter Technology Integrator
(AFTI) F-16

Display Mechanization

Prepared by: Michael E, Cope
Engineer - Human Factors
General Dynamics - Ft. Worth

Kenneth C. Waugh
Senior Engineer - Human Factors
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1. I.NTRODUCTION

The AFTI/F-16 program is divided into two major phases:
Digital Flight Control System (DFCS) and Automatic Maneuvering
Attack System (AMAS). The first phase cul inates with the
flight test of Digital Flight Control Syste1 (DCS) technology
and the second phase culminates with the flight test of Inte-

grated Flight and Fire Control (IFFC) technology, Pilot-vehicle
interface advancements will be in conjunction with the major

...program technologies.

".In the development of an effective pilot-vehicle interface
(PVI), a variety of configurations must be evaluatod in an oper-
ational context. General Dynamics is performing this iterative
process with the aid of the Research and Engineering Simulator.,
Initial in-house evaluations were conducted to establish an
acceptable configuration for the cockpit and its multipurpose
display set.-,The in-house evaluations resulted in two display
mecha.nization concepts for the multipurpose displays which were
evaluated by the AFTI/F-16 program pilots in the simulator.

.. The primary objective of the multipurpose display (MD)
evaluation was to assess the effectiveness of two alternative
display mechanizations, A secondary objective of this test was
to conduct a preliminary evaluation of the individual display
formats. Data obtained during the evaluation was used to assess
pilot acceptance of the AFTI/F-16 cockpit and to develop display
formats and mechanization concepts that improve operational
utility._
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FLICHT MANAOEMENI SIGHT PROCESSOR LGTI
DISPLAYS AND CONTROLLERSINTUEAIO

ACTUATOF~iNTERFACE

AUlLTIPURPOSE TE.I.F

VERTICAL Direct Lift

CANARDS TN"RACKERont

'M 'RVII'ONE 
LOCATION (TSCt

Figure 2-1 The AFTI/F-16 aircraft incorporates a number of

advance features.
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2. WEAPON SYSTEM
CONCEPT OVERVIEW

The basic air vehicle of the AFTI/F-16 demonstrator is the
Full Scale Development (FSD) F-16 single-seat aircraft. This
aircraft has undergone Class II modifications to accomplish the
changes required by the AFTI/F-16 contract. These changes pri-
marily involve electronics and controls, although significant
structural revision was necessary for installation of auxiliary
flight control surfaces, CHIN, canards, and dorsal fairing for
avionic equipment. A list of equipment and systeme to be in-
stalled on the AFTI/F-16, Figure 2-1, aircraft is presented in
Table 2-1.

2.J. COCKPIT CONTROL CRITLRIA

The AFTI/F-16 control configuration is defined by the AFTI
studies, a review of the F-16 control syetem, and the AFTI/F-16
peculiar requirements. A one-button mode selection of all sys-
tems was a primary requirement while providing the pilot the
information and choices appropriate for the selected mode of
operation,

The AFTI/F-16 control criteria incorporates the following
features-

1. One-button (mission-phase switches) selection of
all systems to provide the appropriate information
and choices for the selected mode of operation.

o Normal

o Air-to-Air Guns

o Air-to-Air Missile

o Air-to-Surface Guns

o Air-to-Surface

2. Compatibility with the F-16 single-switch operations

3. A means to effect control in event of failures

4. Capability to reconfigure text overlay and video underlay

179
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Table 2-1 AFTI/F-1
6 EQUIPMENT ANjD SYSTEMS

DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL AUTOMATED MANEUVERING

SYSTEM PHASE 
ATTACK SYSTEM

1. DUAL NPDs 
All DFCS Systems

a. Radar
b. Threat Warning 

Plus

c.SMS
d. FCS control 

1, Helmet-4ounted Sight
e. FWeaConVidol
e. Weapon Video 2. Sensor/Tracker (FLIR)

2. HUD (WIDE FOV)

3. RADAR 
3. IFFC - Air-to-Air Guns

4. RADAR WAI'LNING SYSTEM 
- Air-to-Surface Guns

5, BASIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 
- Air-to-Surface Bombs

6. INERTIAL NAVIGATION UNIT

7, FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER

- Direct
- Dive Toss
- Continuously Computed

Impact Point
- Lead Computing Optical

Site
Snapshoot
Missiles

8, 20 MMl GUN

9. AIM- 9

10, ECM POD (as required)

1.1. VOICE COYM!AND
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5. Control of sensors at the display

6. Declutter of display presentations

7. Capability for data-entry

8. Consistent operation in All modes.

This philosophy accommodates flight control and control of
weapons, avionics, and sensors. implementation of this philosophy
makes use of the mission-phase switches and the MPD displays,

2,2 MULTIPURPOSE DISPLAYS

There are two Multipurpose Displays (MPD), Figure 2.2-1,
in the AFTI/F-16 cockpit, Each MPD consists of a CRT surrounded
by twenty switches; option select switches (OSS). On each CRT
any combination alphanumeric characters, moveable symbology, and
external video can be displayed. Alphanumeric characters can be
displayed in a 30-column by 20-row matrix. The alphanumeric chara-
cters consist of two types, normal or highlighted. The moveable
symbology set consists of symbols such as steering bars, cursors,
a horizon line, etc. The external video options consist of radar,
FLIR, sensor/tracker, threat warning, and weapon displays,

2.2,1 interactive NPD Cbntrol Operation

The twenty switches on the face of the MPD allow interactive
operation. The function of each switch is determined by an alph-
numeric label displayed on the CRT adjacent to the switch. The
alphanumeric labels may vary depending on the display being pre-
sented.

There are three levels of system options selectable on the
MPD (Figure 2.2-1), Level 1 system options appeat at the bottom
of the 1PD. The following system options are available:

o FCR - Radar

o SMS - Stores Management Set

o FCS - Flight Control Systems

o EOP - Electro-Optical Pod (Sensor/Tracker)

o TW - Threat Warning System

"o WPN - Electro-Optical Weapon (selectable when
an EO weapon is loaded)
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When one of these system options is selected, Level 2 options
are automatically displayed at the top of the MPD. The Level 2
options provide control of the system operation display mudes
(Level 3 options). Level 3 options appear alotng sides of the MPDS,

In addition to the Level I through 3 opt ons, a keyboard
display may appear on MPDs, Figure 2,2-2. The keyboard display
is used to enter data for the Level 3 options.

2.2,2 Display Techniques

Various techniques are used to indicate special conditions,
available options, selected options, or to provide feedback. These
techniques consist of the following:

o Flash - Whenever an option select switch (OSS is
depressed, a momentary flash appears 'by the switch
whether a label is displayed or not, This pro-
vides feedback that the switch action was sensed.

o Rotary - A rotary is a series of options associated
with an OSS, Successive depressions of the OSS
will step through the series of options. When the
last option of the series is displayed, the next
OSS activation will call the first option.

o Menu - A menu is a list of selections that appear
when there are too many selections to make a
rotary usable, The selected option will appear
highlighted along with the other options. To
select an option, the pilot should depress the
OSS adjacent to desired selection.

o X - X's appear as place holders in the appropriate
location when numeric data is selectable,

o Highlight - Highlighting is used to indicate the
option or system currently selected. It is also
used in the keyboard display to indicate the lo-
cation of the datum to be entered,
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2.2.3 Display Mechanization

The two alternative display mechanizations that were evalu-
ated are described below.

Mechanization A. An initial text and video selection for
each display results whenever a mission-phase switch is
selected. The Level 1 options allow independent selection
of text and video. The test OSS (option select switch) is
a 2- or 3-position rotary and the video OSS is a 4 -position
rotary. The tour video switch positions are VID (video),
FCR (fire control radar), EOP (electro-optical pod), and
TW (threat warning). The text rotary positions are FCS
(flight control system) and SMS (stores management set)
when VI)D overlay is selected and FCS, SMS, and SEN (sensor)
when VID is not selected, Whenever the VID (video) selection
switch is depressed, the text rotary is positioned to SEN.

The keyboard display appears when an OSS next to
selectable data is depressed. The current data is then
displayed in a central window along with the data label.
Upon successful, entry of new data, the keyboard display
is automatically replaced by the parent display incorporating
the new data,

Mechanization B, An initial primary and secondary Level 1
selection for each 4isplay results whenever a mission-phase
switch is selected. The initial selections may be repro-
grammed by the pilot, if desired, The Level I options are
selected from a menu that appears when the OSS is depressed
for the currently displayed (highlighted) option. The
menu selection allows only paired text and video selections
(e.5., radar text with radar video), Selection of a secon-
dary Level 1 option reconfigures the display to that pre-
sentation. An alternate means to reconfigure the display
is the display option switch (DOS) on the side-stick con-
troller. Successive actuation of the DOS changes the pre-
sentation between the primary and secondary Level I options,

The keyboard display appears when an OSS next to selectable
data is depressed. The current data is then displayed in
a central window along with the data label. Upon successful
entry of new data and depression of the EITER button, the
keyboard display is replaced by the parent display, incornor-
ating the new data,
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3, METHODOLOGY

The procedures employed in the AFTI/F-16 multipurpose dis-
play evaluation were designed to extraCt tOe waximum amount of
relevant data concerning p

1. Selection of options from a menuF

2. Selection of options from a rotary,

3. Mixing nonrelated text and video,

4. Sequential selection between two sets of paired
text and video,

5. Speed of display reconfiguration,

6. Preselection of displays and display options by
mission phase,

7. Manual and automatic data entry from a keyboard.

8. Individual display formats,

3.,1 PROCEDURES

The following section contains the specific procedures and
experimental design used for this evaluation. A total of six
F-16 qualified pilots served as subjects in this experiment, In
addition to their F-16 experience, the pilots had participated
in previous AFTI/F-16 simulation evaluations.

3.1.1 Training

After a preflight briefing, the pilot received hands-on
training with the display mechanization, MPD formats, and mission
specific procedures. The pilot then flew a mission profile re-
presentative of thi one used for data collection. When the
flying task was mastered, the display task was combined with the
flying tabk and was continued until proficiency was reached, The
two flying tasks are described below:
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o Scenario I .. Daytime VFR Fighter Sweep at Medium to
High Altitude
The pilot completed the tasks on a preflight checklist,
The pilot maintained a tactical spread formation line
abreast of lead and about 700 feet out, Flight leader
was at 20,000 feet and 500 kts. Lead detected a long-
range target which may be hostile, Pilot adjusted his
radar range as the target closed, turned his AIM-9L's
to COOL, and began to search for FLIR acquisition in
hope of positive ID. After adjusting FLIR controls, he
noticed a Master Caution list and associated FLCC
warning light, Pilot checked the flight control fault
page, acknowledged the fault, and continued with FLIR
search. The Missile Launch light illuminated.and the
pilot called up his threat warning display.

o Scenario 2 - Low-Altitude Night Attack Mission
The pilot completed the tasks on a preflight checklist,
The pilot navigated with the INS to steerpoints at 1,000
feet MSL (the simulator's visual scene will be turned off)
to simulate the night low-altitude workload. In the
approach, the pilot used his radar in the ground-map
mode with moving target indicator for target acquisition,
FLIR was used to identify radar targets and for final
attack tracking. Pilot detected a possible radar tar-
get and adjusted radar range as target closed. As the
target closed to maximum FLIR range, the pilot began
monitoring the FLIR for targets, After finding a
target the pilot switched the FLIR to B-W, He then
selected the WPN display to replace the radar display.
The AGM-65 was switched to B-W. Missile Launch light
illuminated and the pilot called up his threat warning
display.

3.1 2 Data Runs/Experimental Design

A single data run was flown for each test condition. A thirty-
second pre-event period of baseline flying performance was recorded
before each .%k instruction was given. The experimenter followed
a w-itten script to insure that each pilot received the same in-
structions for a particular task and mission. All the experimenter's
instructions to the pilot were given over the headset except for
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those on the preflight checklist. If an error was made, the
pilot was required to repeat that task or subtask. If the pilot
was incapable of completing the task, the flight was terminated
for additional training. The flight resumed with the task that
aborted the mission.

The planned schedule for the performance of the specific
tasks is presented in Table 3.1-1. The task order for pilots one
through four is a balanced Latin square design, The task order
for pilots five and six uses a different scheme with the display
mechanization comparisons confounded with the effects of the sce-
nario and time. This construction allowed conclusions to be drawn
about the display mechanizations, scenarios, and the ability of
pre-test training to null the carry-over effects,

3,1,3 Post-Flight Briefing

A questionnaire designed for the test period was completed
by the pilot at the end of each flight. A general questionnaire
was administered following the completion of all data flights.
A meeting was convened in the Simulator Operations Room after the
pilot completed the general questionnaire, The purpose of this
meeting was to discuss the conclusions reached by the pilot
during the simulation.
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4. RESULTS

The data taken from the experiment were divided into three
areas of analysis. The video tapes were used to determine the
times required to do each part-task. The results of this analysis
is presented in Table 4-1,. The strip charts permitted calculation
of the number of excursions from predetermined criteria, Table
4-2. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 4-3.
The qualitative data, questionnaires, and debriefing notes were
analyzed collectively,

The times and deviations of times in the part-tasks across
pilots was statistically analyzed by use of a two-way analysis
cf variance, in which the null hypothesis, Mechanization A
equals Mechanization B, was tested,

The number of excursions outside the fixed boundary set was
first normalized across pilots by acquiring the percentage of
time each pilot was within the boundary set. These results were
then statistically analyzed by use of chi-square (two-tailed)
analysis, in which the null hypothesis, Mechanization A equals
Mechanization B, was tested.

In each of these two sitatistical analyses, the test was
shown to be inconclusive, We believe this was due in part to
two factors. The first being the small sample size of our
subjects (5), and therefore, the small number of degrees of
freedom in the statistical analysis, The small number of pilots
did not allow the intersubject variability, which in our case
was very large due to the difference in background (NASA, AFFTC,
and NAVY pilots) and experience, to wash out, The second reason
for inconclusive quantitative results was the small amount of
time (15 seconds) allowed each subject between each part-task.
A close analysis of the data showed that after each part-task
there were substantial amounts of carry-over effects, and by
not allowing enough time between part-tasks, these effects in-
terfered with the next part-task in both the flying and task
performance parameters. This carry-over effect was only ob-
served in the part-task that involved multiple pilot actions,
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Table 4-3 TOTAL NUMBEr, OF TI1ES EACIL PILOT EXCLED CRITEP.IA

Scenario-1 Mech A MeohB

Pilot 1 14 1i

Pilot 2 14 8

Pilot 3 4 2

Pilot 4 5 12

Pilot 5 7 16

Pilot 6 19 19

Soenario 2

Pilot 1 12 14

Pilot 2 6 1

Pilot 3 0 0

Pilot 4 5 12

Pilot 5 1 1

Pilot 6 12 14
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5. CON C LUS I ON S N

Due to the inconclusive results of the quantitative data,
conclusions were drawin on the basis of the qualitative re-
sults, The following conclusions were derived from both the
questionnaires and each of the pilot debriefings.

1. Menu selection was preferred over rotary selection
because all options are displayed at once. A rotary
was judged useful when the number of options was
limited to three or less,

2. Sequential selection between primary and secondary
text and video displays is preferable to mixing
unrelated text and video displays. This was con-
cluded because an unrelated text display may mask
or clutter a video display and sensor control may
be lost during this time, It may be possible to
mix an unrelated text display with a video display
if sensor control is present.

3. When access to more than two video presentations on
two MPDs is desired, Mechanization B was preferred.
This conclusion would have to be reconsidered pending
the addition of different types of video displays
(i.e., terrain following).

4, Preselection of'displays and display options by mission
phase was desired. This was due to the reduction of
pilot workload during high-stress periods, The pro-
cedure for preselection of displays (primary and secon-
dary options were selected separately) was confusing
and should be redesigned. The preflight task times
for Mechanization B appear to support this conclusion,

5, The consensus was that manual entry using a keyboard
display was preferred to automatic entry due to
verification of the final digit to be entered; however,
automatic entry in a high-stress situation was con-
sidered to have merit.

6. The display option switch (DOS) on the side-stick
controller was considered very desirable due to its
hands-on-the-controls capability. There was some
concern with the DOS in that the switch operation
was not intuitively obvious.
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7. Display of the CCV (decoupled) engagement status by
changing the schedules in the FCS base page windows
was not easily interpreted and was determined to be
inadequate,

8. Preselection of the FCS decoupled options and
authorities was identified as needing improvement,

9. Pilot performance and comments during training indi-
cated that the nomenclature used to describe the
aircraft's capabilities needs to be standardized across
all systems. The most confusion existed when A.M and
SNAV mission phases were selected,

When the AAX mission-phase switch is
depressed, the flight control system
does not have a specified AAI4 mode so,
therefore, AAG mode is shown.

When the NAV mission phase switch is
depressed the flight control system
does not have a NAV mode but uses
NORM, and the S.MS uses STBY,

The conclusions from this experiment were reviewed, and it
was decided that Mechanization B with alterations should be used.
The alterations included making use of manual entry for all key-
board tasks, A menu selection will be used at all times except
when the options available are three or less; then a rotary selec-
tion will be used. Another capability added to this mechanization
was the use of a "swap" feature. This is a Level 1 option that
when depressed on one IHPD would replace both the primary and
secondary Level 1 options from that 11PD with the primary and
secondary options from the other 12!D, This effectively gives
access through one MPD, four Level 1 options with one button
selection.

Even with a superior NPD mechanization, effective control
of the avionics also places demands upon the single-seat fighter
pilot's hands and eyes. In the AFTI/F-16 program an attempt is
being made to alleviate the situation by the use of a voice
command system as an alternate method of achieving .. ntrol inter-
action between the pilot and the weapon system,
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To validate this concept, .three fundamental questions are
addressed: (1) Is the use of voice command a viable alternative
to the more traditional methods? (2) Assuming that voice
command is viable, which functions best lend themselves to this
approach and offer the highest payoff in terms of overall weapon
system performance? (3) Can the voice recognition technology
base be extended sufficiently to provide reliable operation in
the stringent combat aircraft environment? These questions are
now being systematically answered through laboratory testing,
man-in-the-loop simulation testing, and ultimately flight testing.
For phase one (DFCS) flight testing, the voice control system
is mechanized to provide complete voice command control of the
MPDs by assigning a voice command word for each switch on the
MPD. This allows control of the SMS, FCS, and video selection.
The four mission-phase buttons will also be mechanized with the
voice control system.

In recent years, advancements in technology have made it
possible to perform more functions in an ever decreasing
cockpit space. Increases in system complexity have created a
high-workload situation for the single-seat multi-role fighter
pilot. With the use of an advanced MPD mechanization, (four
system displays within one-button selection), mission-phase
buttons that can be task tailored to each individual pilot and
situation, and a fully integrated voice-control system that
compliments the previous two mechanizations, the AFTI/F-16
pilots will have an environment of decreased workload and a
greater situation awarenbss.
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INTRODUCT ION

Monochrome electronic displays already form an essential part of the
equipment installation of many types of military aircraft. Colour weather
radar displays are now widely available for conmercial use, and flight
and systems information displays using colour cathode ray tubes (CRTs)
are under development for several new transport aircraft. It is probable
that displays of this type will form the basis of both military and civil
airborne displays systems.

Although much effort is being devoted to the development of various types
of flat-panel displays, primarily for use in domestic television receivers,
it is likely to be many years before any such display device is developed
to a stage where it can compete with the colour CRT in brightness, contrast,
resolution, colour capability, and ease of addressing. Consequently, this
paper will be confined to a diecassion of CRT displays, although it is
likely that for certain limited applications, where only alpha-numeric
characters have to be displayed, matrix displays may come into use,
particularly if there is no requirement for colour.

Until recently, CRTs capable of meeting the environmental requirements for
airborne display devices were only able to produce monochrome displays, or
by the use of the penetration phosphor technique, a limited range of colour.
In the case of monochrome tuber a number of methods of generating displays
have been used, from the various types of raster used for radar to the
cursive (or stroke-written) generation used for head-up displays (11D0).
The former gave a display which was frequently too dim to see in bright
daylight conditions without the use of a mask to exclude ambient light.
The use of cursive generation enables very bright displays to be produced;
these are obviously necessary for HUD applications, to ensure that the
display can be seen against bright outside world backgrounds. Penetration
tubes have generally used cursive generation, in the interests of minimising
EHT switching complexity and of producing the brightest possible displays
the maximum brightness which can be produced by this type of CRT is
generally less than that obtainable with a monochrome tube.

During the last few years rapid developments in CRT technology have
occurred, and these have led to the development of high brightness mono-
chrome tubes capable of meeting military environmental requirements fully.
Rugged shadow mask tubes have also been developed which are robust enough
to meet at least the requirements for transport aircraft, and are likely
to prove capable of use in combat aircraft, such tubes provide a full
range of colour.

Although the possibility of using monorhxome CRTs for flirght information
displays has been discussed for many years in the context of transport
aircraft operations, and much experimental work has been done in this area,
the advent of colour displays has brought about a rapid swing in pilot
opinion to the view that a full colour capability is essential when CRT
displays are proposed as a replacement for conventional instruments.
Among pilots who have become thoroughly familiar with what the new
technology can offer, the view is already being expressed that, except
in the standby role, conventinnal flight and navigation instruments are
obsolescent, as far as large transport aircraft are concerned.
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CURRENT ELI:CTRONIC COLOUIR DISPLAY ACTIVITIES

Three types of commercial transport aircraft being built at present will
go into service in the next few years with a significant amount of flight,
navi'jation, systems, and warning information provided by colour CRT displays.
There are two main reasons for the move away from conventional instruments;
firstly, the cost of proc,.rinq and maintaining electronic equipment is
decreasing reletive to that involved in the case of complex electro-mechanical
devic',?s, because of the high level of latbour with specialised skills which
these require; secondl.,, the use of electronic displays for navigational
information manes it possible to provide the crew with moving map displays
o01 which can be superimposed the weather radar information, and this has
oporat ionTin advantages as well as possibly obviating the need for a

4i•icated ieather radar display.

The electronic displays now being used for flight and navigational information
form substitutes for the conventional attitude director indicatorq tADIs)
and horizontal situation indicators (HSIs); air data and other flight
information are being displayed conventionally. The sizes adopted for
the electronic ADI (EADT) and H4SI (MHST) are such that the conventional
lay-out of the transport aircraft panel (with the ADI situated above the
HSI) can be retained. Figure 1 shows the layout of a typical panel using
this configuration.

It is interesting to note that ia one of the current aircraft programmes,
thR primary display of airspeed and Mach number has already found its way
into the FADI, because of the various advantages offered by the flexibility
of the CRT. Ii. this aircraft, a conventional airspeed indicator is
retained in its usual position in the panel, but is used only as a standby
instrument.

In the areas of systems and warning 17.Drmation the current aircraft projects
use CRT display in slightly diftering ways, but in general, one display is
used in conjunction with a number of conventional indicators, to present
the information required for control and monitoring of engines and aircraft
systems such as electrical supply, hydraulics, pressurlsation, etc. whilst
the other CRT displays cautions and alerting messages. This second
electronic display is backed up by conventional warning lights and audio
signals.

It is clear that these display systems still use conventional instrumentation
for a considerable proportion of the total information, end considering
the problems in gaining certification and pilot acceptance which might
have arisen if an attempt had been made to procee4 directly to a full
electronic display system, it is not surprising that develo-pments have
occurred in this way.

However, on an experimental basis, work started nearly ten years ago on a
programme aimed at investigating the feasibility and desirability of
replacing virtually all the conventional instruments on the flight deck
of a transport aircraft with CRT displays, retaining only thq. instruments
required for standby purposes. This work was carried out at the British
Aerospace plant at Weybridge, England, and led to the construction of a
flight deck simulator which was equipped with seven monochrome CRTs,
providing raster-generated displays. Of these, two displays in front
of each pilot provided primary flight and navigational information, and
three units in the centre panel supplied engine, systems, and warning
information. Because of the size of the displays (approximately
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6 in x 6 in) it was necessary to install the primary flight display
(PFD - attitude, air data and heading scale) and navigation display
(ND - compass display or electronic map and radar) side-by-side, instead
of in the conventional positions with the PFD above the ND. Pilot
acceptance of this configuration, with its consequent modification to
the normal scan pattern, was one of the aspects of the display system
subjected to a particularly close scrutiny during the trials in the
simulator.

As a result of providing a full range of CRT displays, with their inherent
flexibility of information content, it proved possible to configure the
simulated flight deck so that all controls and displays were within the
reach of the two pilots, and the Flight Engineer's station was eliminated.
The resulting workload on the pilots was anoth-r subject of close scrutiny.

The result of extensive trials in the simulator was that there was general
agreement that the basic concept of this type of display system and flight
deck lay-out was sound (though it was generally felt that only two systems
displays (SD.) were required), that the side-by-side positioning of the
PFD and ND posed no particular problems to the pilots, and that the
technical feasibility of operating a large transport aircraft with a
two-man crew was established.

The next stage of the development of the Advanced Flight Deck was to confirm
the results of the simulator experiments with flight trials, and it was
agreed that a BAe 1-i aircraft operated by the United Kingdom Ministry
of Defence at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England, shold
be used for this purpose. It was originally proposed that the displays
should be raster-generated on monochrome CRTs, giving close similarity with
those used in the simulator, but during the early stages of the development
of the flight trials hardware, rugged shadow-mask colour CRTs became
available, and it was decided that the final installation must incorporate
tubes of that type. The monochrome displays were completed, and used
for checking out the aircraft installation and for initial flying, but the
system was designed so that display units could be changed, and so that
minimum modifications to symbol generators would be necessary, as soon
as colour display hardware was available.

Consideration of the pos!;ibility of reducing the number of CRTs in a
complete system to six (two PFDs, two NDs, and two SDs) led to the
proposal for a panel lay-out of the form shown in Figure 2, enabling the
display unit size to be increased to 8 in x 8 in. For the first stage
of the flight trials programme, only the PFD and ND at the Captain's
position are installed, the existing instrumentation being retained at
the First Officer's position and in the centre panel.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the experimental installation in the
BAE 1-11. Being a relatively old aircraft, it is equipped with a very
varied collection of sensors which supply data in a wide variety of
formats, and a separate interface unit has been provided, to accept all
the sensor signals and convert them to the serial dig-tal format
(ARINC 429) required for the input to the symbol generators; this unit
would not be required in a modern aircraft, in which the interfacing would
be accommodated within the symbol generators. One symbol generator drives
the PFD and the other drives the ND, but each symbol generator has the
ability to drive both displays, if necessary, and the full display
capability is retained even if one generator fails.
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An external core-store and a paper tape reader are provided so that changes
in display formats can be made during the flight trials, without removing
the equipnent from the aircraft. Interfacing with a general purpose
computer in the aircraft is provided to enable the display system to be
used in conjunction with an area navigation system being used in concurrent
flight trials.

Operation of the aircraft with monochrome display units started in 1980,

and the colour displays will be in use in the Summer of 1981.

DISPLAY SYSTEM CONFIGURATION I

An advanced flight deck display system can be configured in a number of
different ways, depending on the performance capability of the tndividual
units of the system and on the scale of redundancy required. A typical
architecture for the flight and navigation information subsystem in a
transport aircraft is shown in Figure 4. This is based on Symbol
Generator Units (SOUs) capable of accepting multiple data inputs from
the aircraft sensors and able to generate two separate display formats
(PFD and ND) simultaneously. The display units are each capable of

accepting inputs from either of two SGUs. Discrete signals from the
pilots' control panels (P1 CP and P2 CP) select the data source to be used
by earh SGU, and the SGU to provide the display data for each display unit.

This system configuration provides maintenance of full display facilities
after the failuve of a SOU or of a data source, and leaves each pilot with
access to all display data, by time sharing, after a CRT failure,

Figure 5 shows a possible configuration for the systems and warning displays,
in which each SGU normally drives one display unit but is capable of
driving both in the event of failure of the other SGU. The arrangement
of the inputs to the SGUs depends very much on the particular form of
warning system adopted for the aircraft, but is likely to involve warning
computers which provide outputs to both SGUs. Engine and systems
information is likely to come via data converters which change the large
number of separate sensor signals to a common serial digital data format,

rt is clear that the systems configurations depicted in Figures 4 and 5
are only appropriate to aircraft with twin, near-identical display 6ystems,
such as are normally used in transport aircraft. In a military combat
aircraft, similar display system integrity would be achieved by the
provision of multiple symbol generators, and by the facility to transfer
data from one display to another in the event of failure of a CRT or its
associated circuits.

UNITS OF ELECTRONIC DISPLAY SYSTEM

General

Display system hardware currently being proposed for military transport
eircraft applications is generally designed to conform to the civil
requirements defined by ARINC Characteristic 725. This lays down interface
and equipment form-factor requirements based on the current state-of-the-art,
and it may require amendment in the light of future developments. At
present, it leads to a useful degree of standardisation of equipment without
inhibiting developments required for specifically military applications.
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Display Unit

For the flight trials in the SAe 1-11 aircraft described above, display
units designated Form Factor 'D' in ARINC 725 are used. These units
have overall dimensions of 8 in x 8 in x 14 in, and incorporate a CRT
which provides an active display area of 6.5 in x 6.5 in. For installations
requiring smaller display units, other sizes, such as ARINC Form Factor IC'
6.25 in x 6.25 in x 14 in, giving an active display area of 5 in x 5 in
are available.

The rigged shadow-mask tube used in these display units typically have
a resolution of approximately 76 colour triads per inch (about three
times the resolution of the tube in a domestic television receiver), each
coloulr dot being approximately 0.004 inch in diameter. The interstices
of the screen are normally matt black, giving a low reflectivity to
ambient light, and therefore improving the contxast of the display. Further
contrast enhancement may be provided by an externally-mounted filter. Both
delta and in-line e'lectron gun configurations have been used for these CRTs;
the in-line arrangement is generally accepted as enabling simpler methods
of convergence correction to be used, and giving better spot definition.

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of a typical display unit. It has provision
for dual deflectinn, video and chrominance inputs, to allow for connection
to two separate SGUs, and selection between the two is by means of a
discrete from the PCP. The deflection signals are shaped to provide the
necessary screen geometry correction, and are fed to the deflection
amplifiers. When operating in raster mode (for radar display, for example)
an energy recovery circuit is switched into operation, providtng fast fly-
back for the appropria+'e deflection signal with minimwn power penalty.
Convergence correction ic derived from the deflection signals via a matrix,
and operates on the convergence yoke of the CRT. Writing speeds of
approximately 0.04 in/microsecond in stroke writing and 0.12 in/microsecond
in raster, are achieved.

Video and ohrominance signals are fed to a microprocessor, together with
inputs from a display brightness control on the PCP and from ambient light
senaors fitted on tho front of the display unit case. The microprocessor
controls the operation of colour selection and video drive circuits. A
phosphor protection system is provided, which blanks the display in the
event of faults much as failure of the deflection system, which ýoould
otherwise ba likely to result in burning of the screen.

All the power supplies required in the display unit are derived from the
aircraft 115 V 400 Hz single phase supply. The power dissipation is
typically in the region of 100 W, and provision is made for cooling by
means of air which is arranged to circulate round the CRT neck components
and the electronic circuit blocks grouped in that region.

SYmbol Generator Unit

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of a typical SGU. For the civil market,
msuch a unit is contained in a 6 MCU came as defined by ARINC 600, with
overall dimensions 7.5 in wide x 7.64 in high x 12.5 in long. It has
provA sion for forced cooling, and dissipates approximately 110 W. The
mass of the unit is less than 10 kg. Alternative modes of packaging the
unit could be developed to meet the particular installation requirements
of combat aircraft.
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Provision is made for dual inputs of data in each of three formats - serial
digital (ARINC 429), discrete signals, and high speed digital data from weather
radar equipment. Selection betweeh the dual inputs is made by means of
discrete signals from the PCP. The digital inputs are decoded and checked
for transmission integrity and are then loaded into a buffer store; the
processor extracts the information from the store and manipulates it into a
form suitable to drive the vector generator. Deflection and bright-up signals,
together with colour descriptions for the symbols in the cursive part of the
displays, are produced by the vector g'nerator, which also generates the outline
of the sky/ground shading of the PFD and writes it into the flight display
video memory.

The selected weather radar input is decoded and passed to a processor, where
it is converted from the polar co-ordinate form in which it is transmitted
to the cartesian form in which it is displayed, and is also scaled and combined
with aircraft heading and groundspeed data, and stored in the navigation
display video memory.

The digital outputs from the vector generator and the two video memories are
time multiplexed to produce the flight and navigation displays. Two buffered
outputs of each display format are provided, so that it is possible to drive
four display units (in two pairs) from a single SGU.

Thu cursive symbology in the displays is refreshed at 80 Hm, and the 2 1 1
interlaced raster used for the skyground shading in the PFD and weather radar
overlay in the ND in refreshed at 40/80 Hz. Cursive symbology can be called up
in any one of fifteen colours, and raster areas of the displays in seven colours.

Pilots' Control Panels

The form of control panel used in an electronic display system depends upon
the particular system configuration which is used, but certain functions are
necessary for all types of system. These include oont-ols for overall
display brightness, brightness balance between cursive and raster parts of
display, map/compass rose, map scale and radar range, radar on/off, decision
height selector, and tnat mode.

DISPLAY FORMATS

General
Much ground-based work to establish optimum display formats for transport aircraft
operations has already been carried out in a variety of simulators, but there
exists a relatively emall amount of experience in the use of colour CRT displays
actually in flight. It is to be expected that as flight experience builds up,
some modifications to display content and to the shape and colour of symbols
may be required. It is at the same time the great advantage of an electronic
display system (to the operator) and the great disadvantage (to the hard-pressed
engineer) that such changes can be affected late in the development of a system
without disastrous costs for re-design and re-installation of hardware.

The total amount of information in each display clearly depends on the area
available, and as has already bean stated, the relatively small display
shortly going into service in commercial aircraft have to be supported by a
significant number of conventional instruments, whereas the large displays
being evaluated in the Eae 1-11 aircraft require only a small number of stand-by
instruments.
Primary Fliuht Display

The format used in the 8 in x 8 in display in the BAe 1-11 is shown in
Figure 8. This shows how the basic T-configuration familiar to all
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transport aircraft pilots is provided# although the full navigation display
is located at the side of the PFD rather than below it. The forms of the
individual parts of the display have deliberately been made to resemble
those of conventional instruments, to minimise the familiarisation period
for pilots transferring to the new display system. At the same time, a
number of features are provided which are only possible because of the
flexibility of the CRT display. These include a full range, single scale,
single pointer airspeed indicator, with a sensitivity of 100 kt per revolution
of the pointer, limit speed data which are only in view during the appropriate
phase of the flight, and specific indication as to whether the datum setting
for the altimeter is QFE, QNH, or standard.

Colour is used, in addition to position and pattern, to differentiate
between the various types of information in the display. Thus, at the
present state of development, white is used for elements indicating the
present performance of the aircraft (speed, height, etc), magenta is used
to indicate selections made by the pilot (selected speed, height, heading, etc),
green is used for fixed scales, and red for warning information. Pictorial
parts of the display are presented in traditional colourst for example,
an amber aircraft symbol is used in the attitude display, together with
blue 'sky' and brown 'earth'.

Full information is given on the state of engagement of the autopilot/
flight director and auto-throttle systems, showing both armed and engaged
modes. In the case of an aircraft equipped for automatic landing,
the landing phase indicator would also be incorporated in the PFD.

smaller sizes of display are generally similar, though with a restricted

information content. Figure 9 shows a typical 6 in x 5.5 in PPD.

"Navigation Display

Figure 10 shows the BAs 1-i1 ND in the map mode. The same conventions have
been adopted for the use of colour as in the PFD. The weather radar return
can be overlaid on the map, giving an immediate indication of the position
of storm activity relative to the planned flight path. The scale of the
map and the range setting of the radar are selected by a single control
on the PCP to ensure compatibility at all times. In the electronic
display systems currently under development, the storage and processing
of the data required for the construction of the map display is carried
out in the flight management system rather than in the display system.

Full details of the operation of the radio/navigation system are given
in alpha-numeric form at the sides of the ND. These include selected
frequencies, waypoint data, and time and groundspeed information.

In the compass rose mode, selected on the PCP, the centre part of the ND
provides heading and radio/navigational information in the same format
as in a conventional HSI,

Systems Displays

Since the experimental display system installed in the BAe 1-11 aircraft
at present includes only the PFD and ND in the Captain's panel, less
detailed work has been carried out in the systems display area than in
the case of the other displays. However, preliminary studies have
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generated various display formats, oa which Figure 11 shows an example.
This is a display of primary engine information for a 2-engine aircraft, to
together with performance monitoring data for main aircraft systems.

it is perhaps in the systems area that the flexibility of the CRT display
becomes most useful, since it enables detailed information on the state
of any of the aircraft systems to be displayed on demand. It is also
possible for the appropriate format to be displayed automatically in
the event of a malfunction, so that corrective action can be initiated
with minimum delay.

Caution and warning information (which will be displayed on the second
S•stems Displa"' is processed so that i4n the event of multiple warnings
(much as would occur in the event of an engine failure) the appropriate
priority order for corrective actions can be indicated in the display.

HUMAN FACTORS

When CRTs were first considered as a possible means of displaying flight
information to pilots, doubts were expressed as to their acceptability
from the human factors point of view. Although flight experience with
these displays is limited, there are no indications that any serious
problem exists. Various5s8udies of human factors aspects of airborne CRT
displays, have been made a , and these have provided ground rules for
the design of the equipment for evaluation in the BA. 1-11 aircraft.

The rate at which a CRT display is refreshed must be considered carefully,
in order to avoid perceptible flicker, which is likely to be most apparent
in display units viewed peripherally. The actual refresh rate that is
acceptable depends on the particular phosphors used in the CRT screenj
short persistence phosphors require a higher refresh rate than long
persistence types, to avoid flicker. In the case of phosphors of the P22
type commonly used in colour CRTs for airborne displays, a 50 Hz refresh
rate is satisfactory for most observers, and the 80 Hz rate commonly used
provides a wide safety margin. The higher frequency also reduces the
noticeability of the jump effect (which is in any case not perceived by
all observers)i this is manifested as an apparent movement of the display
when the observer's point of fixation scans across it, and ic due to the
interaction between the moving fixation point and the refresh pattern of
the display. The effect is not peculiar to colour CRTs, and may be detected
by some observers in any periodically refreshed display.

It is frequently suggested that the use of a large number of CRT displays
in the flight deck may cause additional crew-fatigue problems; a number of
lengthy operations carried out in the BAe simulator failed to produce
any evidence of this.

Much work has been carried out on the use of colour in CRT and other displays
and magy of the associated perceptual problems have been studied in some
detail . Typical of these is the apparent change in the perceived colour
of a display element with changing display luminance, ambient conditions,
and state of adaptation of the observer. It will be impossible to say with
certainty that the solutions found to these problems are fully satisfactory
until equipment of this type has been in service for an appreciable period
of time. One of the functions of the micro-processor in the display unit,
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described earlier, is to adjust the colour content of the display in such a
way that the subjective brightness and colour contrast between different
elements of the display remains balanced over the whole luminance range of
the display.

Any light emitting display must have its brightness varied when the ambient
illumination changes, it uniform display contrast is to be maintained, and
in the case of airborne CRT displays this is done by an automatic system
controlled by signals from sensors mounted on the front of the display
units. In addition, to counteract the effect on the pilots' eyes of high
light levels outside the aircraft (such as sunlight reflected off white
clouds) an additional input to the automatic brightness control system can
be provided from a forward-looking sensor.

Although the screens of the CRTM used for airborne displays normally use
pigmented phosphors in a black matrix to minimise reflectance of ambient
light, it in still necessary to provide some form of optical filtering
to ensure adequate display visibility under all conditions. In single-seat
cockpits directional mesh filters provide useful contrast enhancement,
but the acceptance angle of this type of filter is inherently low, and makes
it unsuitable for use in a transport aircraft, where cross-monitoring
between Captain's and First officer's displays must be possible. The
simplest form of filter for this application is a neutral density type,
which provides twice as much attenuation of unwanted ambient light as
it does of the light emitted by the CRT. An alternative approach, also
suitable for wide-angle viewing, is to use an absorption filter with three
pass bands arranged to match the wavelengths of the principal emissions
of the three colour phosphors. Such filters provide a somewhat higher
performance than the neutral density type, but currently at higher cost.
Any filter which is used is required to be bonded on to the CRT face, and
to have an anti-reflection coating on its outer surface, in order to minimise
the effect of the additional, potentially reflecting surfaces.

Application of available technology has made it possible to design and
manufacture colour CRT displays which should be capable of meeting all the
requirements imposed by human performance capability. If extensive flight
experience shows that modifications are desirable in such areas as the
colour or shape of particular symbols, these can be effected, as has already
been pointed out, without major hardware chanqes.

ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONIC DISPIAYS

When considering the desirability of equipping a cockpit or flight deck with
a fully comprehensive electronic d.splay system, there are two major issues
to be settledi

what advantages and disadvantages does an electronic display
system have compared with a conventional instrument fit?

0 what advantages and disadvantages does a system based on
colour CRTs have comipared with a monochrome system?

Regarding the first question, there are both economic and operational
advantages in equipping an aircraft with electronic displays.
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From the economic point of view, an electronic display system already offers
an advantage over conventional displays in cost of procurementi a recent
study indicated a saving of more than 30% in the cost of a complete display
installation for a large transport aircraft, and a corresponding advantage
can be expected in the case of a combat aircraft. A similar, or greater,
saving in cost of ownership will be achieved, since electronic displays
are amenable to a high degree of automatic testing, and require a relatively
small amount of highly skilled labour for their maintenance. In addition,
application of the flexibility of electronic displays provides the
possibility of configuring a transport flight deck for two-man operation,
the economic advantages of which may be of more value in the military
environment than in the civil, where there is stronq opposition to the
two-vian crew concept from many pilots' unions.

This same flexibility provides the main operational advantage of the
electronic display system: integration in which the pilot is not currently
interested can be suppressed fit:iio the displave. Whereas in the past the
pilot has been confronted witi` ̂ l the information all the time, and has
had to filter out mentally the items in which he is interested, it is now
possible to effect at least some of this filtering by suitable organisation
of the programming of the display symbol generators, which has the effect
of reducing the pilot workload. There is also the advantage of being
able to integrate information from various sources in a way which has not
been possible previously.

A further advantage which arises from the flexibility of electronic displays
is that all information is still available to the pilot, on a time sharing
basis, after the failure of one display unit. In a conventional display
system, in the event of failure of an instrument, the information it
provides can only be obtained from a standby source, or by deduction from
the readings of still-serviceable instruments. The two types of display
system can be made comparable in their ability to withstand the effects
of failures of data sources and processing devices with minimum inconvenience
to the crew.

Thus both operational and economic considerations favour the introduction
of electronic display systems, and the economic balance is likely to come
down even more firmly in favour of the advanced displays in the future
than it does at present.

Considering now the comparison between monochrome and colour display systems,
it is generally accepted that there is a clear (though unquantifiable)
operational advantage in using colour. In a purely symbolic display,
although sound design dictates that correct interpretation of the information
provided should not depend absolutely on co.lour contrast between symbols,
the appropriate use of colour reinforces shape and position coding of
information, and makes interpretation of the display easier. In the
case of the display of sensor-derived images there will in some cases, such
as low light television, be no use for colour, but in other cases, such as
infra-red and radar, the use of colour generated during the processing
of the sensor data can greatly case the interpretation of the display.
Similarly the ability to superimpose colour rather than monochrome symbology
on a real-world image has great advantages operationally.
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From the point of view of resolution a shadow-mask colour CRT inevitably
compares unfavourably with a monochrome tubel although the high resolution
type of colour tube already described provides entirely adequate cursively
generated symbolic displays, it would not exploit fully the available
resolution of an 875 line raster picture. This limitation would not apply
in the case of a penetration phosphor type of colour CRT, although the
problems make this type unsuitable for raster displays.

The brightness of the display produced by shadow mask CRTs is at present
less than that available with some monochrome tubes, but with suitable
contrast enhancement filtering, such as that provided by a narrow-angle
directionaul filter, adequate visibility of the display can be ensured, even
when raster generation is used.

The question of the relative complexity, and therefore reliability, of
monochrome and colour display systems is being studied in some detail
at present. it is anticipated that, although a decision to instal
colour dieplay ec~iipment is likely to involve a marginal loss of overall
reliability, this loss will be so small that it will be offset by the
greatly improved operating characteristics of the colour system.

CONCLUSION

'Airaraft instrumentation is on the point of taking what is probably the
biggest single step forward that has happened in the whole history of
flying. From the earliest days of flying until the present day, virtually
all the primary information available in the cockpit has been presented by
mechanical and electro-mechanical devices. Now, within the space of
a few years, CRT displays will be appearing in ever-increasing numbers
of aircraft, both military and civil. At present only a limited amount
of information is being displayed electronically, but that amount will
soon include much of the information that is vital to the safe and
efficient operation of the aircraft.

It seems likely that before many more years have passed, all high performance
aircraft will be equipped with all-electronic display systems, with
conventional instruments retained only for standby purposes. This will
realise to the full the operational and economic advantages which modern
display technology can offer.
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HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY SYMBOLOGY FOR HELICOPTER LANDING ON SMALL SHIPS

SShawn T. Donley Theodor A. Dukes

Naval Air Development Center Dynasyst, Inc.
Warminster, PA Princeton, NJ

SUMMARY

ý,Helmet Mounted Display symbology has been designed to aid in landing a
specific helicopter, the SH-2F, on small ships, utilizing the NAVTOLAND
Precision Landing Guidance System. A "maximal" display for single-pilot opera-
tion and a "minimal" display for two-pilot operation have been developed, both
without head tracking. The "maximal" display provides all, the necessary flight
information in three modes for localizer acquisition, approach, and hover.
Novel symbology is introduced for aiding the pilot in localizser acq~isition
under high wind conditions and for glide slope and looalizer tracking during
approach. The "minimal" display symbology relies on adtive participation by
the co-pilot via verbal communication. In this display the preeentation of
the positioning information is based on the doppler Direction Velocity
Indicator panel instrument format throughout approach and hover.

INTWODUCTION

The Navy has undertaken an integrated program for the development of V/STOL
(rotary and fixed wing) hover and landing capability under adverse conditions.
Criteria under consideration include operations in obscure ceiling/700-foot
visibility and through sea state 5, on both aviation atzd non-aviation ships
(Figure 1).

The Navy Vertical Takeoff and Landing (NAVTOLAND) program is addressing
all elements of the V/STOL shipboard landing problem, including the Precision
Landing Guidance System (PLCS), aircraft flight controls and cockpit displays,
Visual Landitig Aids (VIA) and piloting techniques. For manual approach and
landing in adverse weather, effective integration of cockpit displays with
aircraft control characteristics is required. Status informat.on must be
matched to the piloting task, and command information must account for the
aircraft flying qualities as augmented by the electronic flight control system.

Display media must also be appropriate for tho task and compatible for
installation in a pacticular aiUftame. The Head-Up Display (HUD) and head down
Multi-Purpose Display (MPD) in fined wing V)STOL (AV-8B) provide adequate
display media for Instrument Meteorological Condition (IMC) approach, and to
some degree for final hover and landing as well. Representative reviewq on this
subject are Reterences [i] through [11].
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The head-down instruments found in helicopters, however, require strict
crew coordination procedures for IMC approach and pose problems for effective
transition to head-up flight after breakout, e~pecially with reduced weather
minima. Head-up displays are typically found only in attack helicopters and
pruvide a limited field-of-view.

In recent years, the helicopter community has effectively pursued use of
.Aelmet Mounted Displays (HMD) for target designation and for enhanced low
visibility, low altitude operations. Visual augmentation using infrared (IR)
or low light level sensors rtotobined with artificial symbology has been

* "investigated (References (121 through (16]).

it is appropriate then to consider the potential of an HMD for the ship-
board IMC approach and landing task. In this role, the HMD is envisioned as
a medium to display symbology only, since unaided visual cmntact with the ship
is possible during the final phase of the approach even in the weather condi-
tions under consideration. Furthermore, utilization of an HMD without head
position tracking would simplify aircraft installation.

There are undoubtedly numerous human factor questions raised by such an
implementation (e.g., disorientation). In order to begin addressing these
questions, two candidate display formats for an 1HD without head tracker have
been developed for use in an SH-2F helicopter, Since the Mfr) is to be used
only for the approach- and landing task, the Helmet Display Unit (HDU) of the
Honeywell Integrated Helmet and Display Sight System (IHADSS) has been
selected as the baseline hardware set (Figure 2). The HDU clips onto the
pilot's helmet and thus alleviates the need of carrying the extra HDU weight
(12 oz) throughout the miss-4n.

The goal of the Helmet Mounted Display symbology design presented here is
to aid the pilot in performing landings on small non-aviation ships by means
of utilizing the information available from the NAVTOLAND Precision Landing
Guidance System and from other airborne sensors. The following constraints
are significant:

(a) The specific helicopter to be considered is the SH-2F with its
present Automatic Stability Equipment (ASE) and the instrument
panel left unchanged

(b) No head tracker is to be used

(c) Extra training and proficiency flying required for the display
is to be as little as possible.

Constraint (b) implies that the display should not be of the contact
analog ("forward looking") type. The concept employed can be called a "helmet
mounted instrument panel," enabling the pilot to avoid confusing overlapping
of symbols and certain elements, like light sources, in the vie'v of the ship.
This combination of symbology and outside view is similar to helmet-fixed
symbology superimposed on an IR display where the orientation of the swivelling
IR sensor is governed by the pilot's head movements. Such a system is being
flown successfully in the Surrogate Trainer for the U.S. Army Advanced Attack
Helicopter.
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Constraints (c) and (a) dictate a design philosophy that strongly utilizes
the present training and experience of SH-2F pilots with the existing flight
control system and cockpit instruments.

Two solutions. different in format and in content, have been synthesized
and are presented here. A "maximal" display, intended for single-pilot opera-
tion, has three different modes, from localizer acquisition to hover, utilizing
a moving-map type horizontal format throughout and introducing novel vertical
display symbology derived from visual and instrument information used today.

A "minimal" display is synthesized based on the assumption that the co-
pilot actively participates in the approach by providing the pilot with
monitoring information verbally, This display utilizes essentially a single
format throughout the approach, using error and error rate symbology derived
from the Direction Velocity Indicator (DVI) panel instrument, with true
situation shown only near hover.

The following principles were formulated as guidelines for the detailed
design%

1. The information displayed on the HMD should eliminate the need to
look inside the cockpit, except in response to warning.

2. Motions of display elements should not be in conflict with any
panel display of similar information, especially insofar as
evoked control modes are concerned.

3. The symbology chosen for various display modes should be "natural"
in order to minimize the time and effort needed for familiariza-
tion and training.

4, Digital display of information may be used for monitoring purposes
but not for continuous control loop closures.

In the following, the proposed display symbology is described in detail,
including the reasoning for the choices of its various elements and features.
The availability of a stroke-writing symbol generator is assumed,

A "MAXIMAL" DISPLAY FOR SINGLE-PILOT OPERATION

The Basic Display Format

The format common to all display modes of the "maximal" display involves
elements of flight information that are available on the basic instrument
panel. The central area of the display is to be reserved for various modes
conveying positioning information, from localizer acquisition to hover.
Because no head tracker is to be used, any resemblance between symbol move-
ments and relative movements of outside objects should generally be avoided.
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Display Principles 1., 2. and 4. govern the design of the basic display
format. In order to minimize the difficulty of transitioning from cockpit
instruments to the HM symbolojy, as much information as possible is arranged
resembling the instrument panel (Figure 3) so that the basic scanning pattern
is not very different. Therefore, much of the important instrument informa-
tion is arranged at the bottom of the display area. The center piece in this
area is the sketch of the attitude gyro, with bank angle indicator, turn needle
and side slip ball. Several of the instruments indicated iW Figure 3 are not
represented in the basic 14MD format; some, because they convey information that
is to be included in the appropriate displuy mode in the central area, others,
because they are not considered primary information for the flight phases at
hand. Automatic warnings must be flashed on the display when instruments not
shown on the HMD indicate trouble (Figure 4).

In addition to the gyro display the following information is shown in
speed, percent rpm and percent torque. Given the use of the ASE, all of

these indications ere only to be monitored while positioning of the helicopter
is to be performed based on the central-area information. For this reason it
is proposed that these instrument readings be shown in digital form. The
arrangement shown in Figure 4 resembles closely the relative locations of the
respective instruments on the panel in relation to the gyro, Exceptions are
that the rpm informatio.n is moved to the left of the air speed read-out so
that it does not Lntrude into the central area, and that the ground speed is
shown below the airspeed, in place of the bearing-distance-heading indicator.
The moving heading scale is across the top of the display area. A rate-of-
climb scale is shown on the left-hand side of the central area. An area on
the right hand side is reserved for warning information.

In order to minimize the chances of disorientation, it is important that
the pilot be aware of his head angle with respect to the airframe at all
times. The fixed elements on the 1*W provide a "frame" which can be related
to cockpit features (e.g., instruments, windshield frame).

In the following sections, central-area display modes for localizer acqui-
sition, approach and hover are described.

Localizer Acquisition .LAI

In the sequence of flight phases during approach and landing, the purpose
of the first display mode is to aid the pilot in localizer acquisition. In
high sea states the mean wind velocity is likely to be high which complicates
the prediction of the flight path in a turn. This is considered the dominant
problem in this flight phase.

The display needed for enhancing localizer acquisition is essentially a
navigation mode with nominal approach path information to be added. Only a
horizontal display is needed in the central area because this maneuver is per-
formed at an altitude which can be held adequately by the ASE, or by the pilot
using the altimeter and rate of climb information available on the display.
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The scaling of the horizontal display in the LA mode is determined so that no
ucal.e change should be necessary during several minutes before localizer
acquisition is completed. Assuming an air speed of 80 knots during this
flight phase as the design point, a range of 3 miles allows seeing ahead for
more than two minutes and gives adequate lateral range for a standard turn
diameter.

The first significant element in this display mode is the presentation of
the nominal approach path when the helicopter's relative location (range and
azimuth) with respect to the ship and the nominal approach angle are known.
In addition to the nominal approach line the following information is
considered quite useful for the horizontal situation display: the orientation
of the ship with respect to the approach path and its direction of travel, and
the point on the approach path where tip-over should be performed assuming
that the helicopter stays at the same altitude. The ship can be shown as a
small, symbol or as an arrow at the end of the approach line (Figure 5). If
the ship itself is off scale then it should appear where the approach line
terminates, with a gap between the line and the ship symbol; the gap is to
disappear when the ship is within range and then the ship symbol appears
attached to the end of the approach lins.

In order to assist the pilot in planning his turn onto the approach path,
two dotted antennae-like symbols emanate from the aircraft symbol. These
lines represent the ground tracks for left and right nominal turning flight
paths. In the simplest case, with no wind, these paths are half circles
which are calculated based on the helicopter ground speed and the predetermined
turn rate for a 2-minute 3600 turn. For cross-checking purposes, and also in
the case of inoperative automatic turn coordination, the needle-ball presenta-
tion at the bottom of thw gyro can be used. Ideally, a turn should be flown in
such a fashion that the nominal approach line becomes tangential to the nominal
turn path when localizer acquisition is completed. Only constant-heading-rate
turns are considered here.

Automatic turn coordination (zero side force) has been ranked among the
highest priorities for feedback augmentation of helicopters and it im assumed
available under the flight conditions considered here. The sketch in
Figure 6 indicates that a horizontal force component perpendicular to the
helicopter x-axis has components both perpendicular to and along the flight
path. The former causes the flight path to curve while the latter represents
an accelerating or decelerating force component depending upon the direction
of the turn. The implication is that longitudinal control must be applied by
the pilot or by the ASE in order to maintain the airspeed. Changes in
ground speed occur during a turn unless a significant effort is made to main-
tain it constant, but no good reason can be seen to make this a requirement.
The kinematics of turning helicopter flight is analyzed in Reference [17); a
simplified approximation for level turns with constant airspeed, based on a
quasi-stationary analysis, results in very simple on-line calculations to
obtain the dotted "antennae"; each consecutive dot represents a 15 deg
absolute heading increment. Figure 7 illustrates the changing shape of the
antennae as the wind direction changes in the course of a turn. The accuracy
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of the predicted turn path can be monitored easily throughout the turn and
appropriate modifications of the turn rate can be made to compensate for
approximations and instrumentation errors, or for inadequate turn rate
tracking during part of the turn,

Two more features might be added to the LA display if unused computa-
tional capacity is available. The first addresses the problem of timing the
turn initiation when the approach path is moving sideways because it is at an
angle with respect to the ship's line of travel. If the ship's speed is
known, then a straightforward calculation can predict where the approach path
would be located when it come nearest a nominal turn initiated immediately
(see the double line segments in Figures 5 and 7). Under ideal conditions the
turn should be initiated when the predictor path element becomes a tangent of
the turn path. This element then remains tangential to the turn path through-
out the standard turn while its distance from the actual moving approach path
decreases to zero by the time localizer acquisition is completed. In the
absence of such a predictor symbol the pilot must perform the prediction.

The second feature that might be added at significantly greater expense

in computational capacity would provide bank angle commands throughout the

turn. At each point along the nominal path the bank angle needed to provide
the required flight path curvature can be calculated. In view of the small
bank angles and the rather lax accuracy requirements in localimer acquisiton,
this feature is only mentioned but is not recommended.

The localizer acquisition takes place at an altitude and a distance from
the ship where head-down flying is quite acceptable. Therefore, the informa-
tion and symbology devised here is not tied uniquely to an M but could be
shown instead on an available panel-mounted tactical or other CRT display.

Approach and Deceleration to Hover (AP)

Localizer acquisition can be considered accomplished when the helicopter
is in approximately straight line flight, its flight path orientation is
within only a few degrees from the nominal path, the helicopter is within
localizer range, and the range to the ship is decreasing. Switching to the
Approach Mode can be done by the pilot when he deems it appropriate, or
automatically based on the criteria above which have been formulated so that
mode switching does not occur during an excessive overshoot.

The various horizontal velocity components playing a role in approach
path tracking are shown in Figure 8. The helicopter motion with respect to
the nominal approach reference line is affected by the airspeed, the inherent
side slip, the wind velocity and the ship velocity vectors. In the case of a
stern approach the situation is simplified by the fact that the nominal approach
reference line does not translate orthogonally to its direction.

In order to enhance the pilot's tracking task a velocity vector must be
displayed. There are two alternatives available. The ground velocity vector
along the ground track, in general, must be at an angle with the nominal
approach line in order to stay on the nominal path. This angle can be
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calculated as 6ha sirn'1 ((V sin Ysa)/Vhg) where V. and Vhg are the ship and
helicopter velocities and Ysa is the angle between the ship velocity vector
and the nominal approach line. The nominal end point of the helicopter ground
velocity vector can be calculated and shown on the display.

The other alternative, using the same information, is to display the
helicopter ground velocity component as referenced to the nominal approach
line. This in the alternative proposed for the approach mode because tracking
the nominal approach line is then essentially the same in the case of 'Ysa 0 0
as when Yaa - 0 (Figure 9). From the pilot's viewpoint, the effect of a
laterally translating approach line is the same as that, of an additional wind
component orthogonal to a non-translating nominal path.

As the approach speed is decreased, appropriate heading changes must be
made, An experienced pilot is likely to anticipate most of the required
change. Throughout, it is assumed that the pilot is using the ASE and is
flying longitudinal trim while the automatic turn coordination keeps the ball
centered even if there is no banking. It appears desirable to have the ASE
in altitude-hold in this phase of the approach. For the present discussion it
is assumed that the initial altitude before tip-over is such that after this
maneuver there is adequate flying time available to establish Slide slope
tracking before the decelerating phase begins.

As long as the altitude is held constant or is not yet a crucial flight
variable, the horizontal display provides sufficient information, When the
explicitly marked tip-over point is approximately one-half minute flying time
away, a horizontal scale change is in order and glide-slope referenced
vertical information must be made available, A presentation of ILS needles
might be used for this purposel this alternative has been rejected because the
cross hair panel instrument above the gyro, the Direction Velocity indicator,
represents a horizontal display and therefore evokes a different control
response.

In the search for a solution the following line of thought evolved. The
dominant reason for using an HMD or a HUD is that the pilot wants to make
visual contact with the ship as soon as he can, Therefore, it is considered
desirable that the pertinent information during approach be presented in the
central display area in an uncluttered way. Today's pilot training and
experience is based on visual approaches, with valuable cues provided by a
Fresnel lens system ("meat ball") or other vertical guidance and the "hockey
stick" appearance of approach and drop line lights. The closer the symbology
resembles conditions flown routinely the less extra training and additional
proficiency flying is necessary. The symbology for the vertical plane infor-
mation proposed below combines and enhances the cues available from the
hockey stick and the meat ball.

Figure 10 shows sketches of three different views of a landing platform
and, below them, the symbology derived from these views. The vertical informa-
tion (above/below nominal path) is derived from the fact that a shallower/
steeper than nominal view of the platform changes the aspect ratio of its
visual image. This is purposely exaggerated in the Figure in order to enhance
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the resolution along the vertical axis. The centers of the two circles repre-
sent the points where the drop line and the extended approach line intersect
the deck surface. The reference line, not available in the outside world, is
provided so that the top circle is halved when the helicopter is on the nominal
glide slope. The circle radius represents an angular glide slope deviation
and the nominal. spacing of the two circles is such that they would coincide
at zero degree. As the absolute glide path deviations indicated by the circles
shrink with decreasing range, there is to be a change-over from the angular
representation to a linear representation.

The upper half of this symbology is designed to make it resemble a Fresnel
lens system. In other words, the reference lines can be thought of as
stabilized datum lines for a meatball at the bottom of the extended center
line. For vertical error rate information, an arrow is added to the upper
circle, as indicated in the sketches in Figure 10. No special symbol for loca-
lizer error rate is added because that information is perceptible from the
changing shape of the hockey stick and is shown explicitly by the approach
A-elouity vector in the horizontal display.

.A The vertical plane symbology set is placed above the horizontal displ&y
A. area so that the ship symbol of the horizontal display and the vertical display

symbology set move together at all times. This assures n rather natural
relationship by seeing the vertical information "looking down" along the
approach line. A composite sketch of a "snapshot" of the resulting approach
display mode just before tip-over, with glideslope and localiter errors,
is shown in Figure 11.

Throughout the approach mode a digital readout of the closing rate
appears at the left of the stationary aircraft aymbol where it is cross-
checked easily with the airspeed (as long as that is reliable) and the ground-
speed shown at the left of the gyro. When a sensor output is unruliable its
read-out is to disappear. The digital read-out of the range to the ship is
shown next to the ship symbol at all times.

The approach of the tip-over point is shown by a bug traveling along the
numinal approach line, and it can also be perceived on the hockey stick display
because the tipper circle is moving more rapidly toward its reference lines as
the helicopter approaches the nominal glide path. During and after tip-over,
until deceleration begins, the primary information for approach path tracking
can be obtained from the vertical plane symbology.

The next phase of the approach is the deceleration to hover, identified
by some pilots as the most taxing part of the approach under adverse condi-
tions at night. It must be assumed that under extreme conditions the ship is
not yet visible when deceleration is to be initiated. Fortunately, with the
NAVTOLAND PLGS, it is possible to give the pilot adequate position and error
information if some simple kinematic relationships are utilized. The point
along the approach path where deceleration is to be initiated can be determined
easily based on the known initial closing rate if the nominal deceleration of
the closing rate in assumed to be a straightforward function of range only.
For the purpose of this paper, constant deceleration is used as reference.
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It is proposed that the pilot have the option of selecting a deceleration
of -. 1g or -,05g. Under adverse weather conditions pilots may well opt for
the slower deceleration if they have appropriate information on their display
to met up the deceleration and to stay within acceptable tracking errors even
before they have a direct view of the ship. The display feature described
below is designed to provide significant help to this effect,

The U.S. Army Avioniics Research and Development Activity has developed and
simulator-tested a nonlinear scaling of the velocity vector in the final
approach phase (Reference [i1]). The essence of this idea is that keeping the
tip of the properly scaled velocity vector on the desired landing spot as
displayed in a horizontal plane results in a proscribed deceleration time
history depending on the scaling of the velocity vector, For example, linear
scaling results in an exponential decay of approach speed. It can be shown
easily that quadratic scaling, i.e., making the approach velocity vector
proportional to the square of the closing rate, would yield constant decelera-
tion under idealized conditions. Such a feature is incorporated in the proposed
display.

Depending on the preselected value of deceleration an automatic scale
change is to occur at a range of 1,000 ft or 2,000 ft and at the same time the
ship symbol changes to a properly oriented landing pad. In this final approach
mode the magnitude of the approach velocity vector at any given initial closing
rate is equal to the easily pro-calculated distance of the ship symbol from the
point where deceleration is to begin. The transitioning from constant airspeed
to deceleration occurs when the ship symbol reaches the vector tip; from that
time on the pilot must keep the vector tip on the ship symbol while making
appropriate collective adjustments based on the glide slope error information.
The described feature allows the pilot significant freedom to modulate the
idealized procedure. He may choose the location where he wants to come to a
hover and he may choose to apply larger or smaller decelerations over parts of
the final approach. Making the appropriate corrections in case the initiation
of the deceleration occurred somewhat late is also straightforward. In order
to improve the tracking accuracy a final scale change in the approach mode
should occur at 500 ft range,

In order to assure a smooth transition to hover the approach mode of the
display is to be terminated at 100 ft from the nominal landing sp9t and the
display should switch automatically to the hover mode described in the next
section,

Hover Mode

By the time the switching to the hover mode occurs, detailed features of
the ship are in sight, It is an unresolved question whether, from this point
on, artificial symbology - the moving image of the ship would be used by
pilots in actual flight although, at least in principle, the stabilized and
well defined position information on a display may make hovering and maneu-
vering near hover easier'than flying based on the moving ship reference. The
goal of devising a hover display mode is to provide the pilot with the beat
possible information so that he may use the symbology as a significant source
of information.
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The hover display symbology is rhown in Figure 12. The stationary air-
craft symbol is inscribed in a circle representing the rotor to scale in order
to provide innate perception of the horizontal scaling factor. The ship
landing area is represented by a rectangle, also to scale, shown at the proper
bearing, with the proper orientation. The nominal touch-down point is marked
by a circle. For a linear control law the velocity vector tip should be kept
on the "target" as mentioned in the preceding jection in connection with
proportional vector scaling.

The scale on the left can be used both for vertical position error and for
rate indication if the center reference point on the scale denotes the nominal
hover height and zero rate of climb. The actual hover height is indicated by
two symbols moving together on the two sides of the scale; they are shaped to
suggest a pair of wheels.

For illustration, the bottom of the vertical scale in Figure 12 represents
the deck if it were not moving at a nominal hover height of 50 ft. The small
reference circle shown there together with the two assuciated reference lines
can be moved to any desired nominal hover height. Significant realism can be
added to the display if landing spot motion information is transmitted to the
hovering helicopter, This information can be used to show deck displacements
in heave and sway as well as the deck roll angle. This motion being confirmed
continuously by the moving background outside may contribute significantly to
the confidence in the information displayed via the symbology.

No matter how good and successful a hover display proves to be, a nagging
question remains to be addressed: what if the display fails while hovering?
Obviously the pilot must have the capability to land safely based on visual
cues with the help of the Landing Signal Enlisted (LSE) personnel and VLA
unless a divert option exists. This means that he must have the proficiency
to perform such a landing. The implication in that if he uses the display
regularly because it makes his task easier, he actually looses proficiency in
hovering and landing visually, These last two phases have been singled out
for the above question because the close vicinity of hard surfaces makes
proficient and quick reaction mandatory while the preceding phases might be
handled relatively easier by simply slowing down. The conclusion is that great
emphasis should be placed on devising a satisfactory stabilized hover VLA and,
if that can be accomplished, the pilot may prefer to fly the VLA, with the
central display area vacant, after the 100-ft hover range has been reached.

A '"INIMAL" DISPLAY FOR TWO-PILOT OPERATION

The display mode'i described in the preceding sections have been intended
for single-pllot operation so that all the needed information is shown
inuluding somo Ledundancies for enhancement and crosschecking. It was con-
sidered essential to provide situation information at all times. A much
reduced display can be devised if two-pilot operation is assumed.
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The design of a "minimal" display is based on the principle that most of
the monitoring and slowl, varying information can be communicated verbally to
the pilot by the co-pilot. The elimination of such information from the
pilot's display results in a reduced scan and therefore allows him to focus
his visual attention entirely on the immediate flying task. All the instrument
readings on the left hand side of the gyro, except for torque, can be elim-
inated from the basic display. The two altimeters on the right hand side are
replaced by a single altitude read-out elsewhere on the display,

The minimal display does not address the localizer acquisition problem.
It is assumed that, flying at a safe altitude, the pilot can arrive within
localizer range flying on the cockpit instruments, using the available naviga-
tion aids and the tactical display. The tactical display, with some modifica-
tion, could be augmented to provide most of the Localizer Acquisition mode
described earlier. Consequently, most of the basic format can be reduced to a
somewhat sketchy representation of the gyro, with turn needle and ball
(Figure 13). Because only relatively small bank angles are used during the
approach, only "wings level" references and - 10* marks are shown at the two
sides of the horizon line; these symbols move up and down with the pitch
ladder. This modification is preferred to a pointer on top (as on the panel
instrument) because with the elongated horizon line it provides improved
resolution. The heading scale is eliminated entirely.

Percent torque is shown at the left of the gyro. A scale format has been
chosen because no other numerical information has been retained near the gyro
on the minimal display. Only absolute position information is shown in the
form of digital read-outs: altitude on the left and range on top of the
display area. Rate of descent and range rate can be perceived from the
"ticking" of the corresponding absolute values. The closing rate can be shown
explicitly below the range, if this is found necessary or highly desirable in
the course of simulation experiments, For the pilot's assurance, the co-pilot
should call out various flight information, like descent rate and airspeed,
from time to time.

The minimal nature of the display is the result of eliminating monitoring
information from the basic display and much of the situation information in
the central area of the "maximal" display, and of having a single mode for
localizer tracking, glide slope acquisition and tracking, deceleration and
hover (Figure 13). This is accomplished by using the DVI format and augmenting
it with error information. The symbology has been chosen so that control
responses learned and exercised with the DVI instrument are maintained and
utilized over the entire approach speed range, down to landing. Vertical,
lateral and longitudinal display elements and control are discussed separately
below.

The vertical symbology on the left is similar to that in the hover mode
of the maximal display, but the meaning of the scale in modified in order to
cover the entire approach. The center of the scale denotes a point on the
nominal path, traveling along with the helicopter so that the pair of wheels
show the altitude deviation from nominal. The scale itself is an altitude
error scale and an altitude error rate scale at the same time with the Yanges
of * 50, changing to * 50 ft near the ship, and t 500 ft/sec, respectively.
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The symbols are made to behave in the following way as the approach
progresses. While flying on localizer before glideslope acquisition the ASE
altitude-hold mode should be on. Accordingly, both the altitude and altitude
rate indications show deviations from level flight. There is a negatIve glide-
slope deviation not shown to the pilot until this error reducen Lo -1 deg
which occurs, assuming a 3 deg nominal glideslope, at 1.5 times the range of
tho tip-over point for the given flying altitude. At this point automatic
switch-over to glideelope error presentation occur8. Some flashing may be
used to call the pilot's attention to this occurrence. From this time on the
attitude deviation symbol indicates the glideslope error which IL4 negative
initially, while positive error rate indication .h',.w4 that the negative orror
is being reduced in level flight. Before the error reduces to zero the
altitude-hold mode must be turned off, The pilot's goal is to reduce error and
error rate to zero at the same time, using the collective, while the airspeed
is held constant. The vertical error scale, being in degrees, becomes more
sensitive as the approach progresses; the sensitivity remains constant after
the range has been reached where the one-degree error cone intersects the ten-
foot radius error cylinder. The numerical values cited above are subject to
modifications based on future simulator tests.

Figure 13 illustrates the case where the nominal glideslope terminates
vt a 50-ft hover height over the deck mean. Actual height-to-deck information
Is shown by a rising deck symbol which at hover should come to rest between
the two reference lines slightly below the vertical snale. The gap between
these reference lines and the bottom of the scale is such that in calm water
the altitude "wheels" indicate touch-down when the helicopter wheels make
contact with the deck. If ship information is available, the deck symbol can
indicate the rolling and heaving of the landing area,

The horizontal display has been developed based on the pair of needles on
the DVI which is essentially a velocity command display in helicopter axes.

" The same symbology is augmented with a position error symbol in such a fashion
that keeping the needle on the stationary double circle results in a satisfac-

tory control law for making a correction. The cross hair components are
driven by positon error and error rate so that with zero error rate the cross
hair is on the "target." This way the "fly to" nature of the DVI instrument
is maintained. For simplicity, the minimal display employs constant gains for
the rate components so that an exponential approach to the "target" is made if
the cross hair is kept perfectly on the reference circle. It is recognized
easily that the cross hair in effect leads the target mption with the speed
being proportional to the distance between th- cross hair and the target. This
known relationship enables the pilot to deviate from the exponent'ial law in a
controlled fashion. He can lead the target anywhere he wishes and can stop
the helicopter's relative motion with respect to the target by simply placing
the cross hair on the target.

Lateral directional control throughout the approach and hover can he.
divided into two sections depending on the ASE control mode used: coordinated
turn and heading hold. In both modes lateral stick motions control essentially
tCe force component along the helicopter y-axis. As long as the aitspoed Is
held by the ASE, longitudinal motion is not controlled by the pilot and the
target box representing nominal position moves only laterallý rep'nesenting the
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localizer deviation proportional to Lhe angle, changing to a linear scale as a
one-degree error becomes less than a ten-foot error. When the airspeed is
high enough to allow for turn coordination by the ASE, only lateral stick
inputs are needed for localizer tracking. At such speeds the drift angle is
not very large and localizer error correction can be made using very gentle
turns controlling the rate of change of the error rate.

The time coiiscart of a perfect correction, keeping the cross hair nulled
at all times, is determined by the ratio of the error rate and error display
gains. Ratios of three to five, corresponding to time constants of three to
five seconds, have been found satisfactory ia the past. A ratio of five means
that, e.g., a symbol displacement for a 2 ft/sec error rate is the same as
that for an error of 10 ft. In practice, the noisiness of the rate information
is usually the limiting factor on the display gain.

Ufter deceleration has been initiated the same control policy can be used
as long as ASE turn coordination is effective and keeps the side force zero.
As the airspeed is decreasing a continuous heading change is needed, except
in the very simplest case when all the velocity vectors involved are aligned.
At low speeds the controlled task becomes more difficult because the pilot
must use the pedals to keep the ball approximately centered. In summary,
localizer tracking throughout most of the approach, with the ASE on, can be
accomplished in a straightforward manner keeping the cross hair "nulled" by
means of ba" angle corrections only.

For x-axis control the horizontal bar of the cross hair is used essen-
tially as a velocity command symbol like the corresponding needle of the DVI.
While the ASE holds airspeed this bar can be used to indicate deviations from
the set value. Deceleration can be commanded by this bar as follows. As
discussed in connection with the Approach Mode of the maximal display, given
the range to the ship and the closing rate, the range at which deceleration
is to be initiated and the velocity profiLe for a given deceleration can be
predetermined in a straightforward manner. The bar would remain nulled
throughout the deceleration if the varying closing rate were always controlled
to the value pre-calculated for the decreasing range. This can hardly be done
perfectly, considering the lag between an attitude change and the corresponding
speed change. The deviations of the bar are to be proportional to tiie closing
rate deviations from the pre-calculated nominal profile. This raw error
information may have to be augmented by lead information in order to reduce
the work load during deceleration. In order to minimize the transient effects
at the initlatic.n of the deceleration, warning of the upcoming maneuver may be
provided by flashing of the horizontal bar and only a gradual increase in
deceleration should he commanded. In addition, the pilot knows the pitch
attitude change needed for a given deceleration.

During most of the deceleration a longitudinal position error is not
really meaningful. In the minimal display true longitudinal situation is
shown in the central area only near hover. If the approach Is flown
correctly, both the target box and the crots hair are near the null circles at
all times. At a range of 100 ft from the nominal hover point the box refer-
ence switches to Lhe nominal. hover point. At the instant of switching, the box
jumps from the vicinity of the null circles to the nominal hover poinL in
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helicopter axes, near the top of the display area, with the proper orienta-
tion, and enlarged to scale to indicate the size of the landing area, From
this time on both cross hair component- move with the same error and error
rate gains, leading to an exponential final approach to the hover point if the
cross hair remains centered. it should be noted that the ship is already in
view well before the reference point switching to hover occurs so that the
situation information can be verified instantly.

In summary, the minimat display for two-pilot operation described above
employs symbology derived from the DVI panel instrument used as a hover aid,
That symbology is augmented to provide localizer and glide slope errors
throughout the approach and situation information in three dimensions near
hover. The velocity command feature of the DVI format is used to command a
predetermined deceleration profile.

A great deal of attention has been given to choose the arrangement, the
various display modes and the symbo]s in such a way that any disorientation

S1 arising from Lhe image of the moviag ship behind the display be possibly
eliminated, Nevertheless, exploratory simulator experiments may well lead to
some modifications in both the "maximal" and the "minimal" displays, and final
verification can come only from flight experiments because of the difficulty
of duplicating in the simulator the details of actual ship lighting conditions.

An evaluation of the I=UD is planned as part of a NAVTOLAND SH-2F simula-
tion to be conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center in 1982, The moving
base simulation facility to be used incorporates a wide field-of-view computer
generated image system. Figure 14 shows the simulator and the actual field-
of-view available from the right seat of an SH-2F, A calligraphic symbol
generator will drive the Honeywell HMD. The existing SH-2F mechanical flight
control and ASE will be simulated. The experimental task will be a decel-
erating IMC approach to breakout and subsequent landing aboard a DD-963 class
destroyer.
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I ~HEAD UP DISPLAY OPERATIONAL PROMtLEMS

Richard Lo Newmsni

0 Crew S4%teMs Coriiiiultarits

BAC QR Dli ND

The head-u..p display (HUD)) i s arn oi..'tgrowth o f the
reflectirng guinsight of World Wari I1, Ini su.ch gunsPijhti*, the
aiMinq syiMbol wets generated as a beam of' light, projec~ted
upwards from the top of the instrument paniel, arid reflected
towards the pilot by: a seMitrdiritpsarnt mirror placed ire, his
view througah the windishield, tt the design is correct, the
pilot will see the %syMbol "floatIng"al in his view of the
outside scene. Several advanitages ariLse from this tyjpe of
qunsightl the atiMinga stMbol cani be moved to coMpenisate for
range, drift, or other factors) the image of t1-he aiMingq
syiMbol c arn be focused to form ai virtual image over lying the
target with no occoMModatiori shift needed and el imiratirig
pairallax( errors; anid the brightniess of the Mbk~ol cane be
easilui adjusted to allow f or vieriatiaiis ine aMb..ienit ligAht

It takes no great AMO~i.int of iMagiriatiori to see the noxt
step ini the developMerit o7I the HIt) -- the additioni of flight
information to the virtual iMageo, Ine faict, this ciat' be ouir
work ing def init ion of a hdupdiip layi a cock, it d isp layj
that presents f11 ight dlata i ri the f or m of a v irtua.il iMage. : In
the pilot's view o f the real world. 'The requJireM~en"t for
f ight data disquali 1f iets simple reflecting gu,.nsaights, T he6
rived for a virYt uaI i mag(ae wl ;LInamiiet e s s uc(.h d evyic es aRs
ungle--of-attack inid exe r l igQh ts orT per ipheral cuesn such as
moving barber psoles.# As useful as theve devices Mayi bee,
theyj are@ to HUJDs whaot Ir on sights are tc lewd.-coMpu.,tIng
reflecting gurasiqlhts, Most such displays should be called
peripheral cues, riot head-up ds as

Zr, the Mid-to-lute l960s, the HUJD was developed to) the
point where it cou..ld be i rcl Iuded irn the weapon delivery
sytsteMs of Militaryi fighters,% The fit-st two significanrt US1
aircraft t: uset heiad-u~p dipaswere the A-7D/E (Corsair
11) aned the AV-SIA (Har rieor) Euth of these wirer aft are
single-sent attaock aircraft,* In both cases, the driving;
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rationale for using a HUD was to upgrade the gun/bombsights
used in previous attack airp, "s.

The two HUDs differ from one another in their data
presentations, The AV-BA HUi is a direct ou.tgrowth of the
earl British approach to head-up displays which su.,cjgested
that the syMboloug need riot be conformal to t.he real world,
but rather on1y an approximate overlayring of syMbols and
real world cues is desired (1). The primary syMbol in the
Harrier HUD is atn "aircraft syMbol" which indicates the
pitch attitude of the airplane. The pitch and heading
scales are compressed from the real world by a factor of
5t8.

The A-7D/E, on the other hand, derives its data from an
inertial platform and the flight path data is scaled and
presented so that it conforms to the real world cues, While
the display references are conforMal to the real world, this
display can not be said to be a corntact analogq but rather
is a conformal, simbolic displa.• The priMary flight syMbol
in the A-7 HUE is the velocity vector showing the aircraft's
flight path,

In addition to other fighter/attack airplanes, certain
C-130 and CH-3 helicopters have been eq,.,'ipped with HUDs as
an aid irn recovering parachute packages in mid air. These
HOiDs are electroMechan"ical HUDs which conformal within the
limits or the electromechanical display, They also include
a director cue within the di'spla• designed to guide the
pilot in flying a precise trajectory to a given point, The
pilot superiMposes the aimirng %,3ymbol oron the HUE) with a
target (a runwat threshold or in, this case a parachute) and
flies the aircraft on a precise trajec'tory. tO the taTrýAet,

The final HLI) type, merntion ed briefly above, is the
contact analog. The major propalioern L of such a displayj :Ls
Kl opf.stein, (2). In, this display (a su,-btype of the coniforMal
HUD), the display consists of realistic cues mimicking the
real world cues -- s1.,ch as an artificial runway. In the
extreMe, reno quantitative data at Lll is presentedt only, the
relation~ships between various arngles gives the pilot his
speed, al tit,.'de , and flight path cues. No oper ational
aircraft, to our knowledge, uses this type of displa.,

Each o:f these HUDJ display•s has proponents who can show
by means of simu l3t.or and flight e.per imernts that a
Part icular design is superior fur a given task. These
ex)per'iMeits, par ticu.,lar Iy si,.,la tor exper ime nts, do not
adequ.ately reproduce the operational environMent. With this
inr' mirnd , we set to use the ve ry I a r.ge store of HUE
em).pertie'nc* irn the US Militar% today. 4s a means of exaMinir,,;I
the advarntages and disadvan, tages of the various HUD designs
ppresenitlyi in operationa.l use.
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This studj was arn outgrowth of srn earlier surve• b5

E. larrnette (3), who surveyed A-7D, F-15, arid F-111 pilots,
Hi concr:;lsu i ornis were that there were problesM with the
instrumerit crosschobcck between HU) anrd panel. This problem
was made more acu.,te bg the lack of ade*uate HUE) fatilu.re
Mornitoring, arnd the lack. of required flight data. Barniette
als.o reported that mar,5 pilots i rindicated sr, increased
terndanrtc' towards vertigo or disorientation while fljirca b'd
reference to the HUD in, irnstr uMernt mtetor O loci Scl
c oardit t ions, The fliaht pr'ocedures necesioer• to use the HU)
as a Prinard flight reference wer-e not adequatelyd covered in
the various publications arid technical orders. Barrnette
concluded that "extensive research is required to determine
if the HUD can be used as a primark flight reference s4stem.
In the absence of this research, the full potential of
head-up display na4 never be realized."

A firnsl factor irnfluencing this paper wan the long
learning times noted in, previous HUE) flight experiments, In
"two particu.,lar evaluations, fairl. long learning times had
been noted for the pilots to reach steadv state performance

HUD SURVEY

The objective of the survey was to obtain from
operational (as opposed to engieering) L pilots their
assessment of how well the head-up displaiys do their job of
helping the pilot to flb the airplarne. The survey was
restricted to the so-called common nodes of flight, not to
tactical uses of the HUbs in weapons delivery, Over four
hundred questionnaires were circulated to pilots flyring
HUD-equipped airplanes,

Becawui of the vast najoritd of HUDs today are in
fighter oa attack. aircraft, nost of the questionnaires were
sent to pilots flysing fighter or attack. airplanes. A few-A
were sent to pilots flyring transports, such as the Lockheed
Hercules (both militar- and civilian), the Boeing 737 and ix
the Dassault Merrure. Sone were also sent to pilots flying
the HUD-equipped CH-3E (MARS) helicopters, The balance of
this paper will concentrate on fiqhter/attack head-ip
displays,

The issues covered in these questionnaires included arn
estimate of the degree to which the respondinga pilot felt he
used the HUD in various phases of flight and in various
weather conditions. He was also asked to describe any,
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P a rt i Q . torT' p roblIeMs that he had erli;On.,1-itered while u.isinrc the
HUDO

S it

T•.e r-pjmairnirnyq que.t, ion, s d(alt with spec.ifi ite f of
i± nt (.re 1t, h i per cep tiari onof HLJD training, areld hi% views of
what dat a wasi re quired in"i a HilD to be uýsed as S priMary
trli.ht refTrence.

AdIJd it tio r~l 3.fu 1 lWI ()wF Ck1jiE13t ionarea i y and Inter viewis were
C.1j. Ve1I toC) 5 e c1.(AtCe.tP.'.l p -i o ,1 r r g dh T'Ilt hc.?ir' first -jear of f lI i rn9
HLJD'-eq'.i p a cd i 1r cra Ya'f t. All o)f these pilots were Air
National G ut(o r d pilots f lJying A-7D airplanres, This la•t
effort w4eis ant attemPt to deterMin"te if their HUI FprobleAMs
c:h alned d- ' 1 rilg their, first two to three hundred hoaulrs 61s
theyt• became More expa•rliced with HUDs,

Elradlj spakngpthe results can bie divided into three
gor',eral c•tagor ies:tierrdwayre-r elatedp softwar~e--relatedo an'd
p r a. e d 11r io I problemst 1"he hattd waro- , e.-re& t ed problems most

)feeto n ro~orted bt the pilots irnclu..ide oar' improper location of
the desu , ., e ref i. erence pirnt (DERP) of the HUD a rid
i nadequl.te conrtrol uf the brightness control, part:icul,4rly .•
a t them.. Mr ri tI.1M .im levels of ýbriy-htr'niai neerdied at night, ManI.
pilFots a 1. so (:.coM m td that thoey would prefer a wider field
of viw.

The pilots coMplained thot the location of the DERP was
genlerallyj too low. It woultd.i appear that the location of the
HUD eit piuppil does iot take into accounit the practice of
fighter pilots uittinq as high as possil.ble in the cockpit to
MaxiMize t-heir externa•l field of view.

The brightnresis coMplairnts (R"(cmrerall•, are critical of the
MirniMu.-M use ful levels of br iyhtrlesis. The intensity5 (at
r'night) seems to qo from "too briglht" to "off." These
hear dwore (.OMP pliR nts appear for all of the HIJDs in the survey
endJ 50?M tti be goerieIc pr obi eM'.4

The s of war e problems i i clude coMplaints about the
d isp lay dream i cs, increased tendanc•v. toward dilsorientatiorn
while flyingr' with the HUI as the primary, flight reference,
and proLbleMs associated with flyirng the instrument lending
*ssteM (.IS) approach using the HUD. Those problems will be
WMplified in the next section of the papert

Proced'..'rsl complaints incluae a lack of HUD checkout,
the 1e,3r n'i n q 'times nece%sary.• to reach steady-state
p(arfc)IMar1. e , and w lack of praced,,.res with which to fly thei
airplane by ref'erence to the:v HUD. These too will be
aMplified lat er in the ;roper#

Details of the s'..'rvey including the poptilation satmp1.,
and the res..Ilts are ovail .ble (5).
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HUD) DYNAMICS

The responise aof' the 14W) s~Mbo is does nott Oy puar to t:,i
adequsutel y control led L~i 4the sip e c if ic ati unI-s . TypIni calI
(1esiac-,r i p t i aCnH; b 9 the Fpiloats% i ti c 1. I.J'J d ee r eiiii aolis% alii t o L
teic. ± t i ve' *A '" JI i t te' T, 6"The proseiiceg , dai4~ HUE) spec 1i'iciotio±
dc ia no t addrewis this issue, but siMplyd describe the siMbuls
as% at "I $1I correspondenrce w ith the roll arid p itc-h of the
aircraft" (6) $ No menrtion is made of the dyjnanic response
o f the syjm bo Is. It must be wnphasized that the description
of a ny. displaj canniot be of aN static Picture. The relative
mot ion within the. displayd in responise to control inpi..'tls or
dlieti irbrLiacesv Mu~st be shown as wells

Acc.ordingq toc the nti I tar A stanrdard eo lectroniic, n
Op~t:LCal d isplay10, the Vvi~roc.it~j vector is ioT'Mallu damped to
malke it wmable, bui.it the *Mol~int of dlamping is dependent oin
the sy.pteM (7). This same ijoci..MOnt also states that the
vel c~ci ty vector shoul. .d show the veloI c ity vector of the
aircraft cienter of qr avityý ( c4) Ini tests reported b4 SAAB#,
the pilot's; "' %K is Much isasiar, if WOaMe display quickening
is p rov ided by having the, syMbol. thow the veloc:Ltq voctor
some .dista nce in front of the aircraft clq (8).# Thi tho caseo
of the ViJ sg inI,I a l ocat ion e iq1h't feet i n front of the
a airYcraf t og was used. ThisA together with a pitch ratw
f owibacwkj helped. the p ilot control the airp lane Muc.h MurW

Am adiid i .tIu ionoI co ipIi c at ioan i s tho lack. of Mechan1'.ical
l.a qs i n electronic d .is plIayvs. S uch1 lags ara present. in
v ir tum llyý all r oun ;Ji wl initrumksnts and their abinerice Matt
exp lain th c- f r e4qeen t coMMen--t of 'too uc Jii.tter0' This
will aIit ls be a consiu;derT a t ior) a~s eI ect roan ic. head--duwr
insytruMentk- disp layis become c.oMMuri

Tlhe choice of a onzboeicalo' Cor the priMarj sy~Mbol
m89 not be optiMu~Mo The earlyi British school suggesfted that
&C)M' d u gr Ie ofi p itc h ard roll 1 c o mpFrev*is torn providied for
bettery tracking uacov, es i n siMUlaptor tests (9) : In r ecean t
tesgts, rep ortied byj Monwajan iand Smith (10 )t indicates that
the p it cht scal ing prefered byi the p 1otv.ý dependis largelyj On
the pair ticular Meltuevu" s be ing perforMed , One-to- one p itch
sral ins wags preferredl for the ILS Laik , while 1 arta aMui''nts
o)f' p It h .o Mpr-e %ssioan were chosen f or laor e ampl11tudep
Manu130evel s

Tng view o f the l ack. of adequate control of' the HLiDt
dy n ai mc: i byý the itpvc.i f icea L i on, i t is nlot SuI'rpr :ts-nq that
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those H1.10 which 1aid i-) it comp La131 tiLs 5e#Mei.J to haiVli oM
form of d i $sat is fi...' i Wi th the r eup ariseh chair' acter1st ic's
h i ah orn the list *, It wou1i..i wppeg tha Isit a betPter contral 1of
the di splayi dri naM m uis I s r e qi..1: re u, d iio ''ra~l th:i i is
riot po ssiblbe5 at pr elibeit, w .tthu it r, 1' 11., :1 ny4iq aht i is d~es isIredi for
which air piarie arid for whiich. -pigichi tausk,

PerY h ap is the moIst di .5it t .. L tr I. NCE 1- o cf th iisa so irvey ari-d
Sarriette / is ear 1ev sur1'veyj ( 3) iS t he r- -p'Ort-ed inicreaised
terid.-ancyj towar'ds spata i is o t iratus iI A p p To x: mist el
t h ir ty pe(Arcen.?rt o f the respoir~iciry p i.lots repor'ted 'tlatt the
HUD) t e -d(Ae d t o i i icT, 1I- as veti t:iq (:) nT, d i!: ()r' :ei (.It ati o ii#
H LID -± nidu11c, (di d isoar i e nit at 1 (3 i iS is k F ( t ed to Lie CoMMan i n a
number a r rinfl1ight sltuiatiotis The mCosit commoni of thesie is
when flIy in i~ t he awir p l anei i ni-a nid -- oa'.'t --ouf co1 31.,dids . Another
sceriar t o inivoulYveis c arif I, oisni(a cues w hi. le f lyingy the HUD) or
sotl id lnistrimerits in is stronys crosiswinid, The lateral offset
at the veX oc ity vector was the cau..se in thiis vit itusit in.i The
other i n vt anrceas r e p or t(edI wer e the h i qh isu11is cep)t i Li Ii ity
s situ at i ons as* nil g ht, puLl -uip 15 ijniii,,isal attitude recoverlet p
forMationi fliyinis , anid air c:.oMbat MafliieYvl'Insq (ACM)o

The re Mayj be several factors caus1%ing this potwritijillyd
serious Problem inr the uise of HUDis in~lstruMenit fl ight * The
pr iMaryj cause a? pi±lot divior jeritationi isi confl ict:Lng cueiss aso
to his or lentatiori * A possible cau~lse cou..ld be a subtle
misalignimenit of t hec HUD) cues with the reasl world cu~es, I:f
the pilot has s t rongi ex pe ctaistion is that the HUD) cue will
overlie the real wo rlIdIa~ iti Mus a i q im e nit m ay cj(-r easte a
re*du c t ion i n the perc-.eived cilayof either cupotssibl.y
below the conrisc(.I ous.1 level oif percelivinq the MIsal1 lgnMento
If this is the-. caisep then rieprti a lly dr'iveri HUDS coo.ldi have
a diffrer nt degree of pr oMat :1rig di sor ienitat ion. Ani Itier a 1
HUD) shoiuldc be muci .-h mare a c cu. ir ist e than an air massib Hill)
However, if t he iniertiala datas doesn't isatisfyi tht:.ý accuracy4
nieeds , theni a 1 r Mais% data ~w y i n duc1::e l eisis d i isor Teri t iation)ir
because t' hE? pil ot mayj haive lebser expectationls and1 niot have
d i ffikcultyt~ w ith m i %SI i griMenitis , The. qui~estioni of P itch arid
roll COMPPCW¶ Ioar shai..' ciMIMPact yr eat ly on thi s Issue *

Another f actor is the reIniforceMenit of the op tokinietic
stimulus by vestibu~lar ny~staqMuc as a rapid roll As entered
( (II ) 4 This Meanis that ai'jects in the external field are
clear wh Ile the iristruLments are blurred earlyi in the roll *
As the roll progresses, the oppý)osite is true'5 --* -the eixternial
view is blurred arid the rinstr uMents beo cilear * It is riot
clear whast the ef fect of viewing a virtual IMage, par't of
wh ich iis a t ti tude stabilized aisnd paisr t of which is not,
duringIf such a maniuiever#

Another' f actor that m a % be I1.Mpoar-tant ± ri c a iis irisý
d iis or i enrt at ioun w h et fly ýingc byuT re fe rrnce to the HUE) is the
v i sualI b a ckyw oun iri d e ven I-- f nio al lyninerit is paissi±b e *If a
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pilot flies through a cloud using the HUD, the background
will be seen to be approaching rapidly, It is 3 well known
Sillusion that if we remove a rapidly Moving background, the
remaining iMages will appear to Move in the opposite
direction, rIn our case, the HUD syMbols would appear to
recede from the pilot, A second factor was reported byj
Roscoe (12) who likened the problem to the MoorP illusion,
While the HUD is focl.issed at infinity, the cloud m.a act as
an "accoMmodation trap" making the pilot's eyes focuis at a
closer distance, This would make the HUD images aFpear to
"bloom."

Other factors could influence the tendanr'cy. toward
spatial disorientation -- confusing backgrounds, the lack of
a rester in a set of line iMages, lack of pilot confidence
are amoung these. Aglain, further research is needed to
quantifyj the problem and isolate the cause or causes.

TRAINING ISSUES

I t was apparent during the course of this study that
very little attention is being directed to initial (or
recurrent) HUD training for the Military pilot. The
overwhelMing observation is that the problem is being
i.gnored in both the air plane flight m'anInals and in
instruMent flight publications. The general aporach to HUD
che.k.out in the airplane is to provide a brief duscriptiori
aid a short cockpit orientation of the the switch 1ocationsa
A siqni f icarit problem with the use of HUbs 1) y ma be the
or,,an izati.onel attitudes of the particular unitis flyi:n.4 the
nirplar'ei,

Several Particular HUE) traiining problems were observed
d'ur in this studt --. the use of the volocityj vector as a
f I t,:h t. Iontro], paT Ywmwte , the i nitr ime n t proccedt..'T'u ,es and113
looking throgh the HUD.

HUiDs have i rLtroduced a new dimension into frliqht
.'ontr ol , the use of the velocity• vector to rep 1 •'•Bc or
suppleMent aircraft p itch as a control V praMeter # This
corUni.ep)t is a new one to most pilots and May not appear to be
natural at first. This May create pro.'. lems for those p ilots
t r ai ned in a A, tit.. de f611 rig, q iifortuntaty, MaS'n pilots d1 J o
not real ize that they dog,' t understand the d i f'erenc:e
between frL ight pF tch arn:i p itch reference v Obre pilot in i our
%1ur vey sai d "IT know I'M nose hight but the velo(:ity vctor
shows level flight." Several pi lots who were 'followed
du' trig, their first yesr o'f HUt) flyin' ap. ppeared to chan",ge
their caontro 1 stt rat eq i es with res p ect t o the ise of the
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velocit. vector as time went on, Some devloped problems
with control strategies onl4 after one or two hundred hours
of HUD flirin%.,

The seconid training problem involves just how to '..ise
the HUD0, In some airplanes, the HUt) is the primear4 fligiht
reference, yet instruter, t procedu.ires are taught usinq the
cor',venti or( 1 p ariae instruments, The irnstr umerit check.
f'li.htis May also be flown u..isiri, round dialis alone, Some
V I 't'i• reported diffilculties in switching qu1ck. 1, from
f iyir,, a vYlocit. vector and , angle of attack strateqgl to a
pitc•' att:lt.lde, wertical v.#locit-y ar'id airspeed strateq.j#

The use of the HUD has several facets that must be
addressed during training, The student must be taught where
arid how to look, at the specific cues of Interest, He Must
also be shown how the HUD responds to corntrol inputs and
outside disturbor',cs. It is ir's*tr0ctive to ctompare the
casual HUD trairi ing in the militoT,' with the careful

nis truct'iorn HU) ver',dors give duiring flight demoristratioris
arid with 'the HU) training s.llabus of Air Initer, the Frernch
airline using HUDs for categorv III operations (13.),

The HUD wouivlrd also be etroeoely useful during primar.
pilot trivininrg as a means of demonstrating the different
concepts of pitch, angle of attack,# flight path iangle, arid
other control Parameters, The pilots irn our s urvey
indicated that such a use of HUD would be quite beneficial.
Although concern about the student pilot becoming
overdependent on the display, there is some evidence that
having been exposed to a HUD makes a more proficient pilot
even after the HUD is taken awal (14),

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A number of operational problems associated with
hoad-up displa-s have been identified, While we have
identified problem areas, it must be remembered that the
HUDs were generall- so beneficial ir, helping the pilot fly
better, that the pilots readily used the HUDs, problems and
all, There is no question that many of the HUDs in use
today, which were not designed for use as an instrument
flig•ht reference and which have certain deficiencies ore
better then mamn of our head-down instrument panels, The
bottom line is that the pilots use HUDs because they work.
Solving the few problems will Mak.e them work better.

Several areas are recommended for further research and
developments A flight experiment is necessary to evaluate
variations in the dynamic response of the displai sýmbols in
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flL cht for various sets of flight Manuevers and for various
t.,4pes of airplanes. The resiilts of this e.periMerit will
en, a.ble us to write better specifications dealing with the
dyr n aic respornse of HUI) syMbols, The some flight test cou..,ld
a150 evaluate the acc,.,r•ae reqjireMenr'ts ( i. e, irnertial
vE?;rsu.1 S e:I.r Mmss data) for HUDs, This experiMernt must be
perforMe-,d in", flight since we can rnot fully1 Model all of the
dJ.arrMic cu..,es irn siMulators,* The DEFT NT-3f3 is an' ideal
vehicle for such a flight test (10)s

At the same time, preferably in the same vehicle, we
rneed to further determine what causes the increased tendency
toward spatial disorientation, Again because of the mary
cues to be Modeled, such a test must be conducted in flight,

The training to MaxiMize the benefit of HUD use, both
i in terms of HUD checkout and in terms of primaryi pilot
traininq should be exaMined, Procedures to maxiMize the
"ability of the pilot to fly using the HUE) anrd still Monitor
h hi% other instruMernts (arid discrepancies ir, the real world)
mu..ýft be developed, evaluated and i ncor Por ated into our
irnitia a•nd r ecu.,rrent trainin. g The instrMernt flight
publications must be updated to reflect these prooedures,

In closinn, we wish to emphasize that we were looking
for pYobIems. We found some. In spite of these problems,
with the exception of certain head-',ip displys with obvious
hardware deficienrcies, the majorityi of the pilots surveyed
used the HUDs because the HUE) provided somethl•r the.
wanted. The bottom line is HUDs work and they work now.
W h at- we need to do is tak. a little time a•rd make them work
better,
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"LIGHT BAR" ATTITUDE INDICATOR

In November of 1979, the Wing Commander of the 9th Strategic
Reconnaissance Wing at Beale Air Force Base made an informal
request to the Dryden Flight Research Center for assistance in
easing the task of high altitude night flying. The types of
aircraft being flown - the SR-71 and the U-2, are less tolerant
of attitude upsets than most. In both aircraft, unusual attitudes
can dovelop rapidly while the pilot is coping with other dif-
ficulties.

* The problem was discussed with the pilots at DFRC and Einar
Enevoldson recalled a Canadian magazine article describing
an installation in a helicopter for arctic night flying. We
later discovered that this was a description of an instrument
developed by Dr. Richard Malcom. To achieve the same result as
Dr. Malcom's instrument - the projection of an artificial
horizon across the instrument panel for pitch and roll information,
DFRC modified a standard four inch ADI. A light bulb was put
in the center and a thin slit out on the horizon. This resulted
in a thin horizontal sheet of light projected from the instru-
ment. We had used a similar instrument in 1968 as an aid in
simulator fly'ing (figures I and 2).

Because of a lack of priority, funds and official program status,
it was mid-February 1980 before we had an instrument installed
in the ground cockpit of a remotely piloted (RPV) Piper PA-30.
The instrument was mounted beside the pilot's head and projected
its light beam on the instrument panel. This proved to be an
aid in flying the RPV.

About two weeks later, we heard of Dr. Malcom's work with the
Varian of Canada Corporation, through Lyle Schofield of the
Air Force Flight Test Center. We tlen invited him to observe
a PA-30 iflight using the instrument. Varian, incidently has
the patent rights on the concept. Subsequent to this, we
installed it in a Cessna T-37 jet trainer, attached to the canopy
between the two pilot's heads. The lirst flight was made on the
night of April 9, 1980.

The intensity of the projected baam is such that it can only be
seen in a darkened room or at night. Figures 3 through 7 showi!
the beam on the instrument panel of the T-37, depicting various
attitudes. The aircraft's attitude indicator "oes not correspond
to the attitude shown by the light bar as the pictures were taken
on the ground.
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We have since demorstrated thefLight Bar A.I., as we call it,
to #pproximately 50 pilots of varying backgrounds, SR-71, U-2,
A-10, Test Pilot School instructors, Brooke's medical staff,
Human Resources Lab staff at Williams AFS, the Navy Post Graduate
School staff, and one Navy pilot. We have not had any adverse
comments and most of them have been enthusiastic.

A summary of pilots' comments are: /.

(1) A 1/4 inch high beam with sharply defined edges is
desirable.I. (2) A dimmer for light beam intensity is required to
accommodate ambient conditions.

(3) The center of rotation of the roll axis should be
located in front of the pilot, otherwise roll appears .
as pitch.

(4) A means of slowing the boam vertically is required to
position it on the desired location on the iiustru-
ment panel or canopy bow when flying formation.

(5) It eases pilot workload generally and allows constant
monitoring of the performance instruments.

(6) There is a need to investigate reduced gearing in
the pitch axis in order to maintain the beam's position
on the instrument panel.

Some possible uses for such an instrument to ease the pilot task

are.:

(1) High altitude flying, both night and day.

(2) Low level night or weather penetration.

(3) Night dive bombing under flare lighting (bright light
into darkness on pull-out).

(4) Night carrier landings.

(5) Formation flying at night or in bright haze.

(6) Aerial refueling at night or in bright haze.

(7) General I.M.C. flying both "up and away" and
on approtches,
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Two potential problems exist in using the device:

(1) Becauseu of the easu in flying instruments with it,
a pilot might become complacent. It is our belilf
that the liyht bar should be used as a supplement to,
anld not a replacement for the "8-ball" and when an
"off: condition" is dotected, an immediate transition
shoul ( b. lM1d6L to the A. 1)1 , .I t: bIi sic instruments
for recovury.

(2) An upri.jht-invertod ambiguity exists with our instru-
munt which we realized, and which resuklted in one
pilot recovering from an unusual attitude inverted,
It is our opinion that traditional instruments,
espacia].Iy the "B-ball", offers the best upset
recovery assistance.

DFRC wants to stress that our instrument is a conceptual dem-,
onstrator only. Although it has several shortcomings, it has
been sufficient to generate interest within the Air Force
so that several evaluations of the Vurian instrument are being
conducted,

* ''To adequately demonstrate that the sytem provides the expected
benefits: eased piloting task, improved sense of vertical,
rosistance !1o disoriontation, is no doubt a formidable task.
However, our experiences lead us to believe that a thorough,
proper evaluation should be done. The system tent4 s to generate
enthusiasm which may be based on itsi novelty.
'hhe Dryden p.rogram was to demonstrate the concept only, not
tu develop an instrument, and we fee] that this has baen
accomplished. We will continue to use the inctrument as an
aid in the remotely piloted research aircraft ground cockpits
and fly it in tho T-37 as necessary.
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